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Will

GOOZEN WAIVES

They Find Fourth Member?

OTTAWA DRAFT

EXAMINATION IN

OF HUS MONTH

EMBEZZLE CASE

LISTS FIFTY SIX

Zeeland Pastor Provides
Bond as Ex-Treasurer

Selectees Will Report it

Faces Smith

of October
Group

234 Cen-

waived examinationto

a

ar-

John Simmons. 28, of Battle Creek (left), his twin sister, Mrs.
Elmer De Boer of 164 East 10th St., and their brother Corp. Fred
Smith, 29, of Van Nuya, Calif., had their first real visit last Sunday In the De Boer home here. All separated when very young,
Mrs. De Boer and Simmons met for the first time since childhood
last April. Mrs. De Boer and Smith met about nine years ago.
Corp. Smith spent his furlough with his relatives while trsnsfering from Fort Monmouth, N.J., to Camp Monterey Presidio, Calif.
They are now trying to locate another brother.

raignment at 1:20 p.m. yesterday
before MunicipalJudge Raymond
L. Smith.
Bond was set at $3,000 and was
immediately furnished by the Rev.
William Hilmert, pastor of Zeeland
Second Reformed church.
Upon waiving examination. Goozen’s case was certified to Ottawa
circuit court and his arraignment
before Judge Fred T. Miles was
set for Friday at 10 a.m.
The former city treasurer was
formally arrested at his home in
Zeeland at about 11 a.m. by Police Chief Fred Bosma of Zeeland and Deputy Sheriff Edward
Brouwer of Holland. The officers
left word that they would return
for him later in time for his appearancein court at 1 p.m.
As former city treasurer,Goozen was formally charged with embezzling$50 of Zeeland city funds

—

May

GRID PLAYERS

HURT

Goes

CRASH

IN

DRAFT

CAU

in Ditch

End

on

Dead

Highway

i

Here Thursday, Oct.
16 by Bus

15, 1940.

Grand Haven, Oct. 9
—

Hollema, chairman of the Zeeland
council finance committee, and Rev. Hilmert appearedat
the
^
Due to his deafnesj which made
conversationimpractical.Goozen
was permittted to read the complaint. Judge Smith then gave him
a note which explainedthat he
could waive or demand examination and other particulars.
After reading the note, Goozen’s
only.^omment was,
"I'll waive examination."
It was indicated that Goozen
would enter a guilty plea when he
appears for arraignment Friday.

common

arraignment.

Mayor Frankena

revealeda

shortage in Goozen's accounts last
Sept. 18 after his successor, Nick
Tanis, had been unable to strike a
balance. Goozen reportedly admitted to the mayor and other
city officials that he had been misappropriating city funds for nine

(Special)

T>vo Grand Haven

football

of the shortage

was

said to have totaled approximately
$12, (XX). Zeeland common council
Monday night employed the auditing firm of Maihofer, Moore, De

,

registrants, including

players of this year's team and one draft last July, have been named
from last year's team were injured by the local selective service board
about 8:30 p.m. Wednesday in an to comprise its October quota
which will leave here Thursday
auto accident.
The car in which they were rid- night, Oct. 16. for the Kalamazoo
ing apparently was racing with an- induction station.
The list of registrantsfollow:
other vehicle on Griffin St. and
Bartley William
Glopper,
came to the dead end at the south
city limits, knocked down a "dead route 5, Muskegon; Clifton John
end" sign, ran into a deep ditch Spyker, 700 Washington Ave.;
and practicallydemolished the car Lloyd Arthur Berry. 90 West 11th
of the driver, James Bergman, 19, St.; Otto William Greening.422
of Ferrysburg. a star player on the Edgell St.. South Haven; Raymond
194Q squad. He suffered a frac- Alfred Williams, route 1, Holland;
Lester Jack De Ridder, 38 East
ture of Ihe right pelvis.
Riding with Bergman were Pat 21st St.
Samuel P. Fabiano, 26 West
McFaden, 17, guard on the team,
who suffered scalp wounds and Eighth St., Henry Overway, Jr.,
likely will be unable to play any 112 East 19th St.; Cornelius
more this year; Eugene Hale, 17, Prince, 76 West 17th St.; Donald
halfback and star punter, who suf- Anno Lam. 193 West 22nd St.;
fered a slight scratch on the hand Leon Miller Hopkins. 671 Michigan
and will be able to play Saturday Ave.; Ralph Wallace Van Voorst.
at Grand Haven against Kalama- 271 East 16th St.
Jerry Jonker. 173 West 16th
zoo; and David Patten of MuskeSt.; Robert Earl Michmershuizen,
gon. who was uninjured.

Bergman and McFadden are

314 Central Ave.; Harold Ray
confined in Municipal hospital. Oc- Manting, 17 West 26th St.; Louis
cupants of the other car have not Terpsma, 240 West 10th St.;
been definitelyidentifiedby local Charles R. Kirchen, 162 West 12th
police. Bergman was given a traf- St.; Vincent William Linzman,
fic summons for failing to have 3817 Wabansia Ave., Chicago;
his car under control.
Stanley Stephen Mrok. 9 River
Ave.

years.

The amount

Nineteen

10 who registered in the second

De

Mayor Nicholas Frankena, John

^

IN

NINETEEN

LIST

G.H. Trio Injured as Auto Group Scheduled to Leave

The complaint was signed by
Prosecutor Howard Fant Tuesday
afternoon and a warrant was issued for Goozen's arrest. The warrant was first turned over to the
sheriff’s departmentwhich in turn
submitted it to the Zeeland chief of
police for service.
Shortly after 1 p.m., Goozcn accompaniedby the two officers, appeared in court at the city hall.

j W

Manager

THOUSAND

16

Ten Groupi Will Benefit
by Fundi Recehred in

AeiiiUnti for

HOPE HELD FOR

The group has been instructedto
report to the local selectiveservice board'squarters on the second
floor of the Temple building at
7 p.m» on the night of their departure. Friends and relativesare
welcome to be present to bid them

Grand Haven, Oct. 9 (Special)
-Fifty-sixselectees were named
Saturday by the selectiveservice
board No. 2 of Grand Haven to
comprise its October quota.
The registrantshave been ordered to report at Grand Haven armory at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday. Oct

draft follow:
Zeeland— Robert J. Formsma,

Peter Jay De Jonge, Bertus Jay
Lamer. Harvey Ethaniel Ramps.
Earl W. Vanden Bosch, Andre
Walters. Raymond Jay De Vries,
Earl W. Danielson,Harold W.
Van Dragt. Louis Edmund Huyser,
George Flokstra, Earl G. Brower.
Henry J. Vander Kolk, Arnold
Styf, Jacob Roelofs and Emerson
John Tanis.
Near Holland— Jerry William
Por, Floyd A. Daining, Marvin
Waterway. John Frank Santora,
Henry John Nykamp, Thomas W.
Kapenga.
Grand Haven— Warren E. Salisbury, Joe Leon Straveler,Stephen
Robutka, R. J. Young, William A.
Wilds, Ernest John Radspieler,
Lewis Henry Helmers, William
Byl, Jr., John R. Justema, Edward
H. Zimmer, Jr., Andre Theodore
Hass, and Alexander Karwoski.
Hudsonville— Dick Jay Vande
Bunte, Arend R. Raak.
Spring Lake— Russell L. Bolton,
Leslie Vink, Fred Clarence Peck.
Grand Rapids— Leo Elmer Bassett, Jr.

Nunica— John Daniel Howard.
Clarence M. Holtrup, and Charles

Henry Moore.
Jenison—

Herman Eugene Doorn-

bos.

Coopersville—Charles E. Ahrens, Marvin Richard Byle, Robert B. Ellcey, Russell D. Lillie and

Matthew Gerald ^dema.
Conklin— George L. Doane and
Frank Leo Chesla.
Highland Park — George M.
Veeneman.
San Antonio, Tex.— Robert E.
Gonzales.

Marne— Clarence L. Broad.
Detroit -Archie Dale Lieffcrs.
No address given— Grant Cornelius Peasley.

HONOR COURTS ARE
SET BY COMMITTEE
The area committee on advancement, at a meeting Wednesday

Month

board of directorsof the Holland

Community chest. This

is

an in-

!

crease of $1,000 over last year’s
Render! H. Muller, retiring preeident of the Holland Gideon camp,
it shown at the right preaenting a Gideon Bible to Chester 8.
Walz, manager of the Warm Friend tavern. A new supply of
Bibles for the hotel, numbering 140, which were dedicated at the
organization’aannual meeting Monday, Sept. 29 In the hotel are
arranged In the background.Note the design of the crose.

budget of $15,000.
ing groups, one more than la*t
year, will receive funds to con-

SELECTOR. FOR

tinue their

AFRYWS MEET
Local Vets

||

* Ten charity or character-build-

Want Legion

work

In 1942.

Added

to the chest program is the underprivilegedchildren’sproject of
the Holland Kiwanis chib.
Amounts to be received by the

,

various agencies in compliance
Plans for Next Year Are with budgets approved by the
directors follow: Exchange Club
9 Laid as Session Here
Goodfellowa foundation,$1,000;
Salvation army, $3,900;
Nears Close
Resolution Assails Action La Guardia, as "government paysion, $2,400; Michigan
rollers, steamrollered the legion
all
$450; Lions club blind _
Grand Rapids was selected as
Taken at Convention
convention to support the pres$£X); Camp Fire girls, $1,700;
the site of next year's AFRYWS
ident's foreign policy."
Boy scouts, $3,600; Civic rfealth
in Milwaukee
The governor defied the de- convention at a business meeting committee, $725; Rotary chib
mands of Wisconsinand national of convention delegates this morn- crippled children’s fund, $800:
Holland Legionnaires today had
legion officers that he H|>ologize
ing in Central Avenue Christian Kiwanis club underprivileged
joined other mid-western legion tor his remarks.
children's fund, $400; contingent
At the legion state convention Reformed church. Next year’s con- fund, $725.
posts in condemning the action
With C. Neal Steketee as camof the national American legion in Grand Rapids during August, vention will be the 10th annual In
the Michigandepartmentwent on the federation's history.
paign chairman, the drive for
convention at Milwaukee in enrecord as being opposed to sendWhile the official delegates at- funds will be conducted in Holdorsing the policy of sending ing troops to foreign countries.
tended
the business session,the land from Oct. 27 through Oct.
American troops to foreign counThe resolution as adopted by
31, with an opening dinner arconvention
visitorswere enter- ranged for Friday, Oct. 21
the Holland American Legion
tries.
Willard G. Leenhouts post No. post pointed out that the post tained at tours through the NethMr. Steketee said organization
6 of Holland adopted a resolu- "feels that the sentimentof the erlands Museum and the Holland of the drive is being completed
Legionnaires of the country was Furnace Co. offices. Two members and that he will announce namea
tion of condemnation at a meetnot expressed in the action of of each Young Women’s societyof of the divisionchairmenand team'
ing here Wednesday night and de- the national convention ... and
the Christian Reformed church captains soon.
manded "that said action be re- that it has always been the policy are designated annuallyas dele"I am certainly pleased with
of the American legion to stay gates to the convention and they the way everyone has shown a
scinded.”
have a voice in the business meet- willingness to give their wholeThe resolution was presented out of politick."
ing. However, all society members hearted support to this campaign
by a resolution committee,commay attend the convention.
for our own communitywelfare
posed of Alfred C. Joldersma.
Following Wednesday night’s In- program of human needs and
chairman, Tony Den Uyl and
spirationalmass meeting in Hope character building,’* he said. “No
Charles Van Duren, who were
Memorial chapel built about the one whom I have approached to
appointedat a previous meeting
theme, "Peace Amid Conflict,’* the take part has turned me down. In
to consider the controversy.
conventionprogram was to con- fact, I have received-more than
Only favorable discussionswere
tinue this afternoon with Miss 100 per cent cooperation and
heard on the motion and no opTona Holkebocr, missionary to therefore X am sure the composing votes were cast against
China on furlough here, addressing munity will go ‘over the top’ on
adoption of the resolution,it was
an
assembly in Central Avenue their Community chest drive this
Drydock
to
Be
Included
in
reported.
church on "Be Ye Steadfast, Un- year.
Mr. Joldersma said today that
Operationsof Benton
movable, Always Abounding."
"It Is not too much to say that
a copy of the resolution will be
More than 1,400 girls will at- never before have we been faced
forwardedlo the legion’s national
Harbor Builder
tend the big banquet tonight in with so grave a necessity to proheadquartersin Indianapolis.
the armory and on both floors of tect our way of life by Insuring (.
The local legion post feels that
Grand Haven, Oct. 9 (Special)
the resolutionwhich was adopted - Grand Haven will become the the Roman's Literary club. Each the securityof our homes, by a
at the Milwaukee conventionin site of a shipyard and the only group will have its own toastmas- more than ever guiding our youth
ter and music and the three to high Ideals,by guarding the
September
"railroaded"
drydock on this side of Lake Michthrough and that it is contrary igan. according to plans announc- groups will assemblelater In Cen- health of our people. For if we
tral Avenue church for the pro- are to preserve and strengthen1
to a 23-year stand of the Amered here by the Chamber of Comican legion in opposing another merce and Gordon S. Clark, presi- gram. This banquet without a our heritage of freedom, we must
doubt, will be the largest ever held unite and give for your own.”
American expeditionary force.
dent and secretary of Dachel-CarIn a recent address before ter Corp., shipbuilders in Benton in Holland.The banquet theme
will be "The Wilderness Shall
the Milwaukee Junior Chamber
; Harlxir. The new firm Is to he
RAINS^AUSE
of Commerce, Gov. Julius P. Heil
known as The Grand Haven Ship
Miss
Dena
Kuiper,
convention
of Wisconsincharged that PresiOF PLANT OPENING
Building and Drydock Corp.
hostess, estimated today that there
dent Roosevelt controlled the leThe
announcement
revealed ar- are more than 800 delegates and
gion conventionand that SecreDue to prevailingrains, - the
tary of Navy Frank Knox and rangements for a 70-acre tract registered visitors attendingthe Lake Shore Sugar CO. will not be
with 2,500 feet of harbor front- convention aside from those in
Civilian Defense Director Fiorello
age on the island opposite the and near Holland who bring the able to begin its 1941 run Monday
morning as previously announced,
Construction AggregateCo., to be general number well over 1,000.
Byron J. Paschal said today.
Woman Fined by Smith ! acquired by the projected firm She said that more than 500 are Supt.
Mr. Paschal said a new date
whose corporation papers are to being housed in local homes. More
for the opening will be announced
Following Auto Crash l>c filed next week,
than 2,000 attended the public
later. The company had planned
j Clark's Benton Harbor shipyard meeting Wednesday night.
earlier this week to begin slicing
Mrs. Susie Cochran. 42. route is buildirjg wooden mine sweepers
of beets Monday at 7 a.m.
4, Holland, charged with failing to and sub-chasers for the navy and

AEF Sanction Rescinded

TO CONSTRUCT

SHIPYARD

G.H.

was

DELAY

Blossom."

FISHERMAN OF
SUCCUMBS AT HOME

Work

A budget of $16,000 with which
to carry out its work during
1942 was listed Monday by the

night in scout headquarters in the
city hall, set dates for courts of
*
honor to he held in the OttawaAllegan Boy scout council for the
Long and Kragt of Holland to
easuing year.
farewell.
make an audit to determine the
Those present were Prof. ClarThe
Rev.
William
G.
Flowerday.
losses.
* Grand Haven. Oct. 9 — The story pastor of the Methodist church ence Kleis of Holland, area chairof an orphan boy, reared during here, will speak to the selectees. man; the Rev. J. Ethan Allen of
his formative years by a maiden
G.H.
The bus will leave at 7:45 p.m. Allegan and J. E. Spangler, Jr., of
:
foster mother who has left him that night and the youths will re- Grand Haven.
considerable property, but who port at 7:30 p.m. the following
The schedule follows: Central
never knew the restraining influ- morning at Kalamazoo armory for district, Oct. 27, Dec. 8, April 13
Grand Haven. Oct. 9 (Special) ence of a male parent, was unfold- final examinations and induction. and June 8; North district. Oct. 24.
—Ray Van Hall, 49, 308 Madison ed to Probation Officer Jack
Jan, 23, April 24, July 24, and Oct.
St., died in his home Wednesday Spanglerin his investigation of
23, 1942; South district, Oct. 28,
at 9:45 p.m. after an illnessof John J. Cellem, 18. Kalamazoo, Raterink Bound Over
Dec. 16, April 14 and June 9
Stolen Auto Recovered
three years. His condition^ had who pleaded guilty to larceny of
The committeealso decided lhai have an operator'slicense, pleaded contracts with the coast guard arc
to
Ottawa
Circuit
Court
guilty on Tuesday before Muni- Ixung negotiated. He has governbeen serious the past 'three an automobile Monday in Ottawa
Within Thirty Minutes
during scout anniversary week
cipal Judge Raymond L. Smith ment contracts for construction of
months.
county circuit court.
Feb. 8-12, each troop will hold a
Following an examination Tuesand was assessed a line and costs ships at the projected Grand HavMr. Van Hall was born in
Mr. Spangler who learned that
troop court of honor.
Thirty minutes after it had
of $5, which she paid.
en yard which will specializein
Grand Haven July 20, 1892, where John got into trouble with Kala- day afternoon before Municipal
been stolen, the automobile of EdThe charge resulted from an au- steel construction.Mr. Clark was
he had lived all his life. He had mazoo authorities and was taken Judge Raymond L. Smith, Bernard
win Gamby. 117 Fairbanks, was
UNIT
tomobile accident which occurred high in his praise of the shipyard
been
commercial fisherman into juvenile court soon after the Raterink. 20. 9 West Ninth St.,
recovered at 12:25 a.m. yesterday
was
bound
over
to
the
present
Sunday night on the Pine Creek site here and in the cooperation
since 1928.
death of his foster mother, beby local police at 17th St. and
BE
road between cars driven by her- offered by the city council and the
Survivors are the widpw, Mrs. lieves he can be rehabilitatedas term of Ottawa circuit court on a
River Ave.
charge
of
taking
indecent
liberself
and
Raymond
A.
Vos.
30.
livCharlotteVan Hall; one son, the boy had an excellent record at
Chamber of Commerce through its
A
U. S. army mobile recruiting
'Hie car had been stolen from
Welby, and one daughter, Ar- the state vocational school To ties with a five-year-oldHolland unit, housed in truck and trailer, ing on 29th St. near Columbia secretary,William L. Stribley.
Sixth St. and Fairbanks Ave. at
Ave.
lene, at home; his mother, Mrs. this end. Mr. Spangler is seeking girl.
11:55 p.m. Tuesday. Police said
His arraignment in court was arrived in Holland this morning Ferdinand Veenstra.21, route
John Bushman; and five brothers, cooperation of Judge Fred T. Miles
for a three-day stay. The unit, unthat the motor was still hot when
Coast
Guard
Auxiliary
5, Holland, has paid a (me and
Edward, Lawrence,George, James and other authorities in placing set for Friday. Raterink who is
der the directionof Sgt. Frank H.
they found the car.
costs of $5 to Judge Smith upon
and Wilford, all of Grand Haven. John in the Boy’s Town at St. now on parole is being held in the
to Elect New Officers
Kish
and
Sgt.
Dorwin
R.
Lahis plea of guilty to speeding.
Private funeral services will be Johns. He believes proper envir- county jail at Grand Haven in deFollette of the Detroit recruiting
held from the Van Hall home onment and supervisionof men fault of $1,000 bond.
Replevin Suit Is Filed
office, is stationed on River Ave.
The Holland Coast Guard auxilSaturday at 2 p.m. and from the there, will fit the youth to handle
at the side of Holland post office. Reports Money Stolen
iary will hold its first meeting of
Against G.H. Foundry
Van Zantwlck and Son funeral the considerablereal estate he will Selectee of Holland
Young men interestedin army enthe current fall and winter season
home at 2:30 p.m. with the Rev. inherit from’his foster mother upFrom Cook Home Here Thursday at 8 p.m. in the council Grand Haven, Oct. 9 (Special)
listment and aviation cadet serJ. V. Roth officiating. Burial will
Enlists in Air Corps vice will be interviewed. The unit
on attaininghis 21st birthday.
chambers of the city hall.
- A replevin suit was started in
be in Lake Forest cemetery.
The boy's life story is packed
Mrs. Henry Cook. 238 West 18th
came here from South Haven and
Election of new officers is sched- circuit court Wednesday by the
John Jonker, 187 West 16th St., will go to Grand Haven after Sat- St., reported to police Monday uled to take place during the eve- Bastian Morley Co. of La porte.
with tragedy. He does not recall
his own parents, his first recollec- one of the selectees scheduled to urday.
Hunter Assessed Fine
that two small purses, containing ning. All auxiliarymembers as well Ind.. against A. E. Jacobson and
tions being of an orphanage from leave from Holland next week, has
$13.61, had been stolen from her as small boat owners are urged to Paul Johnson, doing business as
on Pheasant Charge which he was taken by his foster enlisted in the air corps. He left
home.
the Grand Haven Brass foundry,
attend this meeting.
IS FINED
mother. She died after he had Fort Custer Wednesday night for
She said she saw the two purses
Summer meetings were discon- seeking replevin of a quantity of
Coopersville, Oct 9
Henry been in her home 12 years. Then JeffersonBarracks, Mo., along
about 8:30 a.m. Monday and ex- tinued because of the decreased castings which plaintiff alleged
Schumaker. route 1, Coopersville, John got into trouble,was sent to with Arthur Styf of Zeeland who
pressed belief her home was en- force at the Holland coast guard was needed and Is now in possespleaded guilty Wednesday on ar- the vocational school where he had enlisted at the same time.
sion of the defendant.
Grand Haven, Oct. 9 (Special) tered later in the forenoon while station.
raignmont before Justice Howard an exemplaryrecord. Later after
Jonker enlisted in Muskegon
—Gerald
Martin, 35, Grand Rapids, fih$ was visitinga neighbor. Mrs.
Erwin to a charge of shooting and an attack of infantileparalysis and left Monday for Detroit and
paid a fine of $25 and casts of $6.85 Cook also told police she thought Continue Search Here
Holland Police Enter in
killing a cock pheasant during the slightly crippled his right side, from there went to Fort Custer.
in Justice Howard W. Erwin’s she saw someone peering through
closed season.
John enrolled in the C. C. C. and He was released by the Holland
a window at her home Saturday
for Stolen Automobile State Police Pistol Shoot
He was assessed a fine of $25 was assigned to Camp Grand draft board. He is a son of Mr. court in CoopersvilleMonday night.
afternoon upon his plea of guilty to
and costs of $6.85 which he ar- Haven.
and Mrs. Ben Jonker and is a
a charge of shooting a cock pheasFour Holland police officers
Police today continued their
ranged to pay. Shumaker was arAfter having been at camp only graduate, of the Coyne Electrical
ant during the closed season.
Question- Answer Forum
search for the automobile of were in East Lansing today to par^
rested Wednesday in Wright town- a brief interval,he and another school of Chicago.
Martin was apprehendedby DepAdrian Klaasen, 563 Lawndale ticipate in the annual Michigan
ship by Conservation Officer For- Kalamazoo enrollee^arealleged to
Is Arranged by Bank court, which was stolen sometime state police pistol shoot.
uty. Sheriff Ruel Bronkema and
rest Lavoy of Holland.
have driven away an automobile
Local and G.H. Groupi to turned over .to Conservation OfficThe local group was composed
between 1 and 6 p.m. from . Its
owned, by Charles Dykstra of
er Forrest Lavoy. Martin was givFor
the
benefit of interested parking space pa River Ave. The erf Ralph Woldring, Jerry VanderSpring Lake.
Confer on Garbage Plan en an aiternative of serving 30 customers of the Holland State
Given Release on
car had been driven only 4001 beek, Neal Plagenhoef and Ernest
Cellem’s companion who told the
days in the county jail, but paid bank, Hugh O’Neal of the federal miles. Local police authorized a] Bear. They were entered in the
Paying Probation Fees officers he w>as 17 years old when Grand Haven, Oct. 9— Common the fine and costs.
reserve bank of Chicago will con- broadcast over the state, policej two-man event.
arrested Friday ih Kalamazoo,was council was advised Monday night
duct a question and answer forum radio system for the stolen car.
The officerswill attempt to re?
After paying probation fees of returned to Kalamazoo to face by its committee investigating
PASSES
EXAMINATION
Thuraday
night
at
the
Warm
tain
honors which they vfon last
$35, William Tucker, 618 Lincoln probation violationin juvenile
municipal garbage disposal that a
Grand Haven, Oct. 9— John Van Friend tavern in an effort to InMOTORISTS FINED*
gear by placing first and third In
Ave., was released Wednesday af- eburt when it was found he was joint meeting is planned at an
Beukering was notified Tuesday terpret regulation "W’’ as it
The followingmotorists have class D for all departmentsof 20
ternoon by loqal police bn order? but 15 and had misrepresented his
early date with a similar com- by the state liquor control com- pertains to installment credit. A paid fines, and costs to Municipal! or Jess men on the force.
from Muskegpn circuit; court He age to gain admission fo the C. C. mittee from Holland’sboard of
mission that he had successfully dinner at 6:30 p.m. will precede Judge Raymond L. SnYitji for
had been picked up Wednesday C, According to state police, the works and a representative of
passed a civil service examination Mr. O’Neal’sprogram. Consider- traffic violations: Arnold ElenENTERS HOSPITAL
by local police on a bench war- boys, abandonedthe Dykstra car in the engineeringfirm of Greely
and had been permanently ap- able controversy has arisen from baas, 17, Zeeland, Paul A. Elliott, Grand Haven, Oct. 9 (Special)
rant from Muskegon circuit court, Jackson when it ran out of gas- and Hanson to discuss plans for
pointed manager of the state this new government regulation 39. Muskegon, Peter Haniel, 21, —William Scanlon was removed
charging him with probation vkv- oline, then hitch hiked to Kalama- offering disposal service to Grand
liquor store in Grand Haven, suc- and Mr. O’Neal will attempt to 312 West 21st St., speeding. $5;

ACCUSED YOUTH

Drive

Steketee 1$ Orfuizint Hie

Summons

when they will leave for the
Kalamazoo induction station.
Those named for the October

OF

HOLLANDOIEST

and

15,

IS

SET AS GOAL

Tkii

tral Ave., Zeeland, fprmer Zeeland
treasurer,

to

Annul

of Near Holland

in

Before Miles

charge of embezzlement on

As Gideon Head Presented Bible

Zeeland Are Included

for Friday Morning

68,
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Grand Haven Middle

Arraignment Is Scheduled

Bcrcnd H. Goo/cn,

9, 1941

.

a

RECRUITING

TO
HERETHREE DAYS

HUNTER

-

FOR

SHOOTING PHEASANT

Man

•

j*

|

lations.

zoo.

Haven.

ceeding Major Victor L. Colson. answer

all questions.

Cubby Drew,
j

illegal parking,

$L

to University hospitalat Ann
Arbor
4 , y- ^

today.

.

,

SET

SERViCESFOR
WILLIAM HAMMER

—

Saugatuck.Oct. 9 (Special)
William H. Hammer. 73, died at
2:15 a.m. today in his home on
the New Richmond road, route L
East Saugatuck,following a twoday illness of a heart ailment
Mr. Hammer, blind for many
years, had lived in Saugatuck
township the past 20 years. He was
bom April 10, 1863, in Jamestown
township, Ottawa county, to Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Hammer.
Mrs. Hammer died in January,
1939, of burns received when her
clothingcaught fire from a stove.
Survivors are one brother,
George Hammer of Asterbeulah.

'

j

Ohio, and several nieces and
nephews.

Funeral services will be held
Saturday at 2 j|m. from the Dykatra funeral home here with
Charles W. Bolles officiating. Burial will be in Riversidecemetery,

Saugatuck.

-I-

Sh

f

^

Make Arrangements for
Hope College Tug

o(

War

Arrangements were being completed today for the annual Hope *
college freshman-sophomoretug- f
of-war Friday at 4 p.m. at the
usual site on Black river. Robert
Van Dis of Kalamazoo will serve
as captain of the freshmen and
Frank Lepori, junior, will be the
freshman coach.
Kenneth Lincoln of Utica, N.Y.,

J

,

will be the sophomore
and Bill Vlieger of Iowa,
will be the coach. Harvey
U the genera! chairman,
sophomores will occupy the
bank of the river.

frosh and two sophs wh
gage in some kind of a
the middle of the river-

t

m
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Chicago Bass-Baritone

MO THOUSAND IN

TRIO FINED

BOOING TOTAL Pleases Century Club
HERE HUS YEAR

John Macdonald, bass-baritone
of Chicago,distinguishedyoung cups and bright tablecloths.Favors were gay gypsy bracelets.
singer of rich endowments, deGuests included Frances Hille
lightedmembers and guests of the
brands, Jane MacDonald, Vivian
Century club with an artistically Moncton, Mabel Vander Linden,
arranged and presented song reciMildred Vander Linden, Jane Reus
tal in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Evelyn Reus, Rose Seith. Joan De
W. J. Olive Monday night. The Young, Shirley Lemmen, Jane
program was the first on thf Cen- Waldbillig, Barbara Reed, Billie
tury club schedule. Henry Winter
W|eland. Shirley Rutgers, Jean
club president, presided and ex- Shiffner, Evelyn Shiffner, Martended greetings on behalf of the
guerite Karraman. Marie Jenkins,
1941-42 season.

9.

1941

BY Announce Fraternity

folREE CAR MISHAPS

REPORTED

COURT AT GJL Pledges at College

WOMANMSIN

CITY

Police reported today having investigated three minor automobile
accidents in Holland Friday.

|

With the announcement of fraternity pledges at Hope college
Grand Haven, Oct. 9 (Special)
—Don Cavanaugh, 19, Muskegon freshmen fellows now can relax
Heights, paid a fine of $7 and $1 after the period of open rushing
costs in Justice George V. Hoffer'a and look forward with some waricourt Saturday night on hia plea
ness to the traditional"quest
of guilty to a charge of failing to
have his car under control. He was nights’.’and informal initiations
v

IN

City Will Be Represented

-

HOSPITAL

Automobiles driven by Nelson
Veneklasen, route 2, Zeeland, and

i

HERE
T

.

at Grand Chapter in G.R.
Mrs. Georgiana Howard, 53;
Glenn Rypma. 264 East 13th St.,
Seventy Homes Listed in
Star of Bethlehem chapter No. were Involved In an accidentat wife of Joseph Howard, died in
40, O. E. S., met last Thursday In 10:30 p.m. at Eighth St. and ColCity hospital at 6:45 a.m. SaturApplications of Past
Masonic hall with Mra. Alberta umbia Ave.
day after being confined there for
Simpson, worthy matron, presidNine Months
i^«,acddent at 10:30 Pm- at
which will be held soon.
i.
ing. During the business session, 14th St. and River Ave. involved the past three weeks. Her death
arrested by Grand Haven police
Cosmopolitanpledges announc- Inal plans were made for the
Having: already exceeded the
resulted from complications of a
after he had been involved in an
J«plnga, 120
1940 mark during August, value of
accident about 11:30 p.m. Friday ed by President Kenneth Vanden county association meeting here *
and George Bon- recent operation.
Berg, include Wilbur Stoltz, Leon- Oct. 29 in the Woman’s Literary tekoe, 194 West 16th SL Both cars
building permits in Holland for
She resided at \yaverly in HolPauline Naas, Helen Thompson, when, officersallege,he struck a
ard
Dick, Ransom Everett, Henry club.
Mr. Macdonald, graduate of and Martha Van Lierop.
1941 soared beyond the $500,000
car driven by George Susterich,18,
were being driven south on Riv- land township, route 2, Holland.
Fylstra, Raymond Biel. Paul
Grand Chapter, Order of Eastern er Ave. and when Japinga stop- She was born April 5, 1888, ia
mark in September to reach a Northwestern university, and a,
of Grand Haven, as Sustetich was
grind total of $540,413.80 for the member of the Chicago City Opera
attemptingto make a right hand Dame, Wesley Heinen, John Van Star, of Michigan will meet in ped for the traffic light, Bonte- Owosso to Mr. and Mrs. Chartes
company, has distinguished him- Announce Marriage
current year.
turn into a filling station.Dam- Lierop, John Ettema, Merle Van- Grand Rapids, Oct 14, 15, 16 in koe s car crashed into the rear of O’Connor and had lived in this
vicinity for the past 37 years.
Value of the permits for all 12 self in various musical fields. His
age to the cars totaled about $30. den Berg, Louis Van Wieren, Har- civic auditorium.Besides the
ry Steffens, Robert Riemersma, worthy matron, Mrs. Simpson, and
Survivors are her husband,
months of 1940 totaled $450,208. pleasing personality,splendid dic- of Holland Girl
No one was Injured.
An accident at 10th St. and Rivthus this year through Sept. 30 had tion and sympatheticinterprets* Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hindert of
Ervin Simonds,19, route 1, Les- Haney Mulder, Hugh Kinnison, Mrs. Clara Assemheim as deleAve. involved cars driven by Joseph Howard; three daughters,
exceeded last year's values by $90,- tion of his well chosen numbers, Lakewood Blvd. announce the mar- lie, was arrested by State Troop- Dale Fris. Lloyd Lemmen, Delbert gates, the local chapter will have William Rosezyk of Fennville and Mrs. Lester Warner of Western
205.80 with three months still re- brought an enthusiastic response riage of their daughter, Rita Mary, er Kent Lumbard in Spring Lake Vander Haar, Harold Van Tonger- two other members representing Andrew Vander Hall, route 2 Springs, 111., Mrs. Frank Swanmaining in 1941.
from his listeners.
son of Lagrange, Ind., and Mrs.
to Gerald B. Bazan, 50 South Divi- township Saturday afternoon and en, Herbert Van Klompenberg, the chapter, appointedby Grand Hamilton.
An unofficialtabulation of the
The singer opened his program sion Ave., Grand Rapids. The mar- charged with driving without a Clarence Stryker and Kenneth Worthy Matron. Miss Clara McOtto Emmennager of Grand HaClellan will be in the grand choir
ven; seven sons, Francis Leo of
applications for building permits with an Italian song of the 17th riage took place Saturday in the chauffeur’slicense. He paid $2 Worthy.
New members of the Emerson- and Mrs. Mabel Vanderberg will
which were filed during September century ‘'Star Vicino," by Salva- ?i!' n^anci•,de Sa,es rectory withfine and $3.75
Groton, Conn., Martin and Dari
costs. -----Simonds
• --------- was
„aa
of Grand Haven, Daniel, Harold
with City Clerk Oscar Peterson tore Rosa, continuing with the Old the Rev. Fr. John M. Westdorp of- also charged with permitting part ian society are Warren De Neve act on the credentialcommittee.
and Robert of Holland, Lawrence
shows that the amount of money English "Sweet Nymph,” arranged ficiating.
As has been the custom Tor sevof his load to fail on the high- William De Bell, Stephen Noyes!
of Camp Polk. La.; 10 grand-'
to be expended totaled $45,495.65. by Leo Sowerby; the Bach, "The
The couple was attended by Miss way, due to failure to have an Glenn Bruggers, Charles Molen- eral years, the chapter presented Activities
children;and two brothers,Henry
This is in excess of $11,054.80for Radiant Sun in Distant West,” Joyce Hindert and Pvt. John Hin- end gate on his truck, for which aar, Dick Brown, Preston Stegen- the worthy matron with a beautiProf. William Schrier, head of
O’Connor of Holland and Clar?
those of August, 1940, which total- sung in English; and "O Liebliche dert of Fort Custer, sister and charge he paid $10 fine and $1 ga, Lowell HeneveM, Leon Barn- ful OES ring and in accepting it,
the Hope college speech departed $^4,441 and an increase of $35,- Wangen,” by Johannes Brahms.
brother of the bride.
costs. The officer alleged steel urn. Rodman Funston, Thomas she said she would always cherish ment, John Westhof, Jeanette Ry- ence O'Conner of Kalamazoo.
135.80 over August. 1939, which
For his second group Mr. MacMr. and Mrs. Bazan left on a shavings were being scattered on Toonder, Claudius Fingar, Robert it as one of her most priceless pos- laarsdam and John Hains, memamounted to $10,360.
donald sang Rachmaninoffs "The trip through Illinois and Wiscon- the highway between Holland and Lucking. Alfred Vande Waa, Wil- sessions. During the social hour bers of the Pi Kappa Delta execubur De Witt. William Faasen. Al- Mrs. Bert Schuitemb and her comDuring September fifty-four Island"; "Talley Ho," by Leoni; sin and after Oct. 15 will make Grand Haven on US-31.
tive board, attended the annual
building permits were filed. One "Song of the Evening Star," by their home at 50 South Division
Mrs. Margaret Erickson, 24, len Weenink, Charles Mallory mittee served refreshments.
meeting of the Michigan Intercolapplication failed to give a figure Wagner; and "A Dream,” by Grieg. Ave., Grand Rapids, where the Grand Haven, paid a fine of $9 Gene Babcock, Leonard Sibley
legiate Speech League at East
of cost. This permit is for the con- Three Shakespearean sonp, ar- bridegroom will assist his father and costs of $1 in Justice Hoff- Howard Alder, Robert Risch II’
Lansing Friday afternoon and
atructlonof a doctor’s office build- ranged by Roger Quilter composed in managing the Brunswick hotel. er’s court Friday night for failing Albert Winney, Gerald Viening!
evening. Topics, places find dates
Robert Spaaastra, Kenneth Wiersing by Drs. John K. and William his next group. They were "Come
to have her car under control
for the forensicevents of the year
ma, Raymond Helder, John RypWinter on 10th SL, east of Central Away Death,” "MistressMine,”
were decided upon and general
Ave.
sira. Dick Pfeifer, Leon Sparand "Blow, Blow Thou Winter Blind Musicians
business matters transacted.
Collection of 1941 city amj
ling, Ted V rede veld, Alfred BorgThis year’s nine-month total of Wind.”
Hope church parlors was the
Hope will be host to the State school taxes in Holland amounted
Are Heard Here
man. Gerald De Weerd, Junior scene of an annual fall reception
$540,413.80is $257,855.80ahead of
Four Negro spiritualswere inOratorical contest in the spring. lo 95.58 per cent, City Treasuret
Moos and Conrad. Vander Woude.
the 1940 total of $282,558 and is cluded in the final group of songs, Pierce Knox, a blind boy of outFriday night arrangedby the fac- The local contest will be held be- Henry J. Becksfort reported herf
Fraternalpledges are Murray
$254,920.65 in excess of the 1939 in which Mr. Macdonaldwas espec- standing musical talent, presented
(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
fore the Christmas recess. Hope in announcing that he had closed
, nine-month figure of $285,493.15.
Paul Wabeke of 83 West 19th Snow, Don Schriemer, Harold Van ulty of Western Theological sem- last year was host to the peace
ially effective. Classed by the sing- an interesting program of xylothe summer tax rolls and had r*.
September saw six applications er as "real” spirituals, were Bur- phone numbers in Holland Chris- St., underwent an emergency ap- Dyke. Gerald Karel, R. Arthur inary for the seminary students, contest in which the local enturned them to the city assess#
tian
High
school
Monday
morning.
Brown.
Leonard
Pape,
Robert
for the building of new homes
pendectomy
Saturday
in
the
local
--------in leigh’s "Were You There.” and
pastors of the city, retired minis- trant, Blase Levai, placed first.
for reassessmentand addition to
hospital.
Barkema. Ernest Ruiter, John Gil- ters, missionarieson furlough and
Holland, bringing the
__ Moses.”
_______Two
______
____ Attending the assembly were stud"Go Down
so-called
First of the year’s events will be the fall taxes.
Louise Essenburg read the man. Robert Van Zanten, Robert their guests. A total of 138 was the extempore contests for both
total since Jan. 1 to 70. Another I pseudo-spiritualswere the "Sweet ents of both junior and senior
Of a tax levy of $362,087.71 a
Christian
high
schools.
Scripture at Hope college chapel Rowan, LeRoy Koranda. Richard present. Arrangements were in
house permit for October boosted Little Jesus Boy,” and "Jericho’
men and women on March 25 at
The boy, who has been ac- exercises this morning and Alfred Higgs, James Bevier, Russell De charge of Dr. and Mrs. George Albion. Men will choose topics total of $346,111.45 was collected
the total to
by Robert McGimsey.
this year, leaving a delinquency of
Value of the six homes amount- Encores were the old Scotch claimed one of the greatest blind Borgman offered prayer. Special Vette, Robert Van Dis, Kenneth Mennenga and Dr. and Mrs. from the general subjects of "Fed$15,975.26,he reported.
ed to $20,600. Three of the applies- song, "My Aiqfolk,” and the musicians,appeared under auspices music was furnished by Mrs. W. Leighton, Alfred Rypstra, Everett Lester Kuyper.
eral Taxation for Defense” or
For 1940, the tax collections
tions provided for construction of Irish, "The Garden Where the Pra- of the National Transcriber’sso- Curtis Snow who played Schu- Woodworth, Wesley Duiker, Don
Others in the receiving line be- "Military Selective Service.” Wo- totaled 94.1 per cent and in 1939
garages at a cost of
ties Grow.”
ciety for the blind. He played the berts "Ave Maria” as an organ Williams. Gerrit Hospers. Don sides the Menrtengas and the Kuymen will choose between "Inter- they amounted to 93.2 per cent.
.. The largest number of applies- Mr. Macdonald was assisted by most difficultcompositionswith solo. Announcement was made of Mulder, Robert Rottschaefer, Dick pers included President and Mrs.
state Barriers to Trade” and "In- Last year the levy was $376,844.81
facility.
the joint Y hymn sing to be held in Wierenga. Kenneth DeGroot, Ver- Jacob Vander Meulen. President
lions in any classificaUon came his wife, Martha McCormick,
terracial Problems in the United and $354,630.07was collected ih
Miss Cooper, who accompanied Hope Memorial chapel this even- non Boersma and Wayne Purchase. Irving J. Lubbers and Mrs. Lub- States.”
Un("r proofing of homes with 23 whose accompaniments were both
taxes.
ing
at
7
p.m.
Prof.
Robert
CavanAccording
to
latest
available
inhim. demonstrated the electrical
applicationsat a coat of $3,110.65. effective and artistic.
bers of Central college in Pella,
The subject for debate will be:
There were seven applications Reports of the secretary-trea- devices used in the Braillesystem augh of the music department formation Knickerbocker pledges
Dr. and Mrs. E. J. Blekkink,’ Resolved, ‘That the Federal GovMCn for interiorand exterior re- 1 surer were given by Mrs. Nella of writing. Also to perform was a will be the director and Mrs. are TheodoreZwemer, Gerrit Lev- Dr. and Mrs. J. R. Mulder, Dr ernment ihould regulateby law Local Girl Honored on
blind girl, a Miss O’Niel,who play- Snow will serve as accompanist.
modeling of homes at a -cost of $1,- p, Diekema.
ey, David Hiller, Charles Van Zyl- Albert us Pieters and Prof, and
all labor unions in the United Birthday Anniversary
Holland hospital today reported en, Carl Klomparens and George Mrs. William Goulooze.
*
$1.040 respectively. Refreshments were served dur- ed the violin. A collection,to be
States.” Included in the topic Is a
Roctneyn.
Miss Mary Smeenge, daughter
Two applications were for the ing the social hour by Mr. and used for the continuanceof the the following births: A daughter,
During the program,instrumen- consideration of incorporation and
of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Smeenge of
constructionof P^MfllBnc *ta- Mrs. Kenneth DePree. Mr. and Braille work, amounted to nearly born Oct. 3 to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
tal music was furnished by Robert strike responsibility.
130 West 29th St., was guest of
Jorgens, route 1, Fennville; a
Swart and Henry Voogd, trombonThe state tournament will be honor at a surprise birthday party
$12,500,
ad*
Mrs. C. J.
daughter, born Oct. 5 to Mr. and MEN
dit onal applicationswere for ad- Dregman and Miss Laura Boyd.
ists, and Gordon Van Wyk, pian- held on Feb. 14 at MichiganState
Mrs Lewis Dykema, 150 West
ist. All three are members of the college for men and on Feb. 21 at on last Thursday in her home.
buUdings 11 1 The next meeting of the club City Mission League
ARE
TIRED
JOth St.; a daughter, born Oct. 5
junior class. Selectionswere sung Albion for girls. The Manchester Games were played, prizes were
will be on Oct. 20 at the home of
to Mr. and Mrs. William Thake of
Ttoen wu one applicationfor re- Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Telling on the Has Business Meeting
FOUR-MILE
by a quartet composed of Daniel tournament will be held Feb. 27 awarded and gifts were presented.
East Saugatuck;a daughter, born
roofing of a church at a coat of $1,- Park road. Gay Maclaren, brilliant
Reeverts, Henry Bovendam, John and 28. The national Pi Kappa During a musical game Mrs.
The Women's League for Ser- Oct. 5 to Mr. and Mrs. John DrenSmeenge accompanied guests at
author, dramatic star and speakA unique spectacle was seen on Bones and Herman Rosenberg.
Delta tournament will be held in
vice of the City Mission met Mon- ton of Hamilton.
including two new homes and er, will furnish the
The main feature of the pro- Minneapolis the latter part of the piano. A three-course lunch
roads south of Holland recently
day evening for its October busian addition to a local factory,
was served, and an enjoyable
Mr. and Mrs. Sears R. McLean when Mannes Knoll, a hatchery- gram was an address by PresiMarch. Pre-seasonpractice tour evening was spent.
ness session with the president, of Castle park plan to leave toapplications for building permits
. , *
__ »
man, and his helpers herded a dent Lubbers of Central college naments will also be held.
Mrs. Margaret Markham, in morrow for Tucson, Ariz., where flock of 1,300 turkeys four and a who brought an interesting and
were filed last week with
•*CnipCTSupeORS
Those present were Grace and
Calvin college will entertain the Mary Knoll, June. Doris and
charge. Devotions,consisting of they will spend some time and visit
Cleric Oscar Peterson, calling for a fn Trinity Lcanne
half miles from Graafschap to a stimulating message of what he Peace Oratorical contest on April
hymns, scripture and prayer were their son. Baxter McLean, who is
total expenditureof $10,220.
place two miles south of Castle conceived of the vital purpose of 14. On May 8 the Interpretive Eleanor Kolean, Shirley Lions. jJ
nUs is a boost of $3,324.35over Mr*’ John R- KeraPers,mis- conducted by Mrs. Marie And^ located there. Later they plan to park.
the church in this crisis of history Reading contest will be held at Ruth Kruithof, Lois Caauwe, Lilson.
llan Israels, Georgia May and
last week’s pennits of $1,895.65. Blonajy
addressed
go to Laguna beach, Calif., for the
As turkeys,once they are and the relationshipof the Chris- Ypsilanti.
Mary Smeenge.
Value of the permits for the
of th« Trinity Reformed
The Sunshinecommittee report- remainder of the winter.
tian
program
to
democracy.
He
grown, spend about 95 per cent
Northern Michigan College of
of Sept 12-19 was $6
church League for Service in- !dnc®rd* and a ]arge number of
Miss Muriel Hulst, 577 College of the time in the open, the flock spoke especiallyon two thoughts
Tbe list of applications follow
customs and art calls for the sick. The sewing com- Ave., submitted to an appendec- was moved to the new location the freedom of faith and the faith Education received permissionto Grand Haven Street
enter contests and tournaments
D.p. K. VanRaalte, Jr.- h..iMlwork. ,n Mexico at their regular mittee reported many garments tomy Sunday night at Holland hos- which affords greater protection of freedom.
sponsored by the state league.
for
the
needy
distributed
and
many
Work Given Approval
h<*« *t.S7 E**t 30th
.tor- 2!^”.* j" 'h' chureh P»rl<>"
pital. Her condition is favorable.
After the program, refreshments
from the weather. Mr. Knoll lost
Prof. Schrier has not announcmore now ready. Nursing and help
The Rev. F. J. Van Dyjt of Cen- many turkeys at his home in
ed
the
dates of local contests as
chuTciT™^ ^ thC Women of Hope
tral park will give a book review big storm last November.
Washington. Oct. 9-An allotin the home5 gave an
yet. Plans will be discussed at the
idea of the great amount of aid for members of the W. C. T. U.
Enrollmentat the seminary this Pi Kappa Delta meeting Thurs- ment of $56,098 for the city wide
The six men and the 1.300 turnow being given by the City Mis- at their meeting Friday at 2:30
tractor
keys started at
a.m. and year includes 14 in the senior class day night and a Forensic rally will improvement of streets in Grand
W. De Leeuw and Sons, buiW modeled by Adrianna Steketee. sion workers.
pm. in the parlors of Hope Re- reached their destination at 2:30 eight in the middle class and 24 be held soon for all interested Haven, Mich., has been approved
She
also displayeddolls which
Members responded to roll cal! formed church.
home at 245 West 18th SL, 24
dolL: whlch
p.m. Both men and turkeys were in the junior class. The latter is students. Complete information by President Roosevelt, according
by Bible verses on joy. Readings
28. feet, one fltory .nd one family |
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Dalman, 46 very tired. The birds persisted in the largest number ever to enroll concerning the year’s program will to word receivedfrom the W. P. A.
in the
by Sen. Prentiss M. Brown of
Z? SVCn by Mrs’ N- Ver Hey, East 13th St., visited with friends wandering and hiding in the ferns m a single class in Western sem- be available at that time.
Mrs. Marie Anderson, Mrs. E. L Mr. and Mrs. Alric Erickson, at along the road and the herders inary.
Michigan.
roofln,, $2,900 ; M r. De~ Lwuvf aji’d
Two student speakers will aid
Sons,
joaiicetry, pottery,jewelry, and Fansler and Mrs. Markham. A soEgg Harbor, Wis., over the week- were kept on the jump. The next
in the Community Chest Drive
end.
Western Foundry Co., East baskets and gourds were inspect- cial hour was enjoyed.
day a few turkeys were found Address on Arabia Is
ed by the group.
again this year. They will be chos- Trucker Assessed Fine
Eighth St, build addition to fact
along the road but Mr. Knoll been on the basis of tryout speeches
The
recipe
for
tortillas, Mexory, cement block construction,
haves he has regained all of them. Given by Missionary
by Grand Haven Justice
Thursday night.
ican com patties, was given to Birthday Party Is
$1,500; CorneliusKalkman, conSince spring he has raised 100,000
the
group
and
the
method
of
The
Woman’s
Missionary
tractor.
poults and has on hand about
Grand Haven. Oct. 9 (Special)
making this popular Indian food Held in Cottage
TO
ciety of Third Reformed church
Peter De Jong, 75 West 10th St
2,000 turkeys.
No Operation Needed for —Gerrit Kaat of Ferrysburgwas
met on last Thursday with 45
new asnhflU moF toux
| Blankets, dainty doilies, inlaid
assessed a fine of $10 and costs of
last Thursday in Boven’s cotW. C. De Roo of the Hart and
present. The meeting was originalChild Who Swallowed
$3.35 by Justice George V. Hof for
tage near Lakewood farm in hon_ Cooley ManufacturingCo. has rely scheduled for the regular WedMrs. Rottschaefer
Monday on his plea of guilty to a
or of Ruth Nevenzel. The enter- ceived notice from Secretary H. J.
nesday afternoonbut due to the
Fennville, Oct. 9 (Special)
charge
of driving an overloaded
tainment for the evening consist- Metzer that he has been appoint- Addresses Society
Sunday school convention it was Jennie, the 2‘4-year-old twin
truck in Wright township. He was
held Thursday.
ed of a scavengerhunt and danc- ed to the publicity and attenddaughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
A regular meeting of the Wofor fine workmanshipwere also ing to popular records. Following ance committee of the western men’s Missionarysociety of First
Mrs. E.'J. Blekkink led devo- Osborne who swallowed a small arrested Oct. 1 by the state highWest 17th St., build bedroom on exhibited.
way department.
refreshmentsgames were played Michigan chapter of the Ameri- Reformed church was held in the tions and Donald Ihrman played safety pin, was home today withrear of house, $286; Henry Beelen,
Devotionsat the meeting were and prizes were awarded.
two
cornet
.solos,
"The
Lost
out
having
to
undergo
an
operacan Society of Heating and Ven- church parlors last ThursdayafterjOKtuev?
contractor.
led by President Irma Hoeland,
Those present were Ruth Neven- tilating engineers for the 1941 and noon, with Mrs. N. Gosselink pre- Chord” and "Softly and Tend^r- tion in University hospital, Ann
Ben Lampen, 454 College Ave., using as her theme, "Dare We
Arbor.
zel N,ck Hoffman,Betty De Vries, 1942 season.
siding. Sixty-three members renew roof on part of house, asphalt
Rise?” Harriet KJeinhekselfur- Wally Kemme, Joyce Bender, Bob
The
speaker for the meeting Hospital authoritiessaid an opCurrent
research
studies,
deal- sponded to roll call. Devotions
roofing, $50; Henry Beelen, connished musical accompaniment. Kamp, Jo Anne Vander Velde, Bob ing with the effect of the solar were conductedby Mrs. S. Vander was Mrs. A. Bell, formerly Jennie eration would not be necessary
tractor.
After a brief business meeting, v^n Dis, Beatryce Speet, Bob radiation on heat gain to sum- Werf. Mrs. R. Schadeleeand Mrs. Bast missionary from Bahrein, and, unless the open pin lodges
George Egbers, 20 West Seventh
refreshments were served by hos- freers, Arlayne Arnold, Bill Ven- mer cooled air conditioned space J. Cook favored with a vocal duet. Arabia, who spoke on Old testa- in the intestinaltract, the child
St., remodel downstairs, $75; Mr.
tesses, Elaine Lundie, Goldie Koop huizen, Kathrine Kuiper, Jack through walls, roofs, glass block
The address of the afternoon ment characters interpreted likely will suffer no ill effects.
Egbers, contractor.
and Mabel Japinga.
^^^UQtiaiAElETS.SALVE NOSE WtOPJ
Stroop, Phyllis Jean Boven. Mar- construction and windows,will be was given by Mrs. B. Rottschae- through the eyes of the Arabs toThomas Kane, 331 West 20th St.
vin Jalving,Vera Zietlow and Paul reviewed by F. C. Houghton, direc- fer, missionary to India. She gave day.
enclose front porch, $50; Mr. Kane
Pressentine.
Mrs. W. Wichers, president,pretor of the American Society of a very informative explanation of
4-nd Dan Van Dyke, contractors. Past Noble Grands
sided at a short business session
J Heating and VentilatingEngineers her work among the villagesand
Are Entertained
I research laboratory at Pittsburgh of the change which takes place at which time plans were disMrs. Peter Jonker Is
a talk to be delivered before in those villages when they hear cussed for the missionary conferMrs. Jake Hoffman was hostess
‘members of the Western Michi- the gospel message. Mrs. B. La- ence to be held next week at
to the Past Noble Grands club Fri- Honored at Shower
gan chapter at the Rowe hotel man closed the meeting with Overisel. Refreshments were servday afternoon. Mrs. Ada Johnson,
Mrs. D. Schippa of Grand Rapids
Serviceswere conducted Sun- president,presided at the business
in Grand Rapids Tuesday, Oct, 14.
prayer after which a social lime ed by a committee composed of
and Mrs. J. Elhart were hostesses
day afternoon by the Rev. J. Hol- meeting, after which 500 was playIn
discussing activitiesof the was enjoyed with Mrs. J. Ter Beck Mrs. S. C. Nettinga, Mrs. A. Ooawerda of New Jersey, son-in-law ed. Prizes went to Mrs. Blanche at a surprise oridal shower Thurs- committeeon research Mr. Hough- and her committee serving as hos- terhof, Mrs. George Mooi and
day, Oct. 2, for Mrs. Peter Jonker
Mrs. T. Kuiper.
of the Rev. L. Veltkamp.
Burrows and Mrs. Blanche Shafer. III in the home of Mrs. Joe Ro- ton will also outline the unique tesses.
House visitationstarted again There were 14 present. Assisting
features of how members of a nameyn. Mrs. Jonker is the former
this week.
tional engineering society support
the hostess were Mrs. Blanche Yvonne Bosnian.
Retires After Serving
Infant baptism will be administ- Vander Vusse and Mrs. Gladys
and conduct a research program Two Hunters Are Fined
The
bride,
seated
beneath
an
ered Sunday.
G.H. Firm for 35 Years
Burrows. The November meeting attractively decorated umbrella, at the society’s research laborafor Killing Wood Ducks
The baseball team had a wiener will be at the home of Mcs. Myrtle
tory and at cooperating universiwas showered with many gifts.The
roast at the home of the president, Bennett.
ties and review research investigaGrand Haven, Oct. 9-In good
remainder of the evening was spent
Marinas Brandi 31. and Albert health at 81 years of age, William
Bennie Ter Haar, Monday evening.
tions now under way.
in playing games for which prizes
Koster, 25, both of route 1, HudThe affair was in honor of Earl
Sleutel today began to take it
were awarded.A two-course lunch
sonville, charged with shooting easy alter 35 years of service in
Brouwer, one of the draft selectees Freshman Girls Feted
was served by the hostesses.
Mission
Society
Hears
*
wood ducks during the closed sea- the packing department of the
who will leave for army camp soon by Sibylline Society
Those present were Mrs. J. Elson, pleaded guilty on arraign- ChallengeMachinery CO. Sieutel.
The Men’s society held its first
Seminary
Student
hart,
Mrs.
Schippa,
Mrs.
G.
RegMembers of the Hope collegeSimeeting Monday evening.
ments Monday before Municipal who was bom here of parents who
Henry Mouw, student at West- Judge Raymond L. Smith.
nerus and daughters. Louella and
^Mr. and Mn. Arthur Klump of bylline society entertained freshcame from The Netherlands, reDoris,
Mrs.
H.
De
Vries,
Mrs.
G.
ern
Theological
seminary,
was
Each was assessed a $10 fine tired Saturday on the federal sofjemont spent a few days visiting man guests at an attractivetea in
their society room at Voorhees hall E hart, Mrs. R. Feikema, Mrs. A. guest speaker at a meeting of the
Mr. and Mrs. John Klump.
and costs of $6.85. Brandt paid his
Monday afternoonusing a gypsy Ijalma, Miss Dora Feikema and Missionary society of Trinity Re- $16.85 and Koster arranged to pay cial security plan.
Miss Mable Lanning of Arizona
Mrs.
J.
Romeyn.
formed church Thureday. Oct. lUs fine and costs.
tea room as their theme. A large
was called home on account of illTODAY’S COMMON ERROR
2. in the church parlors.He told
cauldron over a fire, cafldlelight,
ness of her mother, Mrs. E. K. LanThe two were arrested Saturday
Never use the present tense
about his work during
flowers and grass created the at“There is only one thing surer than
In Tallmadge township by ConOF
In tellingof a past event; as
mosphereof a gyspy cave or den as
Mr*. D WoUera and Mr. and
wmtlon'bTfice^j'otaKrolf,Rus
“She said (not says) to me,
the economy of windstorm insurWinnebago and Macey,
*11 Aahley and Forfeit Laviy
DIES AFTER
Mn. H. Wolters of Overisel at- Lileeth Brower, dressed in a bright
I don't love you anymore.'*
These reservations, Mr. Mouw
gypsy
costume
read
the
palms
of
ance: the need for h. Windstorms
tended church servicesSunday and
the guests.
“aid, are inhabited by the WinnecaUed on Mr. and Mrs. John KruitZeeland, Oct *9 (Special)-Andamage and destroy property, in
bago and Amaha tribes. The
A trio composed of Morrell Webdrew Machieia,38, died Sunday Indian of today is living in a perber, Jeanne Swart and Mae Clonan
Michigari,
every week in the year. Don't
morning at hia home in Beaveriod of transition. The old cere**ng "In a Gypsy Tea Room' indam.
He
had
been
in poor health
Holland Beagle Win.
monies and superstitionsmake it
troducing the program.A rhythmic
regret your folly tomorrow! Insure, tofor a time and death was due to
difficult for the red man to acversion of 'The Tarantella” was
Third in Field Triali given by Janet Arnold and Penis angina pectoris. Previous to his cept the new way of living. Morday, with State Mutual, 15c buys $100.worth
marriage last summer, he lived monism also undermines the work
Parker accompanied by Ruth Van
of windstorm protection for one year.”
with his father.
B*^* ToW, * beagl, hound
J*™* by Ted Baker. 699 State Bronkhorst. Doris Van Hoven, also Surviving are the widow; a d^a^th^domesUc missionaries,
“ aJS*derin« mlnatral stepson, Donald Petz, at home;
ih
Ptece in the class
Hostesses for the social hour
maid, «ang "Dark Eyes” accoma-inch bitches at the field
the father, Richard Machieia of were Mn. J. Post and Mrs. C.
panied by Juhella Vander Linden.
over the week-end by
Beaverdam; two brothers, John of
Kossen. Mn. H. D. Terkeurst preRefreshmentswere served by
Grand Rapids and Ben of Dryden,
Beagle club at Hast- waitresses in gypsy cost
sided and Mn. Lester Klaasen
took charge of devotions. Fiftyfive women were presenL
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IER LOCAL
SPURNED,

TAKES HIS LIFE

John Swierenga of Holland was
here on business on Monday.
Harold Liest has purchased an
other car.
Local folks were Informed of the
sudden death of Andrew Machiela
of Beaverdam who passed away
Sunday morning. Mrs. Machiela is
the former Taleda Scholten of this
place.

drinking.

En

route home, the fell uleep,
according to her story to Judge
Miles, and did not know until later

IDPPER DUE TO
APPEAR FRIDAY

FDR DECEFIFUL

The Newspaper

HOFFMAN

that Poole had stolen the chickens.

ON RELIGION OF

Is

Everybody’s Business

Overisel

IN LIQUOR CASE

REDS; HOFFMAN

P0UHCS

(An editorial on the newspaper by D. W. Grandon, editor and publleher of the Sterling, HI., Dally Qaaatte.)
October meeting of the
called for the fruit and vegetables
Mission circle of the Reformed
donated by the local congregachurch was held in the Holland
A wise man once said that “every man knows two
Goardsmin Bui* Kills Self tions for the Holland Home at Boy Held io Car Theft Sent Home in Grand Rapids last Thurs- Assails Statements as He
businesses—
or believes he does — his own and the news- Clurfei Rejtctnn of Low
day afternoonwith the inmates
While Ridinf in Detroit Grand Rapids.
to Kazoo When Found
paper’s.”
Flays
Pledge
of
Men
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrlt Piers of
of the Home as guests.The Circle
Bid of Detroit
With Sweetheart
Holland spent Sunday with their
was welcomed by the superinten*o Be Jmrenilr
In truth, the average citizen
newspaper U the chosen
to British
mother, Mrs. J. La Mar and famdent, Peter Leestma.Mrs. George
Over Union lino
knows little or nothing about the champion of freedom. It is to the
Apparentlydeepondentover the ily.
Grand Haven, Oct. 9 (Special) Haverdink, the ' president, 'had
newspaper. He sees none of its newspaper that every man goes
Washington,
Oct.
9 — While conWord has been received that
charge of the program which was
refusal of his sweetheartto marry
mechanics.He only knows that when he needs an advocate for his
Washington,Oct 9 — The ad-John Tupper, 66. 106 East 17th
as follows: Duet by Mrs. Jerrold tinuingwith plans to send an AEF every evening, rain or ahine, in cause. It fights the battlesof the ministrationhas persistently
him before he returned to duty Private Frank Moll is now in
St./
Holland,
who
was
to
appear
in
Kleinheksel and Mrs. Wallace FOl- to Europe President Roosevelt is summer or winter, an alert boy people and does more than any ed politics with the American
aboard a coast guard ship, Ed- Alaska.
On Sunday evening the Hubt- circuit court for arraignment on kert; reading in the Holland lan- treating the American public like places it upon his porch at a cer- other existingagency in suppress fense program, Gong. Clare
ward Buss, 21, former Holland
resident, shot himself through enga family visited relatives in two charges of selling liquor to two guage by Mrs. Joseph Schipper; children by his observations on reHoffman of Allegan, Mich., chargtain specifiedtime. He*has no con- ing corruption in public and pri
minors— Paul Rooks and Burton reading by Mrs. Gordon Top; ligious conditions -in Russia, Cong.
the head with a revolver about Grand Rapids.
ception of how It was built, any vate life. Fear of publicity has kept ed this week.
On Tuesday evening while on Poest of Holland who pleaded solo by Mrs James A. Klein- Clare E. Hoffman of Allegan,
12:45 p.m. Sunday in Detroit.
An example, he said, is the sitmore than he has of the electricity many a man honest and above reHe died almost instantly from the way to attend catechism class guilty in circuitcourt Monday on heksel; hymns, translated into Mich., said this week.
uation at the Currier Lumber C6,
which furnishesthe light by which proach.
the gunshot wound while riding in at the Christum Reformed church, a statutory charge— was unable to the Dutch language,were sung
"The president,"he stated, he reads it. He has gotten so ac- A newspaperhas nothing to sell of Detroit,an open -shop company
an auto with his sweetheart, Mrs. Peter Haazevoort lost control of be present in court due to illness. by ail and in honor of the oldest “told us that the ‘four freedoms’ customed to it that it has become except spice. It starts its career as which was "forced into a union fay
Joan Tibbard, a 23-year-old di- his car and turned over into the He will probably appear for ar- member of the Home, who cele- must be carried to the uttermost a part of his every-day life. He a blank piece of paper. Within a government agencies.**
ditch just west of the store. He raignment Friday.
vorcee.
brated his 103rd birthday anniver- ends of the earth, by force if necrealizes what it means to him on- certain number of pages It must
'The company,”he said, “told Its#
His body was taken to the was uninjuredbut his car was
Wilbur B. Klimp, who was to sary on that day. The audience essary.
crowd the doings of the city, men to pick a union,
ly when it fails to arrive.
lion, join and it
Workman funeral home, 736 Bur- badly damaged.
appear in court Monday for ar- sang the seventh verse of the
"Then he said we must become
county, state, nation and world.
On Wednesday evening the raignment on a charge of unlaw- 118th psalm. After some brief re- the ally of Russia, which, as every- The average citizen reads his Yet It must still save enough space would sign a contract The men
ton Ave., SE, Grand Rapids, Sunday night. Funeral services were young people gave a shower for fully driving away an automobile, marks the superintendent offered one knows, denies freedom of wor- newspaper day after day, disa- for the advertising with which to joined the GO. Hie company signheld from 'there at 2 p.m. Dorothy Mae Rietman at the and who had told officershe was prayer. The program came to a ship and teaches that religion is a grees occasionallywith its editor- pay for the paper upon which it ed a written contract Then the
company bid on the constructionof
ial policy, gets a silent chuckle
Wednesday. Burial was in a home of her parents. x
17 years of age, was returned to close by the singing of the dox- fraud; that there is no God.
is printed, the machinery to set homes for defense workers.The
out
of
its
occasional
errors,
roars
Mr. and Mrs. P. Rezelman and Kalamazoo Monday afternoon by ology. After the program there
Grand Rapids Cemetery.
the type, the presses upon which company's bid was 1979,000,which
‘To soften the people’s animosBuss, who enlisted in the U S. Alvin of Holland called on Mrs. Sheriff Charles Struble of Kala- was a social hour with refresh- ity toward such an alliance,the like the Bull of Bashan when it is '’run,'’ the Ink, the photograwas $431,000 less than the next
something
in which he is interested
J.
C.
Huizenga
and
family
on
ments
and
an
inspection
of
the
coast guard service last May 29,
mazoo county, and will appear in
presidentlast week said Russia did 1s omitted, bellows strenuously phers, the cuts and, last but not lowest bid. The bid was $1,400 per
was first sent to New Orleans Sunday afternoon.
the Kalamazoo county probate home.
have freedom of religion. To that when his favorite comic is omit- least, the salariesof the men and house less than the next lowest
The Christian Reformed Ladies court, from which court he is at
The Van Buren county fair at statement Bishop Raymond J.
ted, threatens to cancel his sub- women who comprisethe news- bid. The workingmen who buy
Aid met on Wednesday afternoon present a probationer. Informa- Hartford attracted several from
Wade, head of the MethodistDe- scriptionat the least cause or pro- gathering, advertising,business these houses would have, had Curin the church basement
tion received by officials from Kal- here last week.
troit area, replied that the presivocation-thencalls the office and and circulationstaffs— 50 of them rier’s bid been accepted, paid $10
Mr. and Mrs. N. Elzinga re- amazoo said Klimp was only 15
Sr
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Nienhuis dent’s observations on Russia's re- protests if the carrier boy Ls de- on The Gazette— not counting the less per month over a period of
ceived the sad news that their years old. When asked why he gave
were dinner guests at the home of ligious policies was 'obviouslyun- tained ten minutes after school, or country reportersand carrierboys. 12 years for each of these homes.
brother-in-law,
J. Scholten of the wrong age to officers he stated Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Folkert last true' and ‘utterly misleading.’
A newspapermust have circula- "Although the acceptance of
the press breaks down, and he fails
Holland had died suddenly and un- that when he joined a CCC camp
week Friday evening.
"Then the president, forced to to find his paper In its accustomed tion In order to give service to Currier'sbid would have meant a
expectedly on Monday, Oct. 6.
It was necessary for him to be 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Folkert admit the inaccuracy of his state- place the moment he is ready to its advertisersand news with saving1 to the government of alJohn J. Cellem, 18, of Kalamaannounce the birth of a daughter ment that Russia did have free- read. He complains bitterly if which to gain the circulation.In most a half a million dollars and
zoo, a partner of Klimp when they
on Sept. 27th in the Zeeland hos- dom of worship, issued another every minute detail of his favorite order to maintain that circulation, a saving of JX.440 to each inditook a car belongingto Charles
statement,which a Washington lodge meeting is not chronicled in every word must be weighed in the vidual worklnjpnanwho purchased
•
Dykstra of Spring Lake last
New stands sufficient to ac- paper headlined as follows: 'Pres- full, but criticises vociferously if balance, every sentencecarefully a home— and there were several
Thursday, drove it to Kalamazoo
scrutinized lest offense be given hundred of them— the OPM reMr. and Mrs. Albert Ensink and where they ran out of gas, and commodate 30 bicycleshave, been ident Hopes Soviet Will Grant Re- an extra line Ls given to his neighto some one. It must keep an even fused Currier’s bid because his
ligious
Rights.’
placed
at
the
Sandy
View
school
son have moved from their apartthen hitch-hikedto Kalamazoo, Several from the local Christian "Why should the president at- bor’s organization.When he runs balance at all times and not allow workmen did not belong to tho
ment in the home of the former’s entered a plea of guilty upon arfor office he solicitshis paper's
. i&yBH
Reformed church attended a Sun- tempt to deceive us? Most school support; if he fails to get it, he itself to be stampeded by any perparents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Enraignment in court Monday afterday school conventionof their children know Russia’s record of says he would rather have it son, clique or group. Its employes "Can you tie that? All those
sink, to a home in Grand Rapids
noon. His case will be disposed of
must not only have a sense of news workingmen denied jofaa because
denomination in Grand Rapids persecution of priests and minis- against him than for him.
where he is employed.
Friday. Cellem had been in diffivalues, but must know the laws of they belong to the GO Instead of
ters;
of
the
destruction
of
last
week
Wednesday,
Local people attended the con- culty previouslyin Kalamazoo
When a man — or woman — be- libel and slander,as well.
At a shower given in honor of churches; of the denial of opporcert given by the U.S. Marine
comes interested In a movement Knowing the power of the press, to the AFL; the government
county and appeared in juvenile Mrs. George Lhrman by Mrs. tunity to worship.
cheated out of $431,000 because
band in Grand Rapids last week. court there.
of any kind, he immediatelysoli- a newspaper becomes fair prey
James A. Kleinheksel Friday "Returning from a trip to Eur- cits the support of his newspaper.
the workers belong to the
Miss Beatrice Zwiers is spendThora Miller, 36, Toute 5, Grand afternoon the followingwere pres- ope, a writer for the Detroit Free
for every propagandist, both ama- Instead of the AFX; the defense
ing a few days in the home of
If
he
receives
it,
he
takes
it
as
a
Rapids, who pleaded not guilty ent: Mrs. Marvin Langeland and Press, which supports the presiteur and professional. It turns workers themselves required to
her brother and sister,Mr. and
when she appeared Monday for ar- Mrs. Della Langeland of Kala- dent’s foreign policy, tells us that matter of course; if he doesn’t,it down dally double the amount of pay $1,440 more for each home
Mr. Julius Dannenburg, in Benraignmenton a charge of breaking mazoo, Mrs. Dennis Langeland of we must send more than two mil- rankles forever In his heart. He matter that it prints because, mi- because they were members of the
theim.
and entering, appeared Monday Grand Rapids, Mrs.. Justin lion fighting men across the seas, knows nothing of the news value croscopically examined, much of GO Insteadof the
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Aukeman
of his offerings. He fails to realize this matter is In the interest mostafternoon in court and entered a Nevenzel of Graafschap, Mrs.
if we are to accomplish the presi"It Is time the Aegean itablesla
and family, Mr. and Mrs. William
that publicationof his story may ly of some sort of propaganda.
plea of guilty to a charge of re- Gerrit Nevenzel of Virginia Park,
dent's purpose of invading GerWashington
were cleaned of the
Aukeman and Mr. and Mrs.
offend a large group of readers, Written by highly paid men and
ceiving property she knew had been Mrs. Jennie Hekhuis, Mrs. James
Edward Bust
many, destroying Hitler.
Communists, politiciansand New
Leonard Van Ess visited in the
result
in
the
concellation
of
an
adwomen, this prapaganda is fre- Dealers,which are infestingthem,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert stolen. Miss Miller’sfather, James Langeland, Mrs. B. J. Fyne- "If that is what the people want;
and was transferred as a mem- Aukema and family in Jamestown Miller, residesin Waynesburg, Pa., wever and Mrs. Marvin Nykeric of if they are willing to pay the price vertisingcontract or may even quently so cleverly written that
'Time and again we have been
ber of the crew of the U.S.S.
and the court instructedMiss Mill- Holland, Justin Kleinhekseland and offer to the war gods, to the bring about a suit for libel.
only a person skilled In detecting
Friday evening.
told that we should forget polities
A
newspaper
is
the
historian
of
Pequot stationed at Boston, Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Brink er to write her father asking Mrs. Gerald Kleinheksel of Fill- advocatesof international trade, a community.As Henry Ward such things is able to find the poi- in considering national defense.
had oome home on a furlough.
son hidden therein.
whether he would be willing that more, Mrs. Arnold Immink, Mrs. a sacrifice of another two million
of Hudsonville announce the birth
We should. Since the question of
He came to Holland Friday to of a daughter.
she make her home with him and Mary Langeland, Mrs. William or more American men, then so Beecher once said, “Newspapers
The newspaper— the Fourth Es- nationaldefense aroe* I have had
are the schoolmasters of the comvisit his brother, Phillip (Bud)
The Ladies Aid society met last send her money for her fare to Scholten. Mrs. J. H. Hulsman be it. But, until congress declares mon people.”A newspaper chroni- tate. To revert to Beecher again, no thought in mind other than
Buss who works here but lives
"That endlessbook, the newspaper,
Pennsylvania.
If
this
is done the and Mrs. Sena Schipper of OverThursday afternoon for its first
war, I shall do everything I can
cles the births of a com- is our common glory.” Today we what was best for my country.*
at Zeeland.
meeting. Rev. S. Werkema was court has intimated that Miss Mill- isel. Refreshmentswere served.
to prevent the sending of another
Returning to Detroit, he met elected president; Mrs. Werkema, er will be allowed to go to the
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Folkert AEF to Europe, while, at the same munity’s citizens, follows' them exult In Its triumphs; tomorrow Federal duck stamps were bought
through life, forgets their failures it is the wrapper for the garbage
Mrs. Tibbard and they went for vice president; Mrs. C. Venema, home of her father.
and family visited Mr. and Mrs. time, doing everything passibleto
by 1,225,000hunters in 1939.
and
exults over their success. It from our kitchen.It is never comhi drive in her automobile.AcGrand Haven, Oct. 9 (Special) John Noor of Holland on last aid this country in its nationaldesecretary; Mrs. Gerrit Heyboer,
is
the
comforter
when
death
cording to the story she told treasurer; Mrs. G. Dalman, assis- —Nine persons were arraigned week Wednesday evening.
pleted. As fast as one issue if
fense program.
Detroit police, Buss repeatedly
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Schrotenboer ‘That the president is determin- knocks at the door. It follows printed, another is on its way. The
tant secretary and treasurer.The before Judge Fred T. Miles in Otasked her to marry him.
sewing committee consists of tawa circuit court last Monday are now living in the home re- ed to send an AEF to Europe is them into foreign lands and her- men and women who have spent
SERVICE
, "I loved him very much. But I
Mrs. George Ensing, Mrs. Leon- on various criminal charges and cently vacated by Maggie Lamp- shown by his statemeiU6n page alds their triumphs to the world. a lifetimein its compilation know
thought one of us might want to ard Van Ess, Mrs. Joe Zwiers eight of them entered guilty pleas en. While her new home is being
It takes the place of the daily the least about it. Only those who M Cast 9th
Phene 3961
45 of Collier's of Oct. 4, where he
change our mind# within the three and Mrs. Tom Ver Hage. The and will appear in court Friday built Maggie is living with her
letter from home and brings joy enjoy criticism—and their name is
HOLLAND.
MICHIGAN
said that we had pledged our
years of his enlistment,” she told
brother and sister, Mr. and Mrs. 'man power’— note that, 'man pow- and happiness to many a homesick Legion— know how a newspaper
society will sew for mission work for sentencing.
Gilbert Vander Water, Mgn
police.
boy and girl in other climes.
should be conducted.
Bernard Dykema, 17, 152 West Sander Lankeet.
until the first of the year. Hoser’— to aid Britain, and by his furShe said she tried to persuade tesses for the afternoon were 19th St., John Kouw, Jr., 17, 26
In the absence of school Miss
him not to insist on the marriage Mrs. Henry Velthouse and Mrs. East 16th St., and Paul Rooks, Lorain Pomp of Reed City spent ther statement in Collier’s of Oct.
11 that: ’It has now become apuntil he had completed his three
Roy Veltema. A committee was 18, 105 West 21st St., all of Hol- this week with her parents, Mr. parent that the very physical seyears enlistment.
appointedto canvass the congre- land, were charged with statutory and Mrs. Julius Pomp.
curity of the United States is at
‘‘Well,if you won’t marry me
gation for donations for fruit for rape. They waived the reading of
Mr. and Mrs. Francis lhrman stake. • * * Its physical safety
but the rest of his sentence Cutlervilleand Holland Home in the information. The charge in- of Phoenix, Ariz., and Miss Hazel
and independence are being threatwas drowned out by the shot, she Grand Rapids. .
volves a 15-year-oldgirl, the alleg- lhrman of Carthage, Mo., are ened.' Obviously, an incorrect
told police.
Mildred Ver Hage and Cora ed offense occurring last Sept. 5.
visitors around these parts this statement.
At the time she was driving Jean Baker who are employed in
Mrs. Zora Griffin, 42, house- week.
“Not a single military expert
along Marquette drive near Jef- Holland were recent visitors in the keeper at 152 West 19th St.. HolMr. and Mrs. Justin Brink and here or elsewhere believes that
ferson Ave. in downtown De- homes of their parents.
land, was charged with drunk and Jarvis were guests of Mr. and statement. Every one has said In
troit. Hysterical over the shootMr. and Mrs. Peter Johnson disorderly conduct, third offense. Mrs. Gerrit Brink of East Sauga- no unmistakable terms that Hitler
ing, she drove immediately to were visitors in the home of Mr.
The charge resulted from her ar- tuck last Sunday.
could not successfullyInvade the
Jefferson Ave. and notified two
and Mrs. George Ensing and fam- rest in Holland Sept. 16. Previous
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Vandcr United States.’
policemen in a squad car. Buss ily.
Brink have bought a lot in the old
was dead when the officers Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess offenses occurred July 5, 1940, doctor
Fortuin place where they
when she was sentencedto serve
NEW TRIAL ASKED
reached his side.
were visitors in the home of Mr. 30 days in jail and Aug. 29. 1941, are erecting a new home.
Grand Haven, Oct. 9 (Special)
Buss’ mother, Mrs. JladleyBuss,
and Mrs. Wilbur Albrecht.
The Christian Endeavor meet- —A motion for a new trial* has
when she paid a $10 fine and costs.
and Mrs. Tibbard had gone to
Misses Jemima Ensing and JesAlvin Overway, 26, 339 West ing this week was held on Sunday been filed in circuit court in the
Boston last August to visit him sie Van Dyke were appointed as
evening. The' topic, "A Seven case against Milton Leonard Engand at that time they planned to delegates of the society Uy attend 14th St., Holland was charged with
Day Christian,” was discussed by lish, manager of a Grand Haven
be married. Because of the five- the AFRYWS convention in Hol- entering, without breaking, in the
r-f
nighttime with intent to commit a Beatrice Hoekje.
Store. English, 34, was convicted
day waiting period in Massachu- land this week.
Miss Gladys Maatman led the by a circuit court jury Sept. 23
statutory offense Sept. 28 at the
setts, they decided to wait until
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles weekly prayer meeting in the Re- of a statutory charge involving a
he obtained his furlough and be
Bauman,
78 East 21st St., Holland, formed church on Sunday even- 15-year-old Grand Haven girl.
married in Detroit.
where Miss Joyce Van Lopik, 15, 9 Ing Her subject was "Helpful
Buss was given a 10-day furTO CONVENE MONDAY
East 21st St., Holland, was caring Bible Promiys.’’ Her Sunday
lough last Sept. 30 and came imHastings, Oct. 9-The Barry
for
the Bauman child. He told the school class of young girls sang
mediately to Detroit to learn that
A quartet elected at the Christwo selections.The class Ls com- County board of supervisors will
Mrs. Tibbard had changed her tian Reformed consistory meeting court he first looked into the winposed of the following members, convene Monday for their regular
dow,
saw
the
girl
and
entered
blind about the marriage. He was is announced consisting of the
Leona Koops, Marilyn Kleinhek- eight day October session.
scheduled to report back in Bos- Rev. Peter H. Eldersveld of Hol- through a rear door.
Joshua Shagonaby, 46, an In- sel, Eunice Schipper, Johanna
ton for duty this Frida^.
land, Iowa, Rev. Ralph H. Heynen
NOTICE OF SPECTAL ASSESSBuss was born in Holland Dec. of Niekerk, Rev. Rolf Veenstra dian who formerly lived in Hol- Bronkhorst,Arlene Vander Kolk,
MENT.
Charlotte
Nykerk,
Shirley
Pyle,
land
but
has
been
living
in
Alle26, 1919, to Mr. and Mrs. Hadley of GrandviUe and CandidateJohn
Florence Voorhorst, Elaine Koilen River Avenue and 30th Street
gan,
and
his
son,
Wilbur
ShaBuss, former Holland residents H. Bratt. One of the four, to be
and Lois Peters.
Sewer.
who now reside in Detroit. He at- given a call to become Allendale’s gonaby, 19, of Holland, were both
Holland, Michigan, Oct. 8, 1941.
baptism
was
administered
charged
with
unlawfully
driving
tended school here and went pastor, will be chosen at a conlast Sunday morning in the Re- TO: Gerry Datema, J. J. A. Van
through the 11th grade.
gregational meeting to be held away last July 18 in Holland an
Ark, Joe Roerink, Bernard Helformed
church to Raymond Grant.
auto
belonging
to
the
Venhuizen
Besides the parents, he Ls sur- Oct. 16 at 8 p.m.
mus, Gerald Breen, Derk B. K.
Mr.
t
anti
Mrs.
William
The Sunday afternoonservices Auto Co.
vived by two brothers,Phillip
Van Raalte, Jr., Arie Ter
Plumert,Vivian Lee, daughterof
Joshua
told
the
court
he
was
were
conducted
by
the
Rev.
M.
Buss of Zeeland and Charles who
Haar, Fred Rutgers, Jr., Roy
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Francis
Folkert
and
drunk, otherwise he wouldn’t have
resides with his parents in De- Arnoys of Sioux Center. Iowa.
Klomparens, Donald J. CrawMrs. Henry Piersma was a stolen the car. The court revoked
^e’ 800 of Mr- and Mrstroj\ ant* the grandparents, Mr.
Gerald Plasman.
ford, Herman Ten Broeke, Jay
guest at the home of her parents his probation which was given him
L. De Koning, R. L. Schlecht,
Sprinfi of Grand Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rosema, Sr. Jan. 12, 1939, for four years on a
Willaim Miller, Henry Krol,
charge
of
breaking
and
entering.
Mrs. Grace Horlingsvisited at
WILL BE
Ben Lemmen, Carrol Meeusen,
the home of her sister, Mrs. Frank He is supposed to have paid $96
Lynn R. Spath, Elmer KehrStayer of Grand Rapids recently. court costs but up to the present
IN
weeker, Harold Brondyke, NelMr. and Mrs. Herman Horlings time only $19.50 had been paid. He
lie Postma, Mike Essenburg,
of Drenthe called on ' Pearline appeared in court last March 31 on
Abraham Leenhouts, P. J. PauMr. and Mrs. H. H. Vender relatives and attended the a charge of being drunk and dislus, Martha D. Koilen, James
Molen and Mr. and Mrs. C. Meeuw- funeral of Mrs. R. Homstra last orderly but at that time the court
New York, Oct
- HavSpruit, Edward C. Roberts,
sen and baby called on their aunt Friday.
tag protested his "love" for the
continued his probation.
Among Hoinz 23 Homo-style Soups you'll
Harry Plaggemars, Emmet
™ra- Fannie Van der Veen at
United
States
and
put
up
$15,000
Wilbur told Judge Miles that he
• Curtis, Bolhuis Lumber and
GrandviUeSunday afternoon.
bond
to
get
out
of
Jail
George
find your husband's old favorites-rkh
was more to blame for the theft of
ManufacturingCompany, D.
Mrs. B. Ter Horst is recovering
the car than his father. He also Sylvester Viereck today prepared
Piersma, S. Schipper, George
with flavors browed in by painstaking
from injuries received by a fall
AT MUNISING
said he had been drinking beer be- to go to Washington,where he
last
Steketee,Katherine C. Post,
must
answer
a
federal
Indictment
fore the car was stolen.
small-batch cooking mothods
Dr. Albertus Van Ark, Cornie
?ufle B,er&h°rstof Zeeland
Lawrence Speece,24, of Bellaire, charging that he did not give the
Munising, Oct.
’ — Three
Kragt, Theodore Baker, J. Van
. Allowing relatives
youthful hunters, who had been O., was charged with unlawfully tate department a complete list / Tatenhove,John Mokma, RayAS a hearteningwelcome for your husband at
and Wends here on Sunday: Mr.
ofhls German propaganda activiwanderingthrough a swamp south driving away an automobilelast
ITL
the end of a hard day, there’s nothing quite
mond
L.
Smith,
and
ALL
OTHand Mrs. W. Berghorst, Mr. and of here for more than 12 hours, Sept. 18, belonging to Mrs.'Leoria
like the drowsy, rich aroma of Heinz Home-etyle
ER
PERSONS
INTERESTED,
Mrs. D. Berghorst, Mp. and Mra. were found yesterday.
He
will
be
arraigned
in
WashVan Dyke of Grand Haven. He
u. Soup drifting through the hall
TAKE NOTICE: That the roll
. Cooked to
ington tomorrow. He was arrestB'i^Sfersand Mr- and Mrs. Rus
The
boys, Bobby Gatiss and Ed- told the court that he had been
sel Dalman.
of* the special assessmentheretofarm
recipes
generations
old
and
deftly
seasoned
ward W. Johnson, Jr., both 13 drinkingat tlje time. Speece is . u«ai!
atter
milch the indictment, returned by fore made by the Board of Asses{JfY*
of South Blendon years old and WilUam Keller. 12, married and has two children.
with herba and spice, these lusty dishes have all
called on Mr. and Mrs. A. Kuyers
a grand jury investigating Nazi sors for the purpose of defraying
set out Tuesday afternoonon a
the tempting fragrance and full-bodied richness
Clifford Poole, 47, Washington,
on Monday.
that part of the cost which the
bird hunting trip.
0„ was charged with breaking propaganda, was unseated.
of the best homemade, soups you ever tasted!
Miss Ann Cotts sang a solo at
contained five counts, one Council decided should be paid and
They were suffering of exhaus- into the chicken coop of Fred
the services at the Wyoming Park
Your family will like Heinz Vegetable Soup—
tion and. exposure, when found Cross last Sept. 27 and taking 13 that Viereck, 56, had failed to dis- borne by special assessment for
close that he helped to distribute the construction of the River
TabernacleSunday evening. after a night long search.
and smooth, tangy Cream of Tbmata And don’t
chickens.Thora Miller, 3$, who has
literature sent out under the frank Avenue and 30th Street Sewer
Edward Overwega of Rusk has
forget Country-style Chicken Soup with itsl
been living in a house trailer near
purchased the house now occu- ALUMINUM GIFT DRIVEN IN an oil well in Tailmadge town- of undisclosed congressmen, when if now on file in my office for
riced broth and succulent chicken
pied by Mr. and Mrs. Russel DalOmaha, Neb.
-The most ship, told tpe court she would he registered as a foreign agent public inspection.
an assortment of all 23 thrifty,
1
with the state departmentin 1939.
Notice is hereby also given that
man and owned by E. Oostlund, of "aluminum-minded” defense giver
plead guilty to cleaning the chickfavorites-andyou’re set for good ___ ^
The
other charges included ac- the Council and Board of Assessors
Grand Rapids.
in Nebraska is Carl Anderson. He en*, but that she would not plead
Men’s society was held at the parted with his 1909 model horse- guilty to entering the coop and cusationsthat he had financed of the City of Holland will meet at
committees to distributepro-Ger- the Council rooms in said City on
Christian Reformed church on less carriage because “It had 200
Hot
stealing them.
man and anti-Britishpropaganda, Wednesday, November 5, 194L at,
Monday evening.
pounds of aluminum in its hulk.”
The court ordered a not guilty and financed FTAders Hall Inc, a 7:30 P. M. to review said assessThe consistory met at the Replaa entered and date for her trial New Jersey publishing house, for
ment At which time and place opformed church on Monday evening. Annual production of brown sugwill be set later. She told the the same purpose.
portunity will be given to all per. Valued at
P. Leestma
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IN 1912

Christ Our Savior
Matthew 20:25-28; Luke 19:1-10

By Henry Geerlings

r*

Pt

A

genuine surprise was sprung

on the people of Holland lust night

Western Theological seminary received a call from the Reformed
church of Clymer Hill, New York.
Henry Mulder, second officer
on the U. S. E. D. dredge, Gen.
Meade is spending a two weeks
vacation with relativesand friends

9,

1941

ARRANGE RUES Boter-Watkins

Brothers! Sister

Vows Spoken

FOR SCHOLTEN

First

Enjoy

^

Real Gabfest Here

Miss Phyllis Watkins, daughter
and Mr*. Victor E. Watkins
of Muncle, Ind., and James Boter,
Trio, Separated When Very
ion of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Boter of
the Park road, were married at
Yoiuf9 Now Seeking
9:30 a.m. Tuesday in a quiet cereFourth Member
mony performed by the Rev. Marion de Velder in the parsonageof
Hope Reformed church on West Two brother!and their sister,
11th St. The single ring service all in their later 20’s, had the first
was used. The parents of the bride real gabfest of their lives Sunday
and groom were the only guests when the trio met in the home of
the sister,Mrs. Elmer De Boer,
at the ceremony.
For her marriagethe bride wore 164 East 10th St. The three were
a wool and crepe ensemble of Brit- Mrs. De Boer, her twin brother,
of Mr.

in this city.
Mrs. C. E. Thompson and daughFuneral services for Gerrit
ter, Helen, have returned from
Canada where they have been vis- Scholten,43, 88 West 20th St., who
iting relativesfor a month.
died Monday in his home folTwenty-six was the average lowing a heart attack sufferedsevnumber of merchants who attenderal days ago, will be held to-

moved to Bay City and hli
father died there a year later.
Since then Fred has been on his
now and his experiences have been
many and varied.
He went through only seven
12 they

when the common council,in speIt was a part of God's eternal cial session to elect a member of
purpose to send His son into the the Board of Police and Fire
grades of formal schooling but lated the meetings of the Merworld. The incarnation may have Commissionersto succeed C. Ver
er took several mechanical
chants associationduring the past day. A private service at the home
Schure,
decided
upon
Prof.
John
surprised some people, but it was
courses. He "knocked around”
year. The associationhas a mem- at 1:30 p.m. will be followed by
•t tba
no surpriseto God. But there were E. Kuizenga of Hope college,bedoing a lot of differentthings inbership of eighty and in his annual rites in Trinity Reformed church
HolUad City Mawt
gan
a
news
item
in
the
Saturday,
large groups who were longing and
cluding auto racing which he gave
report last night President Beeuw- at 2 o’clock,with Dr. H. D. TerPublUhad Irary Thuiwlooking for a Savior. Even many March 2 issue of the Holland Daily
dmy by tha 8«nUnel
tip after a year and a half because
kes declaredthat 26 was not a keurst officiating.Burial will be
to whom no special revelationhad Sentinel published in 1912.
Priatlnc Co. Offlca M-M
in Resstlawn cemetery.
It was "pretty tough" and poorly
large enough average in view of
John
Simmons,
28,
of
Battle
tany
blue,
the
long
coat
fur-trimWart Elf hth atraat,HolBy a unanimous vote of those
been vouchsafedleft the need of
Besides the widow, he Is surpaid.
the work the association was tryland, Mlchlfan.
Creek,
and
Corp.
Fred
A.
Smith,
med, with black hat and accessordivine help and were swift to ac- present last night at the annual
Before going into military sering to do for the merchants of vived by two sons, Harold and ies. Her flowers were orchids.
29, of Van Nuys, Calif., suburb
Entarad an aaoond claaa matter at sept Jesus when the news of his meeting of the Board of Trade,
Donald;
two
daughters,
Mildred
tba port offlca at Holland,Mich- birth was brought to them. The Austin Harrington was elected Holland and was actually accomA
wedding
breakfast was served of Los Angeles, who Is spending a vice he was with the Chrysler
and Caroline, all at home; four
undar tba art of Confraaa.March E
plishing. This appeared in the
In the Watkins apartment at the few days of his 15-day furlough Corp. In Los Angeles for two years,
world began to take a sharp turn presidentof the board for the combrothers,John of Adrian, Paul of
117*.
Tuesday, March 5 Issue.
Warm Friend tavern following the with relatives while transfering the last 11 months of which he
upward with the coming large ing year. When the choice of a vice
Mr. and Mrs. Stokke of the Grand Rapids, Tom of Zeeland and ceremony, with members of the from Fort Monmouth, N. J., to was service manager. He has been
C A. FRENCH, Editor and Manafei number to make the earth a better
president was brought up, George
Henry of Holland; and six sisters,
W. A. BUTLER, Burtaaaa Manacer
with the army four and a half
Fischer farm gave a large surprise
Immediate families as guests. Camp Monterey Pr^sidlO) Calif.
place to live in.
E. Kollen was immediatelychosen
Mrs. Anna Warner and Mrs. Tillie
months and was with the Signal
party for their uncle, Mathias
' Talaphona—Newa Itema 31*3
The 28-year-old twins met for
Wyngarden of Vriesland; Mrs. Bowls of pink roses and white
Sin reduced mankind to a state for the position. Raymond VissAdrartlilnfand Bubacrlptlona, 8191
Corps post at Fort Monmouth
Knudsen. The occasionwas his
chrysanthemums
were
used
as
decthe first time since childhood last
Beatrice Nienhuis of Beaverdam;
of importance and helplessness. cher was unanimouslyelected sec- 87th birthday anniversary.
specializing in aircraft warning
oration.
National Adrartlalnf RapraaantaUra
April 20 after Simmons learned he equipment
Mrs. Janet Meyers of Zeeland;
Jesus would not have come to suf- retary and Henry Geerlings who
At a meeting of the Republican
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Boter
were
to
had a sister while tracing his birth
Tba publlahar aball not ba Uabla fer what He did had He discerned has acted as treasurer of the city committee held last evening Mrs. Henrietta Langelandof Kalap>rp. Smith tops the trio with
for any error or arrura In printing enough strength in us to do this board since the death of Mr.
mazoo, and Mrs. Cornelia Vanden leave on a wedding trip, and after certificatewhich was necessary in a height of six feet one inch. He
Gerard
Cook
was
appointed
chairany adrartlalngunlsaa a proof of
Nov. 1 will be at home on the Park filling out his draft questionnaire.
Bosch
of
Denver,
Colo.
Mokma was chosen to serve in man of the committee to take
weighs 148 pounds, the same
aueb adrartlaamantahall hata boon work. What He saw as He looked
road.
Up to that time he had not known weight as his brother who is five
obtained by adrartlaer and ra turn ad down on us was a desperate need. that capacity for the coming year. place of Henry Geerlings who had
b • him in Uma for correction with We were not rising,but falling.
he was adopted.
First place in the Woman's resigned. The city committee furfeet, 11% inches tall. Both tower
an b arrow or correctlona noted
At that time Mrs. De Boer in- above Sister Dorothy who is an
We
were
not
climbing
upward,
but
State
Oratorical
contest
held
at
plainly thereon;and la each case If
Plant Formulated
thermore made provisional plans
formed 'him of another brother, even five feet tall and just over
any error ao noted la not corrected, slipping downward. All our skills, Olivet yesterday afternoon and for the holding of the Republican
publlahew liability ahall not excaed inventions and organizations pro- second place in the Men’s Contest
Fred, who she thought might be bn
by
Junior
League
100 pounds. All three are aUke in
caucus.
ueh a proportion of the entire apace
Dr. J. R, Mulder of Western
the west coast. She and Fred had
occupied by tba error beam to the vided no substantial hope of our held at the same place last evenThe Holland Merchants’asso- Theological seminary in Holland Appointment of chairmen for met for the first time nine years temperament being lively and
whole apaoo oocupladby euch adrer- making any spiritual ascent. Christ ing was the record Hope College
jokey. The brothers take turns at
ciation last night went on record conducted the servicesin the First the various fall projects featured
<20 when he traced her after being
did not come to enact a needless made. Miss Irene Staplekamp of
kidding their "little"sister and
ns in favor of closingthe stores on Reformed church last Sunday in the regular meeting of the Junior
Informed of the relationship call her "shrimp" and other names
spectaclebefore the gaze of an as- the Senior class was the winner
TKBMB Of SUBSCRIPTION
the annual day of prayer which this the absence of the pastor, Rev. N. Welfare league in the Woman's
One year H00; Six montba 3UI; tonished world. He came to put of the state contest.This year was
through a relative.
of that type. Characteristically,
year comes on the thirteenthday of Rozeboom, who was filling a clas- Literary club building Tuesday
Three montba Tie; 1 month 25c; Single
Fred and his sister met several
night. Mrs. David Pribyl presided.
oopy le. Bubacrlptlona payable In ad- within our reach a great possibili- the first time Hope college has March. Previously Henry Vander
they declined to tell the reporter
sical appointment at North Blentimes during the intervening years
raaoe and will be promptly dlecon- ty which otherwise would have ever sent a representative to the Ploeg had secured the signatures
Mesdames
Willard Wlchers and
what they thought of each other,
don. The Christian Endeavor sereluded our grasp eternally.
Woman’s contest and the result if of a large percentage of the HolHarold Klaasen, vice-presidents,although the last time they saw but It was evident from the happy
^SubacrilwriwflToonfer a faror by
vice was in charge of John Brink,
There is one Savior and only for that reason all the more grati- land merchants pledging them- Sr„ who discussed the subject,“A presented the schedule of coming each other was three years ago. expressions that the visit was a
events, to include the annual fall After that, Fred struck out for the very enjoyable one. They admitone. That thought should arrest fying. Her subject was 'The So- selves to close their places of bus- Seven Day Christian."
dance on Nov. 8, Miss Mildred west coast and. manlike, didn’t ted they probably would have
our attention. If a man has a dozen cialism of the Individual.’’ Hessel iness on that day.
Miss Evelyn Schutmaat was a
write letters. When finally late in
COOL TOWARD WINDSOR
matches he does not much care if Yntema won second place in the
fought like “cats and dogs" had
Saturday the Pere Marquette week-end visiton in the home of Mulder and Mrs. Jack Bos, chairWashington correspondent he wastes one or two in kindling men’s contest.Miss Sue Wang, the railroadopened its right of way to Mr. and Mrs. Ted Kuieek and men; plum pudding project, Mes- August, Mrs. De Boer learned of they grown up together.
who has made a reputation for his the fire. He still has a number left. Chinese student of Albion college Ottawa Beach. Soon preparations daughter Geraldine of Grand Rap- dames Adrian Klaasen and Mal- her brother’swhereaboutsat Fort
Smith is long limbed, lithe and.colm Mackay, chairmen, Mrs. Ger- Monmouth, she forwardedseveral supple. He has a trick right letf'
ability to probe below the surfaces But if he has only one, how he won second place in the contest will begin for the opening of the ids.
ald Breen, buying chairman; and clippings of the new-found rela- and can twist his right foot ao that
of life reports that the Canadians guards the flickeringflame until with her oration “China's Crisis.’’ resort which doubtless will take
The Hope college Trumpeteers
the Clare Tree Major play on Dec. tionship.
In Washington woe noticeably the fire has been started.If there The winner of the men’s contest place some time in June.
his toe points in the opposite difurnishedspecialmusic at the AmSimmons, anxious to meet the rection. He can do the split, an
18,
Misses Adelaide Dykhuizen and
were
a
dozen
ways
of
salvation
we
was
also
a
student
of
Albion
colcool toward the Duke of Windsor
Friends of the Rev. and Mrs. erican Reformed church last Sunnew brother,set out on Labor day acrobatic feat, and can put both
Doris Brouwer, chairmen.
during the recent visit of His Roy- could set a few of them aside and lege. Roy C. Robinson was given John Van Ess have been apprais- day evening.
was also decided to carry on a motorcyclewith Mrs. Sim- hands flat on the floor without
al Highness. This news man hint- still have a good chance of enter- first place. Willis L. Osborn of ed of their safe arrival in Busrah,
The local mail carriers and
ed that this coolness represented ing into the kingdom.But there is Olivet college won third place. Arabia. Mr. Van Ess has been con- wives, Miss FlorenceLugten and out a project for Netherlandsre- mons, also a motorcycleenthusi- bending his knees. Palms can be
ast, for New Jersey and there met
lief.
the attitude of a large section of only one way. Christ never said This is the fifth consecutive year nected with the Arabian mission
downward or upward— it’s all the
Mr. and Mrs. John Kronemeyer
Corporal
Fred. Six days later the same.
the people of Canada, New Zealand that He was a door, a shepherd, a that Albion college has taken first for eight years and was here on
attended, a regular meeting of the
Simmonses returned to Battle
and Australia. He went further way. What He did say was that place in the state contest.
Coincidences between the brothfurlough last year.
Rural Letter Carriers Association De Boer Shows Pictures
Creek
after riding 1,600 miles on
He
was
the
door,
the
shepherd,
the
•till; he asserted that a substantial
Believing that the people of Holers continuedto pile up when it
Rev. P. P. Cheff of Zeeland is of Allegan County at ^earl last
the motorcycle. In Pennsylvania developed that Iwth were mecbody of English public opinion feels way. There are no others. That is land and the adjoining townships in receipt of a call to the Second
Saturday. The main feature of the at Joint Meeting
they drove 168 miles in the rain
the same way. He quoted the Win- why He insistedon men receiving do not sufficientlyappreciate the Reformed church in Muskegon.
program was an illustratedsoil
Followingseparate business and had one spill in the mud. Sim- hanics and motorcyclists.What is
nipeg Free Press, which In turn Him and believing Him. There is benefitsthat accrue to them from
more, they had both raced in moThe Misses Lillian and Clara conservation lecture by Mr. Dor- meetings in Third Reformed
mons explained that his motor- torcycle meets In and around
quoted the London Economist,to no alternative.
the resorts surrounding Maca- Vander Heide have gone to Grand rance.
church Tuesday evening, the Men’s cycle made more than 40 miles to
the effect that the Duke of WindChrist saves us at infinite cost. tawa Bay, the Holland Board of Rapids where they will make their
Michigan without being aware of
A baby girl was born to Mr. and and Women’s Adult Bible classes the gallon.
sor is the symbol of a class in Eng- It must be that we are sobered in Trade has decided to make an at- homo.
the other’s existence.
Mrs. John Drenten last Sunday at joined for a program which featFred arrived in Michigan Sept.
land that has brought the people the presence of Calvary. There can tempt to arouse interest in these
Fred left Holland on Monday,
John Plasman has returned to the Holland hospital
ured motion pictures shown by 27 and visitedhis brother in Batof that countxy to the brink of dis- be no dry eyes there. Our ransom resorts by offering a series of Chicago after spending a few days
Mr. and Mrs. John Kronemeyer Charles De Boer who has traveled tle Creek and relatives in Bay City scheduled to board an army plane
price was no trifle. The gold in prizes for the best essays on the vacation with relatives and friends
aster.
In Chicago Tuesday night and fly
of Holland spent a couple of days widely. Refreshmentswere served and other places.On Sept. 28 Mr.
In 1939, just before the opening all the mines could not save us. subject, “Benefits That Our Sum- in the city.
in
the
H.
W.
Schutmaat
home
by
the women to almost 100 per- and Mrs. De Boer went to Battle to the new camp. Once on the west
of the war, Louis Brotnfield,pub- Tears, though they flow like rivers, mer Resorts are to the City of . Miss Maude Davis arrived from
coast, he will probably renew his
last week.
sons.
Creek for a party at the Simmons
lished a little book, ‘'England, a could not save us. The efforts of Holland and Adjoining Town- Manistee this morning.
Henry
Drenten
and
son, Glenn,
Mrs. John Van Zomeren presid- home and it was there that the acquaintance with his pet monkey
y." Bromfieidsaid all the angels that surround God’s ships.” Following are the prizes
Dying Oligarchy,
and pet rattle snake which are
Born to Mr. and Mrs. P. Bonte- Dr. M. H. Hamelink and George ed at the business meeting of the
trio met for the first time “alas an American essentially the throne could not save us. Chirst offered: 1st prize, $25 in gold; koe. 196 West Fourteenth street,
Kaper
motored
to
Munising
the women’s class and conducted de- though we didn’t have any chance with friends there.
same thing the London Economist saves us, but He lost his life in do- second prize $15 in gold; third prize yesterday a son.
And now the three are speculatearly part of the week for deep votions.Elections resulted in Mrs. to talk.”
now says from the English point of ing so. He is not only one more $10 in gold.
ing on the possibilityof yet anThomas
Welmers
being
named
sea fishing in Lake Superior.
In
reconstructing
the
past,
the
view. For long years before the figure on the crowded canvas of
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Prof, and Mrs. G. Van Der president; Mrs. S. Karsten. vice experiences of the three read like other brother, Don, who would
war people were In the saddle in the ages. He is the central figure Ten Have, 177 West Fourteenth G.H. GIRL
Borgh of Holland were visitors in president; Mrs. I. T. Schuppert, fiction. When the children were be about 33 years old. The only
England, in government,in busi- because His hands were wounded street a son.
the home of Rev. and Mrs. L secretary;Mrs. T. Kuiper, treasur- very young, the family was broken Inkling of his existence was reIS
ness, in social life, who were look- and His side pierced for us.
The Hope college students took
Scherpenisse last Sunday evening. er, and Mrs. J. Sywassink,mis- up, the two boys going to the or- ceived when Mrs. De Boer was
No matter how humble or de- things into their own hands thus
ing out for their own class. They
about five years old. Nothing ot0
The catechism classes of the sionary treasurer.
phanage at Coldwater and the
Grand Haven, Oct. 9 (Special)
were the Stanley Baldwins, the praved a man is God always re- morning when they decided that
Program
arrangements
were
in girl being adopted by Mr. and My. him has been heard since.
American
Reformed
church
were
Neville Chamberlains,and many joices when He repents. We have their good record at Olivet last —Martha Cheeseman, 18, route 1,
charge of Miss Kate Ver Meulen. C. Dekker of Holland. A few days
resumed last Friday.
lesser figures. A few of the leaden bur ways of classifying people, but Friday night at the Michigan State Grand Haven, sufferedback inMr. and Mrs. L. Mokma and
after his arrival in Coldwater,
had Intellectualvitality, but the His ways are not our ways. He Oratorical contest merited a day’s
juries, several pavement bums Arnold Lee were visitors in the
John was adopted by Mr. and Mrs.
social and economic influence of has placed an immeasurablevalue vacation, began an article in the
Episcopalians
Attend
home of Mr. and Mrs. George
John Simmons of Battle Creek and
their class was such that It helped on tiie outcast No one has wan- Monday, March 4 issue. Nor were and bruises when she was knockRigterink last Sunday evening.
later Fred, about three years old,
Synod Meeting in G.R.
all sorts of people to get Into par- dered so long or gpne so far that the college authorities seriously ed from her bicycle which she
The Ladies Adult Bible class of
Grand Haven, Oct. 9 (Special)
liament and thus to become the He does not want him to return. opposed to the day off for the was riding without lights during
A
group
of
young
people
of was adopted by Mr. and Mrs. Althe American Reformed church
—Lieut. Comdr. J. P. Murray of
bert
R.
Smith
of
Goodrich
near
Jesus does more than meet us half students since they knew the ena rainstorm Monday night on US- met at the home of Mrs. I. Scher- Grace Episcopalchurch went to
way. He traveb as far as sin has thusiasm had to find an outlet
Grand Rapids Tuesday evening Flint. The Smith family moved to the coast guard cutter Escanaba
31, six and one-half miles north penisse on Monday evening.
has been advancedfrom lieutenant
The English people as a whole led us. We say that Jeremiahdis- someway. The boys and girls next of Grand Haven.
for a youth service in connection Northern Michigan,then to Big
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edd
Schaap
and
commander to commander.
Rapids
where
the
mother
died
have magnificently redeemed theta covered the significanceof an in- proceededto secure a cutter and
A car driven by Marian Rrain- Mr. and Mrs. George Lampen en- with the Provincial Synod of this when Fre^ was 11. When he was
Commander Murray entered the
country and their government un- dividual soul, but Jesus carried a rope about a block long. Piling ard, 28, of Muskegon Heights,
district being held this week at
joyed a motor trip to Northern
coast guard active serviceas an enthe
prophet’s
discovery
further.
It
der the stress of "blood, sweat and
the oratora, Miss Irene Staple- struck the girl. Miss Cheeseman Michigan and Canada the past Grace church in Grand Rapids.
sign in September,1923, upon
In the processional which intetrs." Louis Bromfieidwould al- is safe to say Christ would have kamp, Hessel Yntema, and Prof. was taken to Municipal hospital
week.
graduationfrom the coast guard
come
to
earth
to
bear
and
suffer
cluded nine or ten bishops, Jack
most certainly not say today of
Nykerk and MLss Katharine S. and was to be released today.
Donald Joostbems was a visitor
academy at New London, Conn.
Leenhouts
was
the
crucifer and
England as a nation what he said all He did, had there been but one Moore, instructors in elocution,
State police who investigated in the home of his brother-in-law
He was advanced through the
Adam
McClay and John Ayers
of the "dying oligarchy" in 1939. aoul to save. The reason the Shep- Into the cutter, the students,some did not blame the driver.
and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
various grades until he became
torchbearers. Due to the illness
For the English people, as disting- herd searched through all the three hundred strong took hold of
A car, driven by Mary Mason, Steggerdaof Holland last Sunday
lieutenant commander in 1931 and
of the star speaker,the bishop
uished from a small ruling clique, darkness and peril for His sheep the rope and marched down Eighth 19, of Grand Haven, collided with
afternoon.
A
TTENTION-GETTINO
Is as 1m- since then has served In New
was
not
chiefly
because
of
the
inof Northern Indiana was the
have cleaned house, and are constreet in triumphalprocession.
one driven by Buford Jurney, 28,
The Women’s Missionary Soportant In the housewife’slife York city and the Alaska station
tinuing to dean house. Essentially vestment He had it it, but rather
At his home on East Eighth of Grand Rapids, on M-50, two ciety of First Reformed church preacher.
as
It Is In the stage beauty'i. In where he was stationed before
because
of
the
affection
he
had
Among
those
from
Holland
they are In far less danger from
street today William Benjamin, and one-half miles west of Allen- met in regular session last Thurswere Miles H. Baskett, Jr.,' War- the case of the honsewife.It’s usu- coming here In 1938.
the Nazis than they were from for it God could out of the stones the oldest and at one time the best dak* Monday morning. Miss June
day afternoon in the church rooms.
ally meals that strike a responsive
The gun and depth charge tracks
raise
up
a
new
generation
but
it
their own ruling clique a few years
known printer in Holland, cele- Day, 19. of Grand Haven, riding Mrs. N. Rozeboom presided and ren C. Church, Jr., Ted Crouch, chord in the family's bosom— or on the stern of the Escanaba have
Paul Pressentine, Jr., Vera Ziet•go. That danger is past; the Eng- is because of His love that He brated his 80th birthday anniver- with Miss Mason, was bruised.
was assisted in the devotions by
stomheb— because they are whole- been temporarily removed, Indilish people are once more a demo- spares us and continues His search sary.
Jurney was given a trafficsum- Mrs. J. Kronemeyer and Mrs. H. low, Lloyd Van Raalte, Elizabeth eome, good, and perhaps "differ* cating that it Is not planned to call
until
we
cease
our
wandering.
Mills, John Ayers, Frieda Welsch,
cratic people.
Prof. John E. Kuizenga has ac- mons by stale |x>lice for excessive Kuite, the latter two also being
Emerson Strong, Lutrella Copper- ent” With the fall well under way the ship immediatelyfor service
But individuals of the former Jesus saves us from the guilt cepted the position tenderodhim speed.
in charge of the program.The tosmith, Groveene Dick, Adam Mc- now, the Ingenioushousewife might on the coast. They have been testruling bloc remain— some of them and penalty of sin. He frees us last Friday night by the common
pic, "Footstepsin the Paths of
Cldy, Jack Leenhouts, Mrs. Edwin plan one unusual dish for each ed and will be stored ready for Imin power. The more democratic from them. No man can live with council as member of the Board
Service,” based on the Foreign
mediate replacement, if necessary.
them
and
be
happy
and
safe.
They
Crouch and the Re* and Mrs. meal.
Trailer,
Stolen
Year
nations of the BritishEmpise, such
of Police and Fire Commissioners.
Mission Board yea# book, was disBut unusual needn'tmean some- This bit of work will greatly faciliArthur C. Barnhart.
as Canada and New Zealand and have in them the seeds of ruin. If
William Botsford, who for the
Ago, Found on Farm cussed, several of the members
Tonight 11 local Episcopalians thing strange and weird. It'i often tate the Escanaba In handling asAustralia, see the picture as a the coming of Christ recognized
past six years has clerked at the
taking part. At the close of the plan to attend the provincial jnat an old dish, with a piquant sistance calls because the gun and
the
value
of
the
soul,
it
also
recogwhole in clear relief. The CanadPere Marquette freight depot has
Grand Haven, Oct. 9 Special) program, Mrs. G. Kleinheksel serv- banquet in the Pantlind hotel flavor added through a new spice. tracks interfered with the towians, almost certainly,have nized the dreadful characterof
severed his connectionwith the
ed refreshments.The women of They include Mr. and Mrs. Otto
Marketing this season gives the ing engine and towing bits on th* ,
evil.
—A
trailerowned by Mr. Rebonnothing against the Duke of WindPere Marquette company and acthe church donated nearly 125 Kramer, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald housewife many an opportunityfor stern of the
)
tisch of Grand Rapids which was
He also saves from the power of
sor personally; they probably recepted a positionwith the Graham
quarts of fruit for the Holland Kramer, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Mills, testing her Ingenuity, since stores
reported
stolen
Oct.
6,
19-10.
was
sin.
We
do
not
need
be
under
its
gard him as at worst merely inand Morton Transportation Co.
recoveredby stale police Oct. 1 Home and Cutlervillehospitalre- Mrs. C. J. Hand, Mr. and ' Mrs. abound with fresh fruits and vege- Miss Morloch Selects
nocuous. But he is a symbol of that dominion. It Is a factor with which
John De Kraker returned from at a farm near Hess lake.
cently.
Miles Baskett and Rev. and Mrs. tables at a variety of prices. Lowclass in England whose superior- we shall always have to reckon,
Lansing today where he attended
Last Saturday afternoon a few Barnhart. Presiding Bishop Tuc- priced fruits that can be "dressed Her Wedding Date
Officers
were
advised
the
trailbut
a
diminishing
and
doomed
one.
ity complex made it possible for
the conventionof the Stale er had been left on the farm young friends gathered in the ker and Miss Margaret Marsten, up" Include: apples, grapes,
an American of 1939 to call Eng- We may live better today than we
Miss Natalie Barbora Morlock
Threshermen’s association which about Nov. 1, 19-10, by a young home of Theresa Reinstra, in presidentof the National Wo- oranges, pears and grapefruit, while
did
yesterday,
and
better
tomorland, with some justice, a “dying
has returned to Holland from Dehas been in session there for sev- man driving an old car which honor of her birthday anniversary. men’s auxiliary of the Episcopal vegetablesthat make excellentseoligarchy " Those Canadians were row than today. The good in us is
troit where she spent the past
eral days.
coincided with a statement made Included in the group were Yvon- church, will speak at the ban- lection Include green and lima week-end. While there she was
to
increase,
the
evil
to
decrease.
cool toward the symbol they desThe announcementwas made by William Plumb, officer at the ne Bartels, Elaine Sternberg, Lorbeans, cabbage, celery, sweet popised and feartd, not toward the Many people beUeve in the forhonored with a luncheon and misyesterdayto the congregationof state park, that he had seen raine Bolks and Gladys Wedeven.
tatoes, spinach and rutabagas.
man. That was a display of intelli- giveness of sin who do not believe
cellaneousshower given at the
the Ebenezer Reformed church of the trailer leave towed by an old
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice KroneMeats that are low In price, but
gence on the part of the Canadians in the power to overcome sin.
Detroit Yacht club on Belle Isle
East Holland that the Rev. Law- car.
meyer and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Coaple Feted on 40th
that offer infinite possibilities for
Then, too, He saves us from the
by her former associate teachers
that deserves respect
rence
Dykstra,
pastor
of
Grace
Kronemeyer
of
Grand
Rapids
were
family surprises include: porter- of the Benjamin Franklinschool
State police at Rockford inr
awful fear which sometimesgnaws
Wedding
Anniversary
Reformed church of Grand Rapids, vestigated and identifiedthe guests of their parents, Mr. and
house and sirloinsteaks, chuck
THE CHURCH INVITES YOU tt the heart, and from a sense of
Mr. and Mrfr. Simon Harkema steak and bonelesschock pot In Detroit.
had accepted the call to the East trailer as being the stolen one Mrs. John Kronemeyer the past
lonelinessand uselessness in the
EnlargingFraternity
Miss Morlock has chosen Oct.
observed their 40th wedding anni- roast, lamb chucks, loins and legii
Holland church.
which is now in possession of the week-end.
18
for the date of her wedding
It is almost impossible to avoid world and from death which by
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Yeakey versary quietly Saturday evening shoulder of veal and smoked call
This morning John Wolterink, a iasurancecompany which had
In St. Francis de Sales church.
a self-centeredreligionwhen one His plan becomes a gateway to a
in
the
form
of
a
family
dinner.
and
daughter,
Mary
Linda,
of
Kalmember of the senior class of the previously paid a claim of $675.,
hams. Roasters and fryers are the
has no active regular share in the larger life.
Those present were Mr. and best poultry
amazoo visitedMrs. Yeakey’s parf
Abiding gratitude is due Him
corporate worship of a larger reents, Dr. and Mrs. G. H. Rigter- Mrs. Ed Cook and children,BarBased
on
seasonable
foods at
who
saves
us
from
all
harm
and
ligious fellowship. Friedrich von
bara, Mary Lou and Paul Edward, three different price levels, Marlon
ihk the past week-end.
Hugel used to tell of the sense of blesses us with His presence and
Frost Expected
Dr. J. R. Mulder was entertain- of Fremont, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Rouse Budd of the
Kitchen
common need and of common love peace. There is none other we owe
ed in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Avery and son, Roy Ellsworth, of offers the following suggestions
a
fraction
of
the
praise
He
dethat came to him as he prayed
Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Mar- for "meals with appeal":
Roger Van Dyke last Sunday.
through his rosary or listened to serves.
vin Smith- and children, Carolyn,
^[OMlNUMl
the mass while kneeling next to
Low Cost Dinner
Harvey and Richard, Mr. and
LAW?.
some Irish peasant. For this per- Mayor Speaks to Local
Files Appeal in Court
Mrs. Neil Van Bruggen and chilHamburger Patties,Bacon
son and millions of others, what"There is no glory is outstripping
Wrapped, with Cheese Banco
Over Judgment of J.P. dren, Jerry Lee and Gayle Ann,
ever their place in man’s petty ordLegion Boy Scout Troop
4<mk*yf— Martial
and Robert Harkema, all of Hol"'Hash Browned Potatoes
er of rank, would that very day
land.. A gift was presented.
Succotash
ocrom
Grand Haven, Oct. 9 Special)
perfoim the sameiact of love and
Boy Scout troop No. 26, sponLettuce with French Dressing
—•An appeal from a sentence imdevotion before a Father In whose sored by the Holland American
Dutch Apple Caka
t-Chlcopo tire started,1J71.
posed in Justice George V. Hof- Forty Bettes Club
loving regard each was of equ-il Legion post, marked the observTes or Coffee
I
left
court
last Sept 22 against
worth.
ance of Fire Prevention week
Medium Coot Dimer
Clyde Bowman, 32, of route 2, Witt Meet
Why not accept the invitation with a special program Tuesday
College chartered.
Twin
{*kes, on a charge of being
The
Forty
Belles dub, an ath1701
Stuffed Breast of Laab
Md go to church next Sunday?
night which included an address
a disorderly person, was filed in letic organizatiqn for young woCreamed Potatoes
by Mayor Henry Geerlings.
Ottawa circuit court Tuesday.
men, will hold its first meeting
Baked Tomatoes Staffed with
BLOOMS IN FALL
Mayor Geerlings stressed fire
The . sentence imposed by the Monday, Oct. 20. at 7:30 pm. in
Mushrooms
A spires bush has been reported prevention.** especiallyimportant
justice was $5 fine and $8.50 the junipr high school gymnasium.
Lettuce and Cucumber Salad
In bloom at the Joe Overway home at this time in the countiyj nacosts qr 10 days in the county
The dub will be under the supDeep Dish Fresh Plum Pie
at 280 W«t 16th St. Local bar- tional defense emergency.He;
11-15W00 Britisheoldte.in
jail Fine and coats were ervision of Miss Clarabelle Lee,
Dance, 193a
Tea or Coffee *
ban who met at the Overway ranked carelessness as the chief
paid. The arrest was made Sept physical education instructor. Basbotne Monday night suggeited that cause of destructive fires In AmerVery Special Dinner
21 by Deputy Sheriff Claude OR- ketball,volleyball, square. dancing
the bush's second growth might ica.
Oyster
**
hof
of
Ferrysburg
in
Crockery
and
many
other
activities
are
bebe due to the tonsorial influenceof . Sea Scout Commissioner ChesBoast Long Island Duckling
township.
ing planned for this year.
Barber Overway.
ter LaShagway presented a numCandled Sweet Potatoes
IWtokmd took defease
Anyone desiring Information
ber of facts on the causes of fire
Canllflowerwith Butter Sauce
SEEK PROWLER
may call Miss Hester Ehde or Miss
To convert 50 billion dollarsau- and methods scouts could use to
Watercress and Orange Salad
'•Policewere called to 21st St Hope Hiemenga. The club la limitfor defense into weapons combat them.
Pineapple Sherbet with
and
Maple
A^e.
Sunday
night
to
ed
to
40
jnembers.
about 25 million manGinger Cookies
search for a prowler but found
SUBSCRIBE TO THE
Tea or Coffei'
no trace of him.
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the Christian Reformed
had made another Inspectionof the
church which Mr. Dragt served
walks together with the city InDISTRICT OFFICIAL
as a consistory member for
spector and again no dangerous Installment,for the
many years. He also served on
condition was found.
OF KIWANIS CLUBS
ill water main
the Ottawa county board of su
Mr. Lokker stated that under
pervisors for nine years, on the
the law a city la required to keep
Weet 27th St No. 1 water
Curry district school board for IS 91
its Wilks in a reasonably safe con- dletrlct
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Graham who
27 years and was township treaHe served for many years as
dition and the supreme court haa
have lived practicallyall of their
West 22nd St Nal water
surer for two years. He served
ruled that In cues where a 2-inch district.
lives In Robinson township, ob- secretary of the former Banner as a board member many years
Hamilton, Oct. 9 (Special) -depression in the walk hu been
served open house at their farm Creamery, an organization that of the Allegan Telephone Co. and
West 24th St No.l water
Hein Brower, one of the oldest in found, it hu not been considered a
district.
home on Oct. 8 In celebration of flourishedin the county and serv- the former Allendale Creamery
habitantsof this vicinity, cele- dangerous condition.Mr. Lokkar
their golden wedding anniversary. ed many farmers in this section. Co.
River Ave. and 30th St
Agencies Which Assist in
further stated that he wu sun main district
Fred Graham served on the He was superintendent of the
Mr. Dragt Is 81 and Mrs. brated his 91st birthday anniverboard of supervisors for 14 years. former Methodistchurch Sunday Dragt 76. They have retired and sary last Friday at his home. His that the walks in Holland are In
Filed in clerk's offles for
Health Program Listed
He was elected to the board from school for years, and his wife was have left the farm activitiesto children and several other rela' u good or better condition than inspection and hecrinf i
in Summary
Robinson township 18 years ago a devoted teacher in the school. their son and family. Both are in tives and friends called on him in most cities and thathe wu sat- Wednesday, Nov. 5, 1941
and served as chairman for two Recently they joined the Grand comparativelygood health. Five during the afternoon and evening. isfied that no dangerous condition
Pursuant to ths provisions
which would entitle them to sections 10, 11, and 12, Title 27
Reporting on her activitiesof
yean. Four yean ago he left the Haven Presbyterian church.
He was born on Oct. 3. 1850, exists
years ago they celebratedtheir
claim for damages.
the city charter, cleric
group after having served on many
Mrs. Graham Is a native of Rob- golden anniversary.
the past year, Miss Esther Rothin Fillmore, the son of the late
Claim denied.
that the special
of the moat important commit- inson, born there 69 years ago. Mr.
Gerrlt J. Brower and Mrs. Browrock, public health nurse for
Clerk presented communication for delinquent light pi
tees including finance, good roads, Graham was born near Brockville,
er, who were pioneer settlers In
Holland, has revealed that she
from the Holland Junior Chamber water blUa have ben
county officen and others.
Ont., and came to the township
the vicinityof Overisel, arriving
of Commerce requesting permis- for aeseasment la ths a ___
made 258 professional calls at
Soft spoken, with a winning per- with his family when he was sevsion to stage their annual chain of $1,70143.
the city schools, including public,
sonality, Mr. Graham assumed the en years old. He has since lived on
dimes drive on Saturday, Oct 11,
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Filed In dsrit's office for
role of a Henry Clay the great the ancestral farm and it was here
Christian and Catholic.
1941, for the purpose of raising iMpoction and hearing
compromiser,in many heated de- the couple was married 50 years
Mr. and Mrs. Ben William BrowShe made 1,409 home calls infunds to defray the expense of the Wednesday,Nov. 8, 194L
bates on the board and his good ago. Mr. Graham is 74 years old. er of North Holland had as their
cluding 235 calls by reason of
annual Hallowe’enparty for the
Adjourned.
Judgement,wise counseling and son of the late Thomas Graham, guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Hercommunicable diseases, 40 cripchildren.
withall
a
friendly
attitude
made
one
of
the
pioneers
of
this
county.
Oscar Peterson, City cleric.
pled children, 74 antipartum and
bert Nowak of Waukegan, 111., Mr.
Granted.
him a leader on the board as long
They have one daughter, Mrs. and Mrs. Vince Deborlia of Chipostpartum,103 infants, 167 preClerk presented communication
U: :4||
as he served. He was always a Charles Moe, Muskegon; five cago and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
school children, 168 adults, 622
'h'fM
from
the Holland Junior Chamber ,Tth? COlUlRVATIO
champion for good roads and it grandchildren and a great grand- Overbeek of Grand Haven.
home visits on school children.
..OK-K^OOKof Commerce requesting permis3r. Henry J. Maasellnk
was partially through his influ- son, who was named after his
Miss Rothrock assisted In the
Mrs. Harry Harling, missionary
sion to use Riverview park for a , Th* Dim tor of
ence that Ottawa county became great grandfather and who is the from Nigeria,Africa,at present on
following clinics: One orthopedic,
children’* Hallowa'en party on lat mado a thoroagfe
Dr. Henry J. Masselink,Holsix tuberculosis,two chest x-ray,
a leader in permanent highway pride and, joy of his great grand- furlough, will be the speaker at a
condition* ralatlv*to
Friday evening, Oct. 31, 194L It »oooo» la t*o Lower
five pre-school, one oral deaf, land dentist, was elected lieuten- construction in western Michigan. parents.
meeting
of
the
Ladles
Missionary
is further requested that the use
and three mental hygiene.She ant-governorfor the third diviFellowshipof the Bible Wltneaa
sion of the Michigan Kiwanis
of the park together with the use
assisted the public health departassembly of Zeeland Friday evenof the flood lights be furnished
district at the closing convention
ment with the immunization of
ing in the home of Mrs. Willard
by the city without cost to them. Dtrloe of oao ysor It Okan bo
162 children against diphtheria session Tuesday afternoon in
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Golden Anniversary
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Grand Rapids.

and 131 vaccinations.
She spent three days in

_

Women Hear

Korstange in New Groningen. Mrs.
Harling has been in Africa for the
past 15 years and Is connected
with the Sudan Interior Mission.

It is also requested that they be
permitted to stage a parade on Tow, 1,
8th St. Juat prior to the party at
the park.
Granted.

w*

The third district includes clubs
NorU ud
of the Grand Rapids area comprising clubs in Grand Rapids,
Holland,Grand Haven, Claire,
Mrs. Herman Vanderbeek and
Hein Brower
Mrs. Carveth Wells, in a chalMt. Pleasant and Muskegon. As
•porta of Standing Committees jjl .1 Hara. C?,,!,. £1
Health
committee
for
1:45
p.m. Sl»*san. of Flint is spending the
lenging and entertaining lecture
lieutenant-governor, Dr. MasseCommittee on Claims and Acfrom
The
Netherlands
in
the
year
before more than 200 members of next Tuesday in the club house weck a! the Rev. Vanderbeekhone
b*
link will be supervisorof this
counts reported claims In the
the Woman's Literary club Tues- tearoom, and the first meeting of here. Her husband is expected here 1847 by sail boat.
Md
ordered
district.
His early life was spent in the amount of $13,222.38 and recom- ed this fourt*J“^IA})’|°f *•'day afternoon, appealed for unity the newly formed Child Study for the week-end. Mrs. Kenneth
Dr. Masselink has been active
Miller of Detroit, a trained nurse, parental home In Overisel,where mended payment thereof.
in defense of this country and the group Tuesday, 1:30 p.m. in the
Allowed.
in Kiwanis affairs in Holland
assistingin the public health profreedom of its people, "with every club house auditorium. Mrs. Car- will remain here indefinitelyand the family settled after a few
WATLAND
since the local organization was
will
care
for
her
mother,
Mrs.
John
oline
Judkins
Longyear
will
be
years of residencein Fillmore. Committee on Ways and Means
gram of the city:
ounce of our strength.”The ocCoaBteraffaod:
formed almost two years ago. As
reported
having
met
with
the
Park
The Woman’s Literary club supcasion was the annual fall lunch- the speaker at the regular club Vanderbeek, who was injured in an Upon his marriage to Miss Joauto-bus crash near Lansing last hanna Timmerman of Fillmore, and Cemetery board relative to
ports the well babies' clinic, a charter member of the Holland eon of the club, held in the main meeting next Tuesday.
Attractive decorations for the week. Mrs. Vanderbeek is expected the couple moved to Hamilton on their request for funds to erect a
which is held every Monday after- Kiwanis club, Dr. Masselink dining room of the Warm Friend
warehouse, storage building and NOTICE OP SPECIAL
noon at the clinic building, and served as its first president.
tavern, with Mrs. George A. Pel- luncheon were arranged by Mrs. home from Holland hospital soon. a farm at the north village limits
Simon Borr of Holland was in
shop at the cemetery. Committee
WENT covering
this club providescod liver oil
grim, new club president, presid- L. G. Stallkamp and Mrs. Arthur Mr. and Mrs. Ben Van Greunigen where he has resided for more
charge of the nominatingcommitstated that In their opinion such a
and
two
sons
and
two
daughters
Visscher,
and
included
a
profuDelinquentUgfct Pm
than
63
yeats.
Mrs.
Brower
passfor babies.
ing.
buildingis Quite necessary In order
sion of garden flowers in low left Tuesday for their home in Og- ed away five years ago.
Water Bill*.
Mrs. Landwehr Costello estab- tee at the state convention. Mr.
Mrs. Wells, who has traveled
Borr, PresidentDick Zwiep, Dr.
bowls on tables and in the win- alala, Neb., after spendinga few
Six children were bom to Mr. to protect their equipmentand allished the Kolla-Landwchr fund
Holland, Michigan, Oct 4,
extensively
with
her
famous
exdays in the Vanderbeek home. Mrs. and Mrs. Brower of whom four so a place for them to do small To: Henry Arens, GUI Boat.
September,1940, to be used where James K. Ward and Bill Meerigs plorer husband, took as her sub- dow recesses.
Mrs. Paul E. Hinkamp pre- Van Greunigen is a sister of Rev. are living, Mrs. Ben Lugten, Mr. repair Jobs. It wu the recommenneeded for underprivileged chil- were convention delegatesfrom ject, 'The New Asia,” drawing
J*ny. Chas. P. Umbert _
the local club.
sented the Club Collect as an in- Vanderbeek.
dren of all ages. The fund has
pany. Thomas Ven Hulten,
Henry Brower, Mrs. James Leh- dation of the Committee that an
upon her experiences and observocation. Arrangements for the
The
following motoristshava man and Mrs. Ben Rankens,all of amount of $3,500.00 be provided
provided medical care, clothes,
wart Brower, Thomas San
vations made during a recent trip
luncheon were made by Mrs. Wil- paid fines and costs to Municipal Hamilton. There are 10 grandchil- at this time from the general fund
milk, cod liver oil, school lunches,
J. Thomas Mahan, R.
to Japan, Korea, Manchukuo, liam
Reagan, assisted by division Judge Raymond L. Smith for traf- dren and six great grandchildren. with the understandingthat this
and many other articles needed
Mrs. Q. Hulzenga, Earl
China, Hong Kong and Singapore.
chairmen. Officers and directors fic violations:James Post, 19, 148 One brother, Herman Brower of amount will be placed in the cemby the sick and underprivileged
banks, Edward Hop,
EXPIRES
Taking issue with the isolation- of the dub served as hostesses.
East 16th St, illegal use of spot- Holland, survivor with him of this etery budget next year.
children.
Wsstrata, John AHena,
ists, Mrs. Wells said that this
Adopted.
light. $3; Herm Stremler, 24, 234 pioneer family of nine children.
The Rotary club provides care
Groton, Pearl
Zeeland. Oct. 9 (Special)
country cannot possibly be dePublic Building committee reWest
16th St., failure to yield
for crippled children, transporta- Martin Diepenhorst, 55, of NoorMadge*, Mre.
Mr.
Brower
was
the
promoter
of
Pearline
Couple
Will
right of way, $5.
tion to clinics, equipment for the deloos, died suddenlyon Wednes- fended without supplies from
the organization of the local First ported having received bids for deMeeusen, Louis Trevaft,
orthopedic school, braces, et day of a heart attack suffered at other countries. Modem imple- Mark 55th Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. Craw- Reformed church and is one of the corating city-owned house at the
Egbert Dyke, F. Ten
ments
of
war
have
changed,
and
cetera.
ford, 121 East 30th St., left to- few survivingcharter members. corner of River Ave. and 12th St
Hollander, Inc, Western
the home of his son-in-law and modem standards of living "reAllendale, Oct. 9 (Special)
The Exchange club provides for daughter, three and one-half miles
day for Norfolk, Va., to visit two He was throughoutthe years en- occupied by Drs. Dark and Hamdry Company, A.
Mr. and Mrs. Roelof Dragt
removal of tonsils, milk for un- north of Zeeland. He had been in quire our contact with the Far Pearline will celebrate their 55th weeks with Mrs. Crawford'slis- gaged in the activities of the elink, and recommended that the
Scheerhorn,Ray
East,” she stated.
contract for this work be given to
dernourishedchildren and other poor health for some time.
Vlsser, Vanden Bog
wedding anniversary today by ter. Mrs. Ray Davis, and Lieuten- church and served as an elder for
Singapore, first line of defense
services to promote the health of
ant
Davis
who
is stationed there. many years, besides holding other Bert Slagh and Sons u per their
Oil Company, Peter
holding open house in the afterHe had been operating a corn
bid price of $197.00.
in the Far East, protects the supHolland’s children.
Miss Geer of Cadillac who has prominent positions.
Carl Visscher, p.
noon and evening.
harvester on the farm of his
Adopted.
The Junior Welfare league pro- daughter and son-in-law,Mr. and ply of tin, rubber and other vital
His health has been unusually
W. C. Gorsline,Mm.
Mr. and Mrs. Dragt are the been visitingwith Mr. and Mrs.
materialsneeded by the United parents of a son, Herman, who Charles H. McBride, 280 College good for a person of such advanced Ordinance committee to whom
vides glasses for school children;
Gordon, Mrs. J. Rice,
Mrs. Gerald Meengs in Olive townStates. The average person little
layettes and obstetricalkits where
age. During the past summer he had been referred quite sometime
with his wife and daughter, Della Ave., has returned home.
Schamper, A. Boevt.
ship, route 1, Zeeland, when he
needed; mental hygiene clinics, was stricken. He had descended realizes the dependence of this Mae, are living with them. Mr.
Louis C. Knikelbins of Fennvllle has still been able to assist with ago the nutter of making a survey
Elton, Henry Smeenge, .
country on the Far East, the
throughout the entire city relative
and provides cod liver oil for low
Dragt came to this country from reports two blooms on a Paul Nen- the farm work and he may be seen
the harvester and walked to the
Bowman, Jack Marcus,
speaker said.
to changingmany of the existing
vitality children.
ron
rose
bush
which
ordinarily
walking
the
half
mile
into
town
The
Netherlands
when
a
young
opposite side when he fell. His son,
Frtd Wles, Ben Lemmas,
rones from one classificationto
The Lions club provides care
Military strategists, in her opin- man and settled in Grand Rapids. blossoms In June.
/ery frequently.
Knoll, a Janssn, Jamas I
Leonard Diepenhorst, and Andrew
for the blind, and near blind, and
another,
reported
that
they
have
Mrs. Lloyd Reed, local Camp
His farm hon
home more than 60
and Harold Stegenga were work- ion, should call Japan's bluff and He soon found employment with
per, John Hulst, Peter
loans hospital beds where needed.
had severalmattings and were now
ing in the field about 25 or 30 do it now before Russia is ex- a farmer, Jesse Woodbury, in Fire executive, plans to leave to- years ago was set in the midst
O. Van Tubbergen,
The Tuberculosis association, feet away. Coroner Gilbert Vande hausted. With the issue of an ul- Allendale.There he met his bride- morrow morning for Detroit to of a wooded lot and he has seen rsady to recommend numerous
Robbert, E. Vanden Berg, It
holds tuberculosisclinics bimonthchanges. Committee reported
---- that
Water investigated and pronounc- timatum, she believes the Jap- to-be, Miss Aldrink. the daughter attend the convention of the Na- many changes since his arrival
Flonnct Denny, Fred Bos,,
ly and pays for chest x-days.
anese would back down. If not, "it of the late Mr. and Mrs. Herman tional Council of Camp Fire girls. here. Wooded sections have given 1
changes together
ed death due to natural causes.
Dannenberg,Mre. A. Nash
The Couzens fund providesa
Three hundred delegates, Includ- way to clearings and populated . J1, maPJJre njW on
Survivors include the widow; wouldn’t take long to settle the Aldrink.
tate, Pster Braamse,
dentist to care for the school
clerk and recommended
Mrs. Dragt also was a native ing executives and lay represen- streets, and a lumberingtown has
the one daughter, Mrs. Meengs; a Japanese navy,” she declared.
men, Carl Jordon, Gearge _
children whose parents cannot af’This country has the highest of The Netherlandsand migrated tatives are expected to attend been changed into a beautiful, that a hearing on these changes bs
son, Leonard of Noordeloos;one
Roofing Catapany,George
ford to pay for dental services.
held on Wednesday, Oct 15, 1941,
grandchild;
and
four
brothers, standardof living of any In the to this country with her parents the sessions,where basic policies thriving village.
erway, Mrs. H. Franoomb,
The Kiwanis club provided outat 7:30 pjn.
Herman of Saugatuck,Charles of world, and our freedoms are well when she was three years old. of the organization will be outall other persons interest
ings for underprivileged children
Clerk instructed to give notice
Noordeloos, Arie and Joe of Grand worth fighting for. The most im- They settled in Graafschap and lined.
I
TAKE
NOfiCE, Hitt the
during the past summer.
Given
Ten-Day
Sentence
of such hesring.
portant question for all, is to be later moved to Allendale, living
Rapids.
of the special aaseument
Committee on Public Lighting
Funeral services will be Satur- a united nation. We can have on the farm now owned by Mr. Youth Suffers Broken
by Grand Haven Justice
fore mads by ths Board of
COPPER FOUND
reported having received a letter
day
at 1:30 p.m. in the home and family wars in time of peace, but and Mrs. John Van Dyke.
Mrs bv order of the Comi
Police here reported that 50
when
threatened
from
without,
from
Walter
Vander
Haar,
clerk
of
They were married in the AlLeg When Hit by Anto Grand Haven, Oct. 9 (Special)
Council for the purpose of oott
pounds of copper which was miss- at 2 p.m. in the Noordeloos Chris- we must stand together,” Mrs.
Holland township, relativeto the
lendale Christian Reformed church
tian Reformed church, with burial
ing Delinquent Light, Power
— Charles Blaksley, 25. of Grand
ed last week from the Western
Wells
observed.
two
boulevard
lights
on
the
north
with the Rev. William Heyns
Grand Haven. Oct. 9 (Special) Haven, began serving a 10-day
Water Bills for the fiscal
Machine Tool works had been in Noordeloos cemetery. The
Many of Mrs. Wells’ experi- officiating.Rev. Heyns was Alend of the bridge. The letter states
body is at the Yntema Funeral
— RhinoLd (Carl) Retzloff, 13- jail sentence In the county Jail
lag June 30, 1941,
found at Muskegon.
ences, as related in a frank and lendale’s first pastor. Mr. Dragt
that the township board is willing
home in Zeeland.
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Charengaging manner, proved good purchased a farm, now owned by les Retzloff, 1010 Wallace St., Tuesday night after paying $25 to pay an amount of $35.00 per premises in said roll is now on
in my office for public impart!
fine and $3.75 costs to Justice
According to the 1940 census, 27
entertainmentto her listeners.
year for two lights. This would be
Mr. and Mrs. George Bosch, Grand Haven, received a fracture
Notice Is hereby given that
percent of the U.S. population Is
SUIT FILED
In extending greetingsto the which at that time was a dense of the left leg about 4:45 pun. George V. Hoffer upon his plea of the same as they would pay for
Common
Council and Board of
guilty to a charge of driving a
more than 45 years old, as comclub on the occasion of the open- forest. With hard labor and unTuesday when he was struck by a car while his driver’slicense was one overhead light. The letter lesson will meet at the
LOCAL
pared with 21 percent recorded in
ing of its 43rd year. Mrs. Pel- daunted courage) he soon cleared
further stated thst In their opincar driven by Doyle Sparling, 25, revoked. He was arrested in
rooms on Wednesday, Nc
the 1930 census.
grim contrasted the present mem- a spot for his new home and
ion residents of Holland township
221 Va Clinton St., while riding his Spring Lake township by state po5, 1941, to review said aaaa
Grand Haven, Oct. 9 (Special) bership of 380 and the varied
would get more benefitfrom overafter erectingit met with his bicycle.
at which time and place
lice Saturday after his car had
STATEMENT
OWNERSHIP Suit was started In Ottawa cir- activitiesto the early days, as first disappointment when fire
head lights in certain locationsin
Mr. Sparling was driving into a collidedwith a tree.
ity wUl be given to all"
M*n»iement, Circulation,etc., Re- cuit court by Peter Heeringa she commented on the steady
the township than they are getting
destroyed it before they occupied filling station at Washington and
quired by the act of Conrresa of against Jacob Veldheer,both of
interested to be heard.
growth
through
the
years.
from
those
two
lights
on
the
north
Aufuat 24, 1912.
it. After rebuilding, the couple Ferry Sts. when he struck the boy.
Oscar Peterson, City
The Holland City New* published Holland, seeking $5,000 damages
She made a brief resume of lived there until they moved to
end >f the bridge. The communiSparling has been ordered to reweekly (Thursday) at Holland,Mlchi- for injuries received as result of work done by certain club comCOUNCIL
cation
further
stated
that
if
this
a farm in Pearlinewhere they port to city police.
r»n for October 3, 1941.
NOTICE OF SPECIAL
an accident which occurred last mittees during the summer, and now reside.
amount is not agreeable to the
STATE OF MICHIGAN —
Carl will remain in Municipal
MENTS COVERING
May
29.
County of Ottawa— aa:
announced a meeting of tl»e Civic
council they have the authority of
Mr. and Mrs. Dragt are mem- hospital two or three days.
Plaintiffalleged he was riding
Holland, Mich., Oct. 1. 1941. the township board to turn off the West 22nd Street Number 1 Wi
Before me, a notary public In and
for the atate and county aforesaid, a bicycle on East Eighth St. beMain District.
The Common Council met in reg- lights. The offer of $35.00 per year
peraonally appeared W. A. Butler,
West 24th Street Number 1 Wat
ular session and was called to or- was accepted, and
who having been duly sworn accord- tween Central and Cbllege Aves.
Main District
ing to law, desposesand says that he in Holland and that Veldheer fcad
der by the mayor.
Clerk Instructed to so inform
Is the businessmanager of The HolWest 27th Street Number 1 Wat
Present: Mayor Geerlings,Aids. Mr. Vander Haar.
double parked his car on the
!
land City News and that the followMain District
Arcndshorst, Kleis, Steffens, FaaCarried.
ln* t° the best of his knowledge south side of the street, headed
River Avenue and 30th Street Wl
sen, Slagh, Smith, Mooi, Damson,
end belief, a true statement of the east, and that as he was passing
Communications from Boards
ownership,management,the circula- the defendant’s automobile, Veldter Main District.
Menken. Raymond and the clerk.
and City Offloers
tion, etc., of the aforesaid publication
Holland,
Michigan, Oct 4
heer
suddenly
opened
the
left
Devotions
led
by
Mayor
Geerfor the date shown in the above capThe claims approved by the folWest 22nd St No. 1 Water 1.
lings.
tion required by the Act of August 24. hand door, knocking him off his
lowing boards were certified to the
1912, embodied In section 411 Postal bicycle into and underneath an
To: Otto P. Kramer, Donald Ja
Minutes read and approved.
Council for payment:
Laws and Regulationsprinted on the eastbound automobile driven by
Inga, Board of Education,
Petitions and Accounts
reverse of this form, to-wlt:
Hospital board, $4,072.77;Park
manuel Church, and Joe
Clerk presentedcommunication and Cemetery board, $1,322.86; LiL That the names and addresses Dr. Chester Van Appledom of
of the publisher editor,managing edl- Holland.
per.
from Liquor Control Commission brary board, $237.60; Police and
t0L *nd business manager are:
Heeringa alleged he suffered
requesting the Council to pass up- Fire board, $1,603.17; Board of West 24th St No. 1 Water
Publisher, Sentinel Printing Co:
severe injuries on the face, left
Joseph E. White, Russell
Holland, Michigan.
on the applicationof Wilma Lyons Public Works, $12,234.04.
sen, Ray Niei.
for licenseto operate a tavern and
u«ityJ;d[t.or' p*ul w- Wooden, Hol- arm, foot, back, abrasions and
Allowed.
(Said
claims
on
file
in
land, Michigan.
sell beer, etc. at 147 River Ave. clerk’s office for public inspection.) West 27th St. No. 1 Water
Managing Editor, C. A. French, contusions to his spine and will be
unable to work for some time. He
Holland, Michigan.
This j a request for transfer from
G. Schutten, J. Borr and E.
Board of Public Works reported
Glenn R. Gillespie.
Saunders, Russell Morris,
w?iul4#ai..1!ana*eriw- A- Bull". also claimed he spent a large
the
collection
of
$23,179.18;
city
Holland, Michigan.
sum for hospital expenses and
J. Beukema.
Approved.
treasurer,$4,772.03for miscellanepi,. T?at the owner Is the Sentinel
doctor’s bills.
Clerk presented affidavit signed ous items, and $1,879.40 for tax River Ave. Sc 30th St Water
wiofct
a corporation, Holland,
Michiganand the stockholdersownby Jennie De Vries filing claim collections.
Arie Ter Haar, D. B. K. Vi
iri «ne. p*r cent or more of the stock
against the city of Holland in the
Raalte, Jr., Gerald Breen,
Accepted.
B0TER
WILL
w® *
Margaret L. French,
sum of $300.00 for an injury susRoerink, Jurry Van Ark, J<
imiAwui D°ntby Butler, all of HoiClerk reported Interest coupon
land, Mich., RandaU French, Chicago,
tained on the 14 th day of Aug., in the amount of $22.50 due and
Datema, Carrol Meeuwaen,
SPEAKERS’
1941 by a fall on the sidewalk presented for payment
Ummen, Henry KroU, Dr.
lhe. known bondholders
near the intersectionof River Ave.
bertus Van Ark, Nellie;
andv°th«r security holdPeter S. Boter, local attorney,
Ordered paid.
and 9th St. It is claimed that the
Edward C. Robbert, Ja
?r ho,,1,nf 1 Per cent or has acceptedthe appointment of
Clerk presented report from city
saM. nr iTl amount 9* bonds, Mort- chairman of the committeeto
fall was caused when the heel of inspector giving a resume of his
Spruit, Martha Kollen, P.
K Frh Jt iib,r. •#our|tle« ares None.
her shoe dropped into a»hole in activitiesduring September.
Paulus, Abraham Leenhouts,
above si In* *^° Par*«T*Phsnext supply four-minute speakers at
the names of the own- local theaters on behalf of the
the side walk and thereby throwSchipper, Deward Piersma,
Accepted and filed.
an(S aecurityhol*UmmiooowufesSl
irg her violentlyto the ground and
huis Lumber and
local campaign to boost the sale
Clerk reported that pursuant to
Sf storkhni*-0U,n. not onIy the list
csMomes foam Govnreaking a bone in her foot.
ing Company, Harry P]
instructionsnotice has been given
as thev^niS? Md •curlty holders of defense bonds and stamps, it
WtMTPOUCfMDTo
City Attorney Lokker reported of the special assessment rolls for
mars, and ALL OTHER
JimnSv Ph,?r.tUP0? lh* b00tu of the was announced here by Frank
SfMDTHRKFUUDW
that he was familiar with this C. S. C. No. 24 and also for deSONS INTERESTED.
M. Lievense, executivechairman
DOWU.TM^^
mitMuMDei
claim since a letter had first been linquent paving repairs, and of , TAKE NOTICE: That the
of the local committee.
wneKmojbNMl
WQftOOtSPW
written by Mrs. De Vries stating the, time and place for hearing ob- of the special assessment!
Among the speakers available
shoes aho kkp mm mnt*Q
that she had been hurt in an acci- jections, if any, to said rolls. Clerk tofore made by the Board of
for brief theater talks are Attor“A'TSSI.
dent From this first letter, it ap- further reported that no objections lessors for the purpose of
acting, la given also that ’the said neys Oomeliui Vender Meulen,
taff P*i‘MTaprhf?contain statemsnts John R. Dethmers, and Vernon Ten
peared that the hole in the side-, have been filed in his offioe and ing that part of the coat
embracing afflanta' full knowledee
walk that she complains about was presentedaffidavitof publication the Councti deddedahbuld.be
Gate and Dick Boter. Mr. Lieandsm1J#^
*.? tke circumstances and j
conditionstinder which stoekhoMura vense said Henry Carley, local
on the southeast corner of River of such notice.
and borne by sped*]
and aecuHty holderswho'd?^
Ave. .and 9th St, and he with the
theater manager, was more than
Confirmed, all present voting for the construction of laid
pear upon the books of the company
city engineer hdd gone over these aye.
mains in the above
aa truateea, hold etock and secuStlea willing for the speakers to appear
walks but could not find any place
In a capacity other than that of a at the theatew.
Board of Assessorssubmitted tricta are now on file In my
bona fide owner; and thla affiant haa
In which the walks were In a dan- special assessment rolls, both ori- for public inspection.
Mr. Lievense also said the folno reaaon to believe that any other
gerous condition.Mr. Lokker also ginal rolls and the roll for the
Notice Is hereby also
peraon, association, or corporation haa lowing speakersare available for
reported having later received a first Installment,covering the Riv- the Council and Board of
any Interest direct or indirect’In the P.T.A. and other civic meetings:
POLICE
said stock, bonda,^ or other securities M. L.- (Bud) Hinga, Supt. John A.
letter from her attorneys and he er
_____________
Ave. and 30th St special sewer of ths City of!
than aa ao aUted by
WHICH 'MS
Swets,
Prof.
- Paul E. Hinkamp,
then
outlined
our
charter
proviassessment
district
the Council
W. A. BUTLER,
7AU6HT
,
sions relative to what was neces- | Filed in clerk’soffice for public Wednesday,
Business Manager. Dr. John R.
Sworn to and subscribedbofore me
sary if they wished to file a claim, inspection and cleric instructed to 7:30 P. M. t
tble 8rd day of October, 194L \
and apparently this claim was the give notice that the hearing on
Seven times as many motor
. FREDERICK SLAG,
result of what he had told them.
trucks are used on U.S. farms now
the confirmation of said rolls
Hf/nPHU ,
My commission cxplres°Ju?y
as in 1920.
Mrv Lokker further stated that be held on Nov. 5, 1941. t
upon receiving this affidavit;he
Board of a-——- - ‘
at-

Challenging Lecture

tendanceat nurses’ convention in
Detroit, one day at the Holland
hospital convention for care of
premature infants, two days at
Red Cross meetings in Holland
and she taught five classes in
home nursing.
The following agencies are
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TRAVELER SAYS All College Reception
TULIP

TIE

ONE sta0ed in

fUST

TOURISTS

Welih Lauds HoDand

and chrysanthemumsdecorated
the basement of Hope Memorial
chapel Friday night as a large

number of Hope college students
(or and faculty members gathered for

i Pronotinf Section as

the semt-formal reception,an allcollege event sponsored
the
facultyin cooperation with the student council.

by

Vacation Site

Is

90 Years Old

Hope Chapel

Bouquetsof vari-coloredgladioli

Hamilton Man

MAIL SERVICE

.

IS

EXPLAINED

pltal to Mr. and Mii John TVler
Douglas a ion.
A son wu born WednesdayIn
Holland hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Vinstra, routs 2, Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. FYank Underwood A. G. Lehman of Hamilton, presand Mrs. R. Warren have returned ident of the Michigan State Poulfrom a ten-day trip to the Black tiy Improvement association and
Hills and the Bad Lands of South manager of the Hamilton Farm
Dakota, stopping en-route at Boy’s bureau, hi planning to be in HarTown and with relativesin Clin- riaburg,Pa* Oct. 7, 8, 9 and 10 in
ton, la., and Morrison and Star- jwmjction with the sixth annual

L0HMAN NAMED ON
STATE COMMITTEE

of

STEPHAN

IS

ON

Henry Weaver, pioneer resident
town line near Hamilton,
celebrated his 90th birthday,
Reasons for the withdrawal of Saturday,Oct 4. Born in 1851,
the early morning mail service at Schoolcraft, Mr. Weaver
A$$ociation at Seuion in
to smaller industries of Holland moved at an early age with hie
parents to near the village of
Membership of the American were explained in a letter receiv- East Saugatuck. He has resided
Grand Rapid$ Back$
NortheasternPoultry Producers
ling.
Legion auxiliary has been divided ed recently by the local Cham- near the vicinitysince then with
council poultry Industry exposiber of Commerce from AmbroseJames
Dampen,
Hamilton, paid a
Waterway
into ten groups, each group to
tion.
the exception of ten year* in
take care of activiUes for a O’Connell,first assistant post- early young manhood, which were fine and costs of $5. to Municipal Mr. Lohman was recently apmaster general in Washington.
Judge Raymond L. Smith today
given month.
Grand Rapids, Oct. 9 — E. P.
pointed by Hobart Creighton, presspent in the lumber mills of
The group in charge of the The service was discontinued Muskegon, in the days when that upon his plea of guilty to a charge ident of the National Poultry Pro- Stephan, secretary-manager of th«
October meetings consists of Sept. 22 by the local postoffice city was a- thriving lumber of speeding.
Mr. and Mrs. John Koopman ducers federation,to arrange for Holland Chamber of Commerce,
Mesdames M. De Lin, William upon recommendationof two town.
the formationof a state poultry
two
have moved from 84tt East 18th
was one of the 10 new directors
Hole, P. Michaely, J. Barendse, postal aides following
industrydefense committee in
Mr. Weaver has seen the entire St. to 37 East 17th St.
weeks’ survey.
elected
on Oct. 2 to the board of
J. Barkema, C. Tiesenga, J. Van"You are informed that this countryside between Holland and
Kenneth Meulenbelt of East Michigan. At 2 pjn. Thursday, Oct.
der West, E. Vande Woude, M. G.
the
West
Michigan Tourist and
9,
a
meeting
of
representatives
of
Allegan
change
from
a
heavily
special service was originally
16th St. is confinedin Holland
Wanting, H. Poppen, H. Bliss and
authorized to a limited number of wooded terrain to flourishing hospital following an emergency tate poultry industry defense Resort association at its annual
Miss Dora Strowenjans.
committees will be held with Mr. convention here.
farms and villages.In his boy- appendectomy Monday night
November— Mesdames J. Rie- business firms the quantity of
Creighton as temporary chairman.
whose
mail
entitled them to it
Mrs.
Kenneth
De
Free
and
her
His term will be for one year.
mersma, D. Weaver, P. Tuinsma,
The move is expectedto place
sister, Mrs. John Stryker of Grand
William Hoek, B. Paschal, B. but was gradually extended withThe association also reelected 48
the
industry
on
a
sound
basis
to
Rapids, are spendinga few days
Slagh, Jr., H. Vande Bunte, M. out authority from the departdirectors for one-year terms.
of the

Divide Auxiliary

Into 10 Groups

RESORTBOARD

m

•

Holland, through its Tulip Time
Professor Clarence De Graaf
festival haa taken Iti rightful stood at the head of the receiving
place along with America's line greeting arrivalsand present‘musts' for the tourist, James P. ing each student to President WynWelsh, the Old AAA traveler, told and Wichers. Others at the head of
the Rotary club last Thursday the line included Mrs. Wichers,
Boon. Speaking on "Oddities Over Miss Elizabeth Lichty, dean of
I;
America/' he compared the local women; Registrar Thomas E. Welfestival with Pasadena’s Tourna- mers and Mrs. Welmers, Doris
ment of Roses, Mobile’s Azalea Vender Borgh, president of the
trail and the famed Natchez Pil- Women’s Activitiesleague; and
meet the defense problems. It is
grimage, explaining:
Milton Verburg, representing the
in Kansas, O., visiting their father.
Fouw, L. Padnos, A. Rutgers, ment to some establishments reAmong those on the board are
hoped that at the meeting in HarThe American tourist seeks student council in the absence of De
questing
the
service,’’Mr. O’Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herman
Bos
have
H. Geerds and I. Radseck.
C.
C. Wood of Holland, H. A.
risburg
a
small
executive
committhree things; beauty, history and President William Tappan.
Connell’s letter said.
moved from 111 West 20th St to
Jackson of Saugatuck,William
December— Mesdames E. Brooks,
tee
will
be
selected
to
act
for
the
dimate, and I would rate beauty
Mr. Verburg spoke briefly re- N. Hoffman, G Van Tongeren,J.
"Many of the firms now re145 West 21st St.
Stribley of Grand Haven and
at the top of the list. I have seen garding the purpose of student
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sprick of rroducersand to help other groups Frank Scholten of Spring Lake.
Bultman, J. Kobes, E. Bedell, M. ceiving the specialservice are no
the
industries’ Washington
the Azalea trail down in Alabama councilon the campus and acted as
more
entitled to an early monilng
West 16th St. and Mr. and Mrs.
Kole, J. Knoll, J. Reimink, M.
Those from Holland who atgrow from an idea into one of the master of ceremoniesfor the in
Raymond Sprick of route 4 have
Jappinga,S. Prins and H. Kra- delivery than are other small
tended the banquet Thursday
country’s big tourist events,and I formal program.Dorothy Wichers, mer.
business establishmentsand in
returned home from a two weeks’
night were Mr. and Mrs. William
have seen the Natchez pilgrim- accompanied by Mrs. W. Curtis
order to provide a uniform detrip to Nebraska, Kansas and Four Minor Miahapt
Vandenberg,Mr. and Mrs. S.
January-Mesdames A. Brainage develop from a single old man- Snow, sang two .selections,"GianDenver, Colo.
sma, H. Weller, J. Post, A. De livery system the departmenthas
H. Houtman, Mr. and Mrs. Wood,
sion opened to the few visitors to nina mia’’ from ’The Firefly” by
ordered
it
withdrawn
from
the
Are Reported to Police Henry Oosting, John Arendshorst,
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd G. Miles of
Haan, G. J. Van Duren, B. Jaa 10-day festivalin which more Friml and Victor Herbert’s "Ah. sohs, M. Kamraeraad, F. D. Mil- firms not entitledto it.
Eau Claire, Mich., announce the
Vaudie Vandenberg,Mr. and Mrs.
than 20 of the mansionsare open- Sweet Mystery of Life." A brief
"Any patron, of course, has the
birth of a seven pound five ounce
Four minor automobile acci- Chester S. Walz and Mr. Stephan.
ler, A. Van Kolken, G. Lokker,
ed and to which a half-million vis- talk on campus social life inter- William Westrate and George privilegeof renting a post office
son, Geocge Allan, who arrived by dents have been reported to HolThe associationadopted resolubox to receive his mail at any
itors are drawn each spring. And I spersed with humor and bits of Brisbin.
Caesarean operation Sept. 30 in land police but no one was injured. tions reindorsingthe St. Lawrence
hour
that
the
lobby
of
the
poet
have been watching with interest sage counsel was given by Dr.
Mercy hospital, Benton Harbor. An accident occurred at 8 a.m. Beaway project and urging the
February— Mesdames R. Tarthf year by year growth of Tulip Wichers as he welcomed all guests. diff, F. Ingraham, A. Leenhouts, office is open. If, however, the
Mrs. Miles is the former Evelyn Friday at 10th St. and River Ave. federal governmentto maintain
Time until now it is national The Hope college string trio, H. Stanaway, L. Dalman, H. Cook, firms do not care to take advanWorking, daughter of Mr. and when a car, driven by Niles Han- and develop America’s highway
composed of Carolyn Kremers, vio- J. Mills, W. Mitchell,C. V. Miller, tage of this privilege they may
Mrs. Earl Working of Holland. sen, Jr.. 19, route 4, Holland, system for both commercial and
Welsh, who Is rated as Ameri- Nnist, Murray Snow, cellist, and C. Kosten, L. Stallkamp and Miss send an employe to the poet
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Van Ton- struck the rear of the car, driven recreationaltravel during the naoffice to call for their morning
Cft'a No. 1 authority on tourist Adelaide Wandscheer,pianist, H. Pelgrim.
geren and son, Delwyn, have by Abe Nauta, public works super- tional emergency. One resolution
mail
travel, lauded the developmentof Played "Spanish Dance’’ by Moszbeen spending the week in New intendent. Both cars were travelMarch— Mesdames T. Taft, E.
urged Michigan congressmen to
York city.
Tulip Time as a "dollars and M<owskl and “By the Brook” by Frandt, William Brouwer, L.
ing north on River Ave. and Mr. “lend their full and completesujv
Henry Weaver
cents proposition/' pointing out Bokdeffre. Miss Wandscheer is a Lindsay,William Vander Water,
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Peters of Nauta had stopped for 10th St. port to the project as embodied
that the festivalbrings a great I Junior who transferred to Hope F. Van Ry, B. Kammeraad, E.
105 East Ninth St announce the traffic.
in the rivers and harbors bill now
hood, when he assisted his father
birth of a daughter, Joyce Elaine,
volume of *new money’ into
year from Central College, Johns, George Manting, H. Van
A car driven by James A. Brou- pending in congress.”
in clearing the land, thousandsof
Thursday,
Oct.
2,
in
the
Lampen
^ dljr. He
Pella, la.
wer, 24, route 4, Holland, hit Paul
Tongeren and H. Barkema.
feet of what today would be Maternity home.
T appreciate that a definite ef- A grand march through the halls
Dalman, 18, route 6, Holland, who
April— Mesdames F. Meppelink,
valuable lumber, were burned in
tort has been made to keep Tulip J° musical accompaniment with B. Rutgers, E. Bacheller, H. Ter
Gordon H. Costing of route 1, was riding a bicycle, at 20th and
order to make room for wheat
Time from becominga commercial Vander Borgh and Mr. Ver- Haar, F. Fortney, B. Ter Haar,
and corn. Families of Indians a cadet at Culver Military Aca- State Sts. last TTiursday.
FINES
project, but don’t lose sight of the burK leading the seniorsand sopho- E. S looter, E. Bolhuis, A. JolHoward ReLssing,400 Pine Ave.,
lived in many places about what demy in Indiana, received a
fact that the visitors attracted mores and Mae Clonan and Blaise dersma, S. Meeusen and J. Mills
“Silver A” for outstanding schol- reported to police his car had been
Five and eight-tenthsinches of is now Hamilton, and the roads
Grand Haven, Oct. 9
Two
here by the festival do
leading th| freshmen and
arship during the second semes- involved in an accident last ThursMay— Mesdames B. Dalman, G.
were
bee-line
trails
through
the
rain fell in Holland during Septhunters
learned
October
2
In
the
money in Holland. They have to | Juniors, was terminated at the Bos, A. E. Rams land, B. Batema,
ter of last year. The award was day at 16th St. and Columbia Ave.
forests.
justicecourt of George V. Hoffer
eat mid they have to sleep and &ai,y decorated refreshmenttable F. Eby, George Pelgrim, A. E. ember to provide the wettest
presented
by
Col.
W.
E.
Gregory,
An
auto
driven
by
Jack
HiemenMr. Weaver did not marry unthey have to have
where brownies and ice cream Van Lente, F. Ter Haar, Joe Kra- month in the past four years, the til later in life, yet more than superintendentof the academy, ga was In ’ a collisionThursday that it would have been cheaper
monthly weather report of Bert
to have waited until Oct. 15 for
at a recent assembly.
*T have no definite figures on vvere served. An attractivecenter- mer. E. Spauldingand D. Boter.
with one driven by a Mr. KlomSmith, local weather observer, re- half a century has passed since
the opening of the pheasanthuntexpenditureshere during Tulip Piece of yellow, white and lavenJune— Mesdames E. Wallace, A. vealed today.
parens at 26th St. and Michigan
he and Miss Louise Art? pledged
ing season instead of "jumping the
KlomAve.
Time, but
would hazard the de*‘ mums flanked by blue candles Aussicker, B. Lievense,
gun.”
The rain fell on eight different their vows. In the course of the Fire Extinfaiihedat
t gums that the average per-per- and streamersof orange and blue parens, B. James, J. Rozeboom,
days during the month. Rainfall years seven childrencame into
Cigmond Denasiak, 20, of Spring
•on per-day expenditure will run decorated the table. Smaller bou- B. Harris, C. Congleton. Ted Bos,
Ice Cream Plant Here Zeeland Man 1$ Given
for September of past years in- the family. They are: Mrs. John
Lake, pleaded guilty to a charge
around |5. Multiply that by the J1*1* oi 0181 muma were also a G. Anderson and Miss Rose S loot- cluded 2.05 inches in six days in Bolks (Ruth) of Hull, Iowa; Mrs.
of possession of a pheasant in
er.
thousands of visitors and you have 'eature of the decorations.
Ninety-Dayjail Term his automobile and was assessed a
1940, 2.98 inches on five days in Bert Borgman (Nelle) of KalaHolland firemen were called to
•ome Index as to what the festival Waitresseswere Barbara FolJuly and Augast— Mesdames B.
1939, 3.36 inches on 11 days in mazoo; Miss Martha Weaver of the Swift & Co. Ice Cream plant,
fine of $40 and costs of $6.85 or 50
means to Holland hotels and
• Mary Bla,r. Jnna Stoppels, Slagh, Sr., L. Girard, N. Van
1938 and 2.58 inches on seven Detroit; Mrs. Bernard J. Mulder 147 East Sixth St* at 1 a.m. FriBion Payne, route 3, Zeeland, days in the county jail.
aurants and Ailing stations and I ^ally Brannock,Persis Parker and Kolken, H. Lawrence, A. Dogger, days in 1937.
(Louise) of Grand Rapids; Mrs. day to extinguish a fire which was sentenced to serve 90 days in
Ted Tokarczyk, 19, route 1,
G. Glupker, C. Ver Meulen, A.
tourist
Jeanne Horton.
Summer-like temperaturesalso George Anderson (Edith) of Tra- originated from a short in an elec- the county jail at Grand Haven Grand Haven, pleaded guilty to a
As he lauded the promotion of , Group singing of popular old Vander Bie, G. Michmershuizen
verse
City;
Mrs.
Theodore
Luiprevailed as the temperature
tric fly catcher on_pne of the on Friday by Municipal Judge charge of killing a pheasant durTulip Time, Welsh also lauded the favor,tes,new tunes and the col- and R. Smith.
climbed to 90 on Sept. 21 for the dens (Mary) of Brooklyn, N.Y. doors. Slight damage was caused Raymond L Smith upon his plea
ing the closed season and was finDue to the fact that there are
general promotion Holland is doing }*** aon*8 with Miss Folensbee at
maximum reading of the month. and Russell Weaver, at home. by the fire which was extinguished of guilty to a charge of drunk ed $25 and costs of $6.85 or 30 days
ta selling the section to the vaca- ro® Plano concludedthe program. no meetings during the summer
The minimum reading was 40 on There are also 17 grand children with chemicals. The fire spread to and disorderly conduct, second in the county jail.
months, the July-Augustcommit- Sept. 29.
and 12 great grandchildren.
offense. He was arrested Tuesday
the door and siding.
Both arranged to pay the totals.
tee serves for the September
Mr. Weaver is in excellent
Maximum
readings
of
other
night by the sheriff’s department.
meeting.
They were arrested Thursday by
years are as follow: 1940, 88 on health for a man of 90, takes a
Payne had been placed on probaConservationOfficer Forrest Lanumber of visitors and the amount Honored at DnOW€T
of Throwinf
tion in June for one year on a
Sept. 6; 1939, 96 on Sept. 15; keen interest in current affairs,
voy who reported the alleged offof money they spend. Last year I Mrs. Jacob Zoerhoff, Mrs. Edsimilar charge.
1938, 82 on Sept. 13; 1937, 90 on and busies himself daily about the
ense. occurredin Robinson townGarbage
on
Streets
tourirts in Michigan spent around ward Vander Poppen and Miss
farm
and
yard.
Because
of
cirSept. 2. Minimum readings folship Sept. 22. Lavoy said Dena1825,000,000 and this year they Margaret Miersma were hostesses
WOMAN MOLESTED
low; 1940. 33 on Sept. 26; 1939, cumstancesat home Mr. and Mrs.
Biak was given a bigger fine beHaving received complaints that
will spend better than $350,000,000 at a surprise shower Wednesday
Local police were called to 12th
35 on Sept. 30; 1938, 42 on Sept Bolks came from Iowa two weeks
cause he was the "instigator.”
packages
of
garbage
and
rubbish
early
to
celebrate
the
birthday.
-or around a million dollars a day Oct 1 in the Zoerhoff home hon16; 1937, 32 on Sept. 20.
St. and Pine Ave. Friday night by
are being deposited on streets in a report that a man was molest— and that Is substantial money, oring Miss Muriel Vanden Berg/
Last month’s average maximum
MOTORISTS FINED
the outlying districts of the city, ing a woman there. The only desI Games were played and prizes
temperature was 77.1 and for
The
followingmotorists have
City
Inspector
Ben
Wiersema
to"Right now 42 of the states are were awarded to Misses Frances
cription given them was that the
the past years was 73.3 in 1940
day warned that if the guilty party man was "tall.” A search of the paid fines and costs to Municipal
Fred C. Me Crea
wf. to 78.2 in 1939, 71.5 in 1938 and 74
carrying on well-designedwell-ad- Volkers, Verna Mae Overbeek,
or parties are apprehended the neighborhoodrevealed no trace of Judge Raymond L. Smith for
ministered and well-financedtour- Cornelia Van Liere and Mrs. How- Abigail H. Bos Pt. Lot 17 East in 1937.
traffic violations:John Etterbeek,
(From Saturday's Sentinel)
law will be enforced to the limit the molestor.
^ 1st promotion campaigns, each ard Vanden Berg. A two-course Highland Park Subd. No. 1 Grand
Average minimum temperature
38, route 4, Holland, failure to
Harlan Bouman, 108 East 29th and prosecutions will result. He
‘gned to cut a larger slice of lunch was served by the hostesses Haven.
was 57.3 and for past years was
have car under control, $5; GorJeanette J. Brink et al to Mar- 52.5 in 1940, 55.2 in 1939, 52.6 in St, paid a fine and costs of $5 said the practice is to throw the
six-billion-dollar annual tour- and Miss Arlene Zoerhoff.
More than 40 percent of trucks don Schamper, 19, 15 West 17th
to Municipal Judge Raymond L. packages of garbage or rubbish
garet
Rosella
Stegink
Lot
23
Waist pie. Michigan has done a marJ938
and
52.4
in
1937.
used by the U.S. postoffice de- St., no muffler on car, $5; Vernon
Those present were Misses GreSmith this forenoon upon his plea from the car window and then
velous Job of selling the state, but ta Jane Den Bleyker, Dorothy beke’s Add. Holland.
partmentare operated upon a con- Kruithof, 17, 131 West 28th St*
September’s average temperaof
guilty
to
a
charge
of
running
speed
away.
Mary Lievense to Richard Over- ture, according to Smith's report
tract basis.
even more must be done.
Schrotenboer, Burdett Schrotenrunning stop street, $3.
a stop street.
Mr. Welsh praised The Nether- boer, Lillian Van Dis, Margaret way Lot 34 Bay View Add. Hol- was 67.3 and for past years was
Paul
W.
Harrison,
Jr.,
who
lands museum as a great
attrac- Van Slooten,
62.9 in 1940, 66.7 in 1939, 62 in
__
____
Frances
___ Volkers land.
spent the past week with the J. J.
Louis Nordhouse et al to Ar- 1938 and 63.2 in 1937.
Uon, not only at TuDp Time but I Myra Hulst, Verna Mae Overbeek!
to throughoutthe year. He told Cornelia Van Liere, Arlene Zoer- thur Van Doome & wf. Lot 21 During the past month, there Riemersmas, returned to Chicago Friday and will resume his
of tome of the interestingexhibits hoff. Dorothy Miersma, Harriet Nordhouse Add. Grand Haven. were 17 clear days, nine partly
Lavem C. Dalman & wf. to cloudy days and four cloudy days studies at the University of Chihe had discovered on his recent Brink, Una Vanden Berg, Mesviiit to the
dames Howard Vanden Berg, Ed Richard L Schlecht & wf. Lot 50 and for past years, 1940, 19 clear, cago as a senior on Monday. Har
Mr. Welsh was introducedby I Vanden Berg, Robert Cooper, Heneveld’s Supr. Plat No. 4 eght partly cloudy and three risen had been spending the sumcloudy days; 1939, 17 clear 11 mer in Chicago.
Duncan Weaver, chairman of the Henry W. Bonzelaar and Harold Twp. Park.
Privates Henry Pathuis, Russell
Margaret
Houseman
to
Orin
J.
partly cloudy and two cloudy
. program committee.Other guests I Dorn,
Houseman & wf. Pt. SWJ NEi days; 1938. 12 clear, eight partly Woldring, Julius Wagenaar, Ever
present were the Rev. Roy Smith,
Sec. 23-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
cloudy and 10 cloudy days; 1937, ett De Neff, John Visser and Har-
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Real Estate
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Th« Nation's No.

museum.

1 Potato Patch

|

Lucy A. Fisher to Benjamin H.
Williams
& wf. Lot 3 Heneveld’s
Wichers of the Netheriandsmus- Fetnetta De Frell
Supr. Plat No. 13 Twp Park.
John Erkes & wf. to Carnot
Mi“ Ferne,,s
honf the ored Z"**1 at a shower giverv Wagener & wf. Pt Gov. Lot 5
£efr SePtember 30 in the home of Mrs. Sec. 14-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
tfttie Holland Western Union of- Alice Hulst. Games were played

r
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T
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Fin*

j

.C0™!,ltt^
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cISIHT°"1

GertrudeScbrnrenboer

BOYS

-

COUNTY CLUB

Add. Spring Lake.
Those attending the party were
Peter H. Van Ark A wf. to
Cornelia Boven. Julia Blystra, Sena M. Steggerda Pt. Lot 2 Blk
Grace Blaauw, Gertrude Blaauw A Orig. Plat Holland.

,t0

rontnbutions. He

V “

Marie Fleser to Florence
Baughn Lot 14 Plat of Fleser’s

A

^Indoilflg the tnwtlnj.PrMktent

K

^

ARE GIVEN PRIZES

g

Grand Haven,

Oct. 9
Arnold, Ottawa county

—

5?
L. R.

Pre*t Sara,yn Diekema and

Wilma

Blystra.

agricultur-

I

—

Fred D. Comstock & wf. to
Theodore Vredeveld & wf. Pt.
NEI SWi Sec. 10-6-13 Twp.
Georgetown.
Kenneth Deur to Minnie Vender Haar Lot 121 Waverly
Hghts. Subd. Twp. Holland.
Edwin A. Taylor & wf. to Geo.
F. KreLser Lot 46 Laug’s Assersor’s Plat No. 1 Coopersville.
Thomas Me Carty & wf. to
Donald Millett & wf. Pt. SWI
NWi Sec. 2-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge.
John Boelema & wf. to Matthew Alberda Jr. A wf. Pt. W|
SE1 Sec. 14-6-13 Twp. George-

check for Local Coaole MtrrritJ
$134 to cover the awards earned
^onpie /named
by county 4-H dub boys who won in Quiet Ceremony
prizes in the boys’ division with
Kathryn Pelgrim Elbers and
their exhibits at the recent MichiSimon J. Meeusen of this city
gan State fair.
were married in a quiet ceremony
I Another check is expected to performed
Friday at 2:30 p.m. in town.
oover exhibits made by those in
Lucy Fisher to Otto Vander
the home of the former's parents,
lv the girls' division. Total amounts
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pilgrim, 197 Velde A wf. Pt. Lot 1 Heneveld's
earned at various fairs by 4-H
West 12th St., in the presence of Supr. Plat No. 13 Twp. Park.
*hib members will amount to ap- the immediate families.The Rev.
H. R. Kuhlman & wf. to Robert
proximately $700, Mr. Arnold said.
William Van’t Hof, pastor of Third H. Hansel A wf. Lots 9, 18, 27
Seven different club groups in Reformed church, officiated. The Kuhlman Add. Grand Haven.
boys' division exhibited at the couple was unattended.
Walter H. Aurich et al to Sherstate fair. Mr. Arnold has distriAfter a short trip into northern man Crouse A wf. Pt. NWi Sec.
buted checks to the leaders of Michigan,Mr. and Mrs. Meeusen 23-8-15.
&fbese clubs, their names and pro- will be at home at 271 West 12th
Roy Douck A wf. to Sherman
along with the amounts fol- St.
Crouse A wf. Pt. NWi NWi Sec.
al agent, has received a

Former Holland Man

M**

REGISTRANTS TO
FILL OUT NEW FORM

The local selectiveserviceboard
Crockery.
receivedinstructionslast Thurada
Henry Ten Brink A wf. to Jer- from national headquarters In

23-8-15

V George Schwartz, forestry,$18;
Nykamp, eggs, potatoes and
*31; Jamestown, eggs, $2;
corn and garden, $22;

18 clear, 11 partly cloudy and one vey Riemersma left Thursday to
return to Camp San Luis Obispo in
The prevailing wind was from California after spending15 days
the southwest, the same for 1940 leave at their homes here.
Word was received here of the
and 1937. In 1939 and 1938, the
prevailingwind was from the birth of a son to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert E. Koehane of Chicago on
northwest.
Oct. 3. Mrs. Koehane was form
erly Mary Pieters, daughter of
Many Tran$action$ Are
Dr. and Mrs. Albertus Pieters of
this city. Mrs. Pieters left FriShown in Bottje Report day
noon to be with the Koehane
family for several weeks.
Grand Haven, Oct. 9 (Special)
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Schorting—Frank Bottje. registerof deeds, huia and Esther and Paul of
reports the following real estate
Grand Rapids visited in the homes
transfers recorded in his office
of Rob Pelon and H. De Witt in
during the last two weeks of SeptEast Holland Saturday.
ember: 123 deeds, 50 mortgages, 1
Mr. and Mrs. W. Brondyk and
levy, 3 liens, photostat copies totalchildren of Ionia were week-end
ing $40.20; 2 renewals, 54 discharvisitors in the home of their parges of mortgages, 1 plat, 3 sheriff’s
ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. Brondyk,
deeds, 29 probate papers, 1 lease,
East 21st St., and Mr. and Mrs. G.
5 abstracts of chattel mortgages,
Boeva, route 5.
I land contract, 1 bill of sale, 1
Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Giles of
oil lease, 1 assignment of oil lease,
Grand Rapids and Mrs. Anna
II discharges of oil leases, 5 asBrinkhuis of Martin visited in the
signmentsof mortgages, 9 rightshome of their parents, Mr. and
of-way, 1 decree, 3 partial releases
Mrs. H. H. Boeve, the past week.
of mortgages,1 power of attorMrs. Anna Poppen has gone to
ney, 263 chattel mortgages, 70 disthe home of her son, Dr. C. J.
charges of chattel mortgages and
Poppen, in Reading where she exiL!71^ceUaneoia
totalling pects to spend a few weeks. While
5471.25.
there, she will care for Mrs. C. J.
Poppen who is recuperating from
2A
an operationat Mayo’s hospital
in Rochester, Minn.

cloudy day.

Twp.

old Morren

A

wf. Pt.

Ei SEi

Dr. and Mrs. H. J. Vande Waa
of Orange Gty, la., spent Friday
with their sister,Mrs. John Engelsman, 25 East 22nd St. They
came here to bring Mrs. Vande
Wat's father, John T. Klein of Orange Gty, to his daughter, Mrs.
William J. Hilmert, in Zeeland
where he will spend the winter,
from here the Vande Waas will

Washington’to the effect that all
SEi Sec. 35-7-15 Twp. Robinson.
Taken in California Wm. H. Nash A wf. to Charley registrantswith a 2A classification
are to fill out a new 42A form.
Lautenbach A wf. Lot 9 Blk 2
Lamb, handicraft, $10;
These forms are being sent to
Word was received here Friday Hopkins Add. Grand Haven.
Schaefer, handicraft, $13;
the registrant’semployer or if he
of the death of Glenn Paris, forJohn L. Foley A wf. to John is attending school, they will be
exhibits,$32.
go to Cincinnati.
mer Holland resident,at his home Erkes A wf. Lot 4 Blk 1 A Pt.
sent to the registrar or some colMr. and Mrs. A. Teerman of
In
I/»
Angeles, CaUf. Surviving Lot 7 Blk 1 Aloys Bib Add.
ANNOUNCE EXAMS
lege official.
West 18th St spent an evening
are fiis widow, Dais more; his Spring Lake.
competitiveexaminations
These 42A forms are an affida- recently with Mr. and Mrs. Sage
father, Anson Paris of Holland;
Isaac Kouw A wf. to Byron vit to support the registrant’s
held by the U. S. civU serVer HOeven, route 5.
five brothers,Prescott, Anson and
Girard A wf. Pt Si NW frl
tomission for petitions of
claim for occupational deferment Mrs. Henry Kruithoff, who last
Lyle of Holland, Curtis of Grand Sec. 18-5-15 Twp, Holland.
senior and assistant Haven and Foster of Los Angeles;
because of his activityas a "nee- April inherited an estate of $5,000;
priadpel and senior atoreessary man’’ in industry,business, left Thursday for Gary, Ind.,
and a sister, Mrs. Helen StraatDIVORCE GRANTED
storekeeper, assistant and sma of this city.
employment, agricultural pursuit,
Grand Haven, Oct 9 (Special) governmental service' or in any where she will reside.
chief, principal, senior, asMn. Dena Zuwerink of Grand
—A divorce decree was granted In
engineering aid, all in
An agreement between Chile circuit court on last Thursday other service or endeavor or in Rapids spent several days this
of Illinois,Mich- mine companies and unions was
trainingor preparation thereof.
week at the home of her nephew
to Robert Marsh from Edith
Full particu- reached recently with a minimum
and niece, . Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Marsh,
both
of Grand Haven. Cusobtained from Dick wage set at 15 pesos a day, about
There are about 300 button fac- Ringewold, 272 FairbanksAve.
tody
of
the
two
minor
children
post office.
tories in the U.S. employingniore
48 cents in U3. money.
. I From Friday's Sentinel)
was awarded to Marsh.
than 12,000 persons;
Born Wednesday in’ Holland hot-
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fortnight has the biggest acreage in

white potatoes? It's not Idaho, or Maine, hot our own
Michigan, with a yearly average of about a quarter-million
acres planted to thia staple crop. Three other states hare a
larger total yield. Bat fried, baked, mashed or boiled,
Michigan's annual ^,000, 000-bushel crop

The potato grower nsnally haa

is a lot

of potatoes \

to decide whether to sell

his potatoes as soon as they are dug, or to hold them in storage,
to sell in winter or spring. Weather conditions, the tire of the

nation'scrop and other factors must he followed closely, and
the telephone helps many potato fanners keep informed.

By

telephone, too, the wholesaler sells to retail stores, and the
koosewifo places her weekly order of potatoes. What about
aome of thooe n^w, tender-akinnedMichigan apuds for dinner ?
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a birthday cake, baked and decor-

OTTAWA RURAL Mission Conference in

ated by

GROUP TO GO TO Overisel Is Successful
With a cordial hospitalitythat
opened the homes of the commun-

Worthy Matron Mary

Streur in celebrationof the birthdays of Josephine Dykstra, Agnes
De Koster and Julia Dick. They

were presentedwith

gifts.

Mae Allen, Mrs. Anna Vsn
Drezer and Dr. Albert Curtis of
Mrs.

Thy

Creator,

** Adams, "Jesus

MEETER SHOWS Endeavor

Activities

Get

WANT-AD

NEED OF PEACE Under Wa» in Holland

LOANS - 929 t» |§00
No Endorsers- No Delay

Activity schedules of the Hol-

land Christian Endeavor union
Holland Loan Aaaodatlon
Savior Pilot Me," Geibel, and the local chapter were presented
crowd attend- "Onward Christian Soldiers,” with gold certificatescontaining
10 West 8th. 2nd floor
were distributed among the varing the ninth annual fall confer- Shelley. Miss Oelen providedac- the picture and autographof Bln.
ious young people's societies
ence of the Women's Missionary companimentfor all except the EloiSe Rowlee of Battle Creek,
throughoutthe city Sunday evenPEARL BUTTONS
union of the classis of Holland on
worthy grand matron of the
Setiion WiU Be Part of Wednesday, the Reformed church second selection.
every wash garment beforo yon
ing.
The
programs
this
year
are
Combat
WiU
Continue
to
Two sdlos, "Just for Today,” Grand Chapter of Michigan, Order
buy. If Pearl Buttons are Used
more elaboratethan usual with
of Overisel again set a record for Seaver, and 'The Lord’s Prayer," of the Eastern Star. This com‘Farm for Defense’
End of Time, He Telit
it is definitesign of quality in
pastel blue covers and containing
missionary zeal.
MakUte, were sung by Nick Vo- memorated the diamond Jubilee
the garment Note their lusmessages
by
the
union
president
Observance
Leading the member societies gelzang and a vocal duet, "In the of the Michigan grand chapter, the
trous beauty-beauty that can’t
and pastor counselor, along with
with an annual contribution of Hollow of His Hand,” Schuyler, oldest grand chapter in the world.
be dimmed by laundering,
the Christian Endeavor pledge and
Grand Haven, Oct. 9-The week more than $1,000 to the women’s was sung by Miss Henrietta Lam
Plans were made for attending
In addresaing an overflowing list of union officers.
of Oct 12 through Oct. 18 has boards of missions of the Reformed and David Lam. The closing Grand Chapter which will meet crowd in Hope Memorial chapel
Plans are going forward for Vacation Is Called After
church in America, Overisel also number was
marimba solo, Oct 14, 15, and 16 in Civic auFuneral Rites Saturday
been officially designated by Gov.
sponsoring the appearanceof
leads in stars on her service flag "Open the Gates of the Temple," ditorium. Grand Rapids. Worthy Wednesday night on "Peace Amid
Murray D. Van Wagoner as denotingChristian workers gone Knapp,' by Miss Elizabeth Bare- Matron Mary Streur will serve as Conflict,"the theme of the Pruth McFarlin, Negro tenor, who
Drills Tuesday and
lor Resident of AUef an
"Farms for Defense week” in re- out from that church. This per- man.
a grand guardian and the asso- AFRYWS conventionwhich will will present a vesper recital SunWednesday
cognition of the valuable contriday, Oct. 19, at 4 p.m. in Third
Allegan,Oct 9— Funeral
haps accounted for the increase in
ciate matron, Mildred Ward, will conclude its two-day session here
bution of Michigan's farms to the
today,
Dr.
Henry
H.
Meeter, Reformed church. The tenor aprices for John Hart 62. who died
the offeringsof the conference, so
be a member of the grand chorus.
Resting on their laurels, the Wednesday at Allegan Health Ousnational defense.
Van De Vusse Home
professor of Bible at Calvin sem- peared here In a recitalin Hope
that it was possibleto send $125 to
As part of the week's cere- the treasurer of the Women’s
inary in Grand Rapids, began by Memorial chapel a year ago and Dutchmen of Hope college are tak- ter, will be held Saturday at 2
Scene of Party
monies, a delegation of 20 Otillustratinghow the craving for attracted a large following.
Shower Compliments
Board of Domestic missions and a
ing things easy in preparation from the Wever funeral home at
A surprise party was held Wedtawa county farmers, who serve as
Endeavoreninterested in parpeace is latent In every human
Traverse City. Burial wiU be la
like amount to the Woman’s Board
for
the next game of Friday night,
nesday
evening
in
the
home
of
Mrs.
Hershel
Chase
ticipating in the annual play
triple-A farm program committee
heart.
Oakwood cemetery.
of Foreign missions, besides about
men, their wives and neighbors $65 to the support of a bed in a Alberta Van De Vusse honoring
"As Christians,wc should seek sponsoredby the union are asked Oct. 17, when Grand Rapids UniMrs. kershel Chase was honored
Mr. Hart la survived by Mi wiWalt Mllewski.A mock wedding
will attend a State-wide meeting
to
promote peace,” Dr. Meeter to meet tor try-outs tonight it versity invades Riverview park.
dow, Mrs. John Hart of Tramae
hospital in Arabia.
at a bridal shower on Oct. 3 given
in Lansing Monday afternoon, The conference opened at 10 aun. was held with Edna Mae Van Tatsaid, adding that the Christian 7:30 p.m. in the home of Mrs.
The squad came out the tough City; a daughter, Mrs. Frank
Oct 13, to discuss plans for carry- when Mrs. E. E. Heeren of Vries- enhove as the blushing bride and by Mrs. E. De Haan and Mrs. B. church Is the most efficient paci- Nina Daugherty who will direct Alma skirmish with only one In- Graaa of Sturgeon Bay, Wk; one
ing out their part in the 1942 land, president of the union, gave Jack Palmer the "extra blushing" Boeve at the latter’s home on fist society known to mankind. the production. The play selected jury, a broken nose sustained by son, Frank of Detroit; six grandfarm defense program under the the keynote of the program in its groomJ Peter Groters served as the East 15th St. Mrs. Chase was Miss "Nevertheless," he said "conflicts this year is "The Mender,” a Bill Hakken, veteran guard. Bill children; one sister, Mrs. Bert
minister and Carol Cory of Hudcomedy-drama by Edward E. will be ready to go for the Lancer Lewis, Lansing, and three brothers,
supervision of Ottawa county agemphasison the victoriousChrist
Mary Kruidhof before her mar- in the political,economic and
sonville was at the piano. Betty
social worlds and struggles with Rose.
riculturaldefense board.
Oran and Russell of Allegan and
game.
having the preeminence in one’s
Ten Have was the flower girl and riage last week.
Several persons took part In
Governor Van Wagoner, Leo V.
hostile forces of nature will conCoach Bud Hinga was well pleas- Frank of Albion.
life. This note was echoed by the
Miss
Naidene
Kruidhof
brought
Wally Kemme was the ring beartinue to exist, despite our efforts the meeting of the Young
Card, state commissioner of aged with the showing of his eleven
peal ^rs which included Mrs. Barer. Bub Streur gave the bride in a “wagon load” of gifts which to promote peace, until the end of Peoples society of First church
riculture,and Mayor Sam Street
against the powerfulAlma Scots.
nerd M. Luben of Kurume, Japan,
were
presented
to
the
bride.
The
away.
Sunday
night.
Betty
Dryer
served
time."
Hughes of Lansing are expected to
The
punting of Don De Fouw was
Mrs. Theodore Zwemer of ChitOthers invitedto the party were remainder of the afternoon
He sketched peace amid conflict as chairman and conducteddevo- the highlight of the game. Len
speak to the group.
toor, India, Miss Tena Holkeboar
spent
in
playing
games
for
which
tions.
The
topic,
"Seven-Day
Lucille
Voss,
Dell
Koop,
Betty
rather
than
an
illusory
peace
Harry N. Schooler, director of of Anvy, China, Mrs. John R.
Pape, reserve tackle, was transferthe North Central Region of the Kcmpers of Chiapas, Mexico, and Spaulding, Bob Shank, Tilly Oonk prizes were awarded. A two-course after all/ conflict will have Christian,” was divided Into sev- red to the guard positionand playlunch was served by the hostesses. ceased. ‘The specific nature of eral sub-topics.GenevieveBustles
and Chuck Ploegsma.
triple-A, and Leroy K. Smith,
the Rev. John Keuning of Dulce,
Those present were Mrs. H. the peace which we favor is not •poke on "Begin With the Lord's ed a bang-up game at this post and
Gifts were presented to the honmanager of the Federal Crop Ini New Mexico, with Miss Laura
is being intensivelydrilled for the
Chase, Mrs. H. Kruidhof, lola and a peace at any price, the peace Day” and Charles Knooihutzen on
surance Corp., will come from Boyd representingHope college ored guest.
position.In the ball carrying deNaidene
Kruidhof,
Mrs.
Henry
'Taking
Christianity
to
School."
of the man who would shirk his
Washington,D. C, to appear on and Mrs. Henry Harmeling of ChiBrummel,
Mrs.
L. Dozeman, Mrs. duty to society to gain selfish per- "Being a Christian at Work” was partment, Hoots Rowan, reserve
Two motorists havs
the program.
right halfback, impressed the
cago speaking for the women's Mission Auxiliary
Peter Petroelje and Mrs. G. Wolt- sonal advantage,” he said. "It also the subject of a talk by Lorraine
The meeting will close with a boards of missions.
coach
and
he is expectedto push traffic violationtickets from Holr
ers of Zeeland, Mrs. Wallace Nies, Is not the peace of the man who Inderbitzen and "Christ the Undance and social gathering Monthe regular ball-carriers.
Mrs. Luben in leading the mom Installs Officers
land police as the result of acciMrs. J. De Haan, Mrs. Ernest De fails to cite any danger, even seen Guest in the Home" was
day night with two orchestras to ing's devotional period stressedthe
New officerswere installed in Haan, Mrs. B. Boeve, Miss Betty when it is threatening to engulf Delbert Vander Haar’s subject. Tuesday night a hard session of dents here.
furnish the "old and new" in music fact that "in all these things we
an impressive candle light service Boeve and Mrs. Earl Tellman and him. Rather it is the peace of Lois Potter spoke on "Remem- blocking and tackling was pracJohn Klelnheksel, 20, 100 East
for the expected crowd of more are more than conquerors through Wednesday evening at the regular
ticed by the Dutch. Last night, the 13th 81, appearedbefore Munfc*Nancy
of Holland.
bering
to
be
Christian
in
our
mind
which
comes
to
the
man
than 2,500 farmer-committeemen Him that loved us.” She gave nu- monthly meeting of the Mission
blue reserve team battled the varwho pursuing his line of duty, Recreationand Amusements." sity in an hour scrimmage. The r** pal Judge Raymond L. Smith this
and friends from throughout the merous instances of men and wo- Auxiliary of Third church. Miss
forenoon and pleaded guilty to a
The
Rev.
Nicholas
Gossellnk
preserves
a
mental
balance
and
state.
serves showed
tremendous charge of falling to yield the right
men that had, in spite of handi- Frieda Grote, Hope college fresh- Jeanette Kraiswyh Is
coordinated
the
topics
In
a
final
poise and peaceful tranquility
amount of drive and versatility of of way. He was assened a fine and
caps and persecution, made their man, sang a selection, accompanied
amid the greatest trials,” Dr. talk.
Feted
on
Birthday
attack, while the varsity appear- costs of $5 which ha aimigid ,tap
by
Miss
Helene
Van
Kersen.
way from defeat to victory.Mrs.
The
first
meeting
of
the
Junior
Meeter stated. \
ed weak at blocking. These diffiThe new officers are Mrs. A birthday party was given MonKempers, in her afternoon meditain tion, emphasized being a good Garrett Vender Borgh, president; day afternoon for Jeanette Kruis- He recommendeda peace that ChristianEndeavor society of culties will be ironed next week. ^KlelnhekseTs car was Involved
will prove effective because it Fourth church was held Sunday
The squad was given s rest for the in an accident at 9 am today at
soldier in the army of the Lord, Mrs. Pete Notier, first vice pres- wyk in the Bert Kruiswyk home at
tends to quiet fears by pointing afternoon under the supervisionof
remainder of the week-end and 10th and River Ave. with one
mighty in battle. Her very attitude ident; Mrs. John Olert, second 209 East Eighth St. on the occato resources which can nullifythe Miss Necia De Groot, Mrs. A.
will be able to watch the annual driven by Alma Kkxnparens, 17,
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Kievit of bespoke the joy that inspires re- vice president; Mrs. Wilson Die- sion of her 10th birthday annivers- danger. ‘These resources,"he Knoll and Mrs. H. Van Dyke.
kema, secretary; Mrs. H. Bast, ary. Games were played and prizes said, "are far greater than the Thirty children were present. clash between the freshmen and route 5, Holland. She was ttviag
Holland were hosts at a meeting cruits to the good fight.
In giving a bird’s-eyeview of treasurer; Mrs. William Vender were awarded to Colleen Kooiker threatening danger itself, and Plans for the' coming year were sophomoresof Hope collegein the the car of Robert Klomparem
of the Ottawa County Rural Letyearly tug-of-war across Black
Klelnheksel was driving east
ter Carriers Wednesdayevening the successful project and pro- Schel, look-out; Mrs. C. Jalving, and Norene Brower.
moreover a method that makes taken up. Officers elected were
10th SL and she was tnveiiac^
Among those present were Nor- for peace because It infuses Into Beverly Vlsscher, president; Abel- river Friday afternoon.
on the fourth floor of the Temple gram of the Indian work in Dulce, welfare, and Mrs. A. Van Lente,
social.
south on River Ave. The toroe. of
ene Brower, Lorraine Fra am, Don- the mind a power foreign to the ynne De Roos, vice president;
building. Separate meetings by the New Mexico, Rev. John Keuning
Mrs. John R. Kempers, mission- na Strabbing, Doris Haight, Betty
the Impact shoved her car into
used
the
appeal
of
the
good
neighcarriersand the auxiliary precedman himself and injects a dyna- Jane Mary Viascher,secretary;
,ary to New Mexico, gave an ad- Pluim, Donna Brink, June Bouthe
parked auto of Simon Boat
Kenneth
Baumann,
treasurer,
and
ed a program which opened with bor-good Samaritan— policy. He
mic power into, the soul which
dress. The new presidenttook
route 3, HoUand, on River Ava.
man, Aletha Seme, Donna Mae transforms cowards into heroes Judith Vlsscher, assistant secregroup singing led by Herman Cook. showed how these Jicarilla Apachcharge of the meeting. During the
south of 10th St Klelnheksel told
House, Delores Weller, Harriet and fills the heart with peace and tary and treasurer.The vice presA short talk on the Kentucky mis- es had been inspiredwith "the- will
social hour, treats were given by Hettinga, Alice Elaine Zwiers, Mirpolice he tolled to see the other
to
live.”
Mrs.
Zwemer
felt
the
joy
ident
will
lead
next
week.
sion was given by Miss Ida Tanis
courage.”
the officers.Fifty members and iam Gemmill, Gertrude O'Connor,
car in time to avoid a collJaJon.
All five societiesof Sixth Reof Greyhawk, Ky. Harold Laug of of being able to tell people of India
Dr.
Meeter
said
the
lack
of
guests were present.
Raymond Teusink, 821 College
Maureen Brower, Betty Jean such peace among Christians to- formed church resumed their
Coopersvilleadvocated cooperation what God is like in Jesus Christ,
Ave., was listed as a witness.
and
also
the
responsibility
of
makOoms and Colleen Ann Kooiker* day was due to the lack of a meetings for the year Sunday
of the carrierswith other counties.
Ray W. Maier, 47, of Alhkn, is
An auction sale in charge of Mr. ing Christians all over the world Miss Rose Baker Is
virile faith and the making of afternoon and evening.
The new Junior society connect- Federal Loan of Over Six facing arraignment on a
and Mrs. H. Vredeveld of Zeeland feel that they belong together.
prime interests in such things,
of failing to yield the
Bomb-shelled, war- tom, sin-sick Feted at Shower
with John Wiggers of Holland as
good enough in themselves and In ed with the 34th Street Reformway as the result of a
Million
Is
Approved
Miss Rose Baker was honored
ed
chapel
had
a
party
Saturday
auctioneer was another feature of China was vividly pictured by Miss
their proper places, as busines,
16th St and Pine Ave.
. WednesHolkeboer, who closed her address guest at a bridal shower Wednesthe evening.
sports, home, social status and in the home of the sponsor, Winfor Industry
(From Today’* Sentinel)
day at 1:25 pm between cars drivAt its business meeting, the aux- with an Impassionedappeal that day night in the home of her
/ailing to place God at the very ifred Dykstra. Games and relay
en by himself and Ben Kulte, 53,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard VaJ^Jcenter of life’s interests. His solu- races were conductedand prise*
iliary reelected its former officers. Christian women should be Stirred mother, Mrs. Andrew Baker.
Grand Rapids, Oct. 9— A defense route 2, Holland.
These include Mrs. Anna De Boer "to work, to give, but most of all, Games were played and prizes Vuren, 246 West 19th St., anr,tion to this problem was a return were awarded to Beatrice MlchMaler’s car crashed Into a trail-:
of Holland,president; Mrs. Mae to pray.” American youth need the were awarded. A two-course lunch nounce the birth of a son Oct. 8 to God and placing "first things mershuizen, Roger Jipping, Delores plant which will employ 800 perLangejans, and Virginia Poll. sons was assured for Grand Rap- er, loaded with feed, which waa
De Vries of Spring Lake, vice pres- torch of libertybut even more the was served by Mrs. Andrew Baker in Holland hospital.
first.’’
A public hymn sing will be held
ident; Mrs. Lottie Laug of Coop- open Bible, stressed Miss Boyd, in and her sister, Hazel Essenburg.
He concludedhis address with Cake and ice cream were served Idi today following approval In being towed by Kulte’s vehkla. 3
Washington Wednesday of a $6.- The trailer was damaged and the
pleading for our own church Gifts were presented.
Sunday at 9 p.m. In Fourth Re- an appeal to the AFRYWS, an to 36 boys and girls.
ersville, secretary and treasurer.
Those attending were Mrs. L. formed church under the auspices organizationwhich caries this
A reconsecration meeting was 266.000 loan to Extruded Metals, feed scattered over the street poThe carriersnamed James Stur- school, which gives knowledge to
lice reported. Maier was driving
ing of Zeeland as their new pres- make good citizens and wisdom to Meeuwsen, Mrs. M. Mohr. Mrs. of the Girls’ League for Service. very ideal of a God-centeredlife held In connection with the topic Inc., of Belding.
The loan, announced by Federal south on Pine Ave. and Kulte waa.
ident; Charles Moll of Grand Hav- guide Christian youth.
Art Arendsen, Mrs. Eli Elzinga. The Rev. Nicholas Goaselink, pas- in its banner, to keep the eye of in Third Reformed Young
The Board’s representative,Mrs. Mrs. H. Velderman, Mrs. Martin tor of First Reformed church, will faith upon God. thus possessing People's Christian Endeavor Loan Administer Jesse Jones, pro- westbound on 16th St Maier told
en is the vice president and Cyrus
Van Haitsma of Zeeland is secre- Harmeling,gave a resume of the Glass, Millie and Bernice Glass, be the song leader. Special music that peace which comes from society Sunday evening. Howard vides $3,966,000for machineryand police be failed to see the other
work accomplishedin the mission Mrs. John Kloosterman,Mrs. will be furnished by a male quar- above to become a beacon and an Van Egmond, presidentof the equipment and $2,300,000for pur- car in time to avoid a collision.
tary and treasurer.
Mrs. Pearl Snyder, president of fields during the past year and also Ralph Brouwer, Mrs. Alvin Prins, tet.
inspirationto many others in society, gave a talk on "Seven- chase of land and construction of Mrs. Ben Kulte was listed aa a
HOH will hold its annual meet- this present emergency for God Day Christians.” Twenty-five buildings.
of the fifth congressional district told of the goals which the boards Mrs. Johannes Bakker and Lena,
Expensiveequipment is responAndrew Klein, route 4 Holland,
were present.
auxiliary, and Henry Snyder of hope to reach during the coming Mrs. Herman Arends, Mrs. Henry ing Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the and home and country.
The Junior and Junior-Interme- sible for the seemingly-hlghloan reported to police that as his car.
Caledonia were present along with months. These included the China Arends, Miss Janet Kloosterman, Royal Neighbor hall. Electionof
Miss Johanna Timmer of Grand
other visitorsfrom Kent and Al- centenary fund to celebrate 100 Mis. John Bakker, Mrs. Fred De officers will be held and the trea- Rapids, federation president, pre- diates met in the afternoon with for a plant which employs 800 was turning the corner at Flrat
years of mission work in that Jongh and daughters, Anna and surer’s report will be given. Rep. sided. The Rev. D. H. Walters of 33 present. Howard Van Dahm workers, mostly skilled, John L. St. and River Ave. Wednesday at
legan counties.
Nelson Miles will give a talk. Re- Holland led the song service and led the older group and Sally Barrett of Grand Rapids, president 4 p.m., Bernard Ten Cate, 7 years
On Sept. 5 the associationwas country, and memorial gifts for Rose, and Mrs. Willard Dys.
old, riding his bicycleon the sidefreshments will be served. Bert the Rev. Daniel Zwier led devo- Houting the younger, both on of the company, said.
entertained in the home of Mr. and board members and mission workVender Poel is secretary.
Selection of a building site must walk, rode into the side of his car
Mrs. Harry Vy devoid in Zeeland ers who have recently been taken
tions. Greetings were extendedby the topic, "When Jesus Went Into
Marilyn Borst Has
The Alethea Bible class of Richard Postma of Grand Rapids, the Synogogue.”Leaders tor next be approved by the war depart- but was not injured.
with the meeting well represented by death. The critical situationIn
Trinity Reformed church will president of the AFRYMS, and week are Billy Van’t Hof and ment. The plant will produce hard,
Japan
was
stressed,
and
announceby carriers and their wives. Cong,
Birthday Party
hold its annual supper in the by Prof. Clarence De Graaf of Janice Karsten. Contests for both high-strength aluminum alloys to
and Mrs. Bartel Jonkman and Mr. ment made of the work on home
A birthday party was held reand Mrs. Perry Dennison of Grand bases taken up. by missionaries cently for Marilyn Borst in her form of a pot-luck Friday at Holland, president of the Holland- groups will begin within the next be used principallyin construction
of army planes.
Rapids and Mr. and Mrs. Lyman from that country now in Amer- home at Central park on the occa- 6:30 p.m. in the church. Officers Zeeland League of Young Men’s two weeks.
will be elected.
Sixty-fiveacres will be required
societies. The closing prayer was
Hildreth of Grandvillewere the ica.
sion of her fourth birthday anniSunday school officers elected a
A regular meeting of the VFW given by Dr. J. T. Hoogstra of
to accommodatethe new plant,
honored guests. Cong. Jonkman Besides the speakers, Mrs. Ed- versary.Refreshmentswere served
by the Congregational church
S00
NAVIGATION
IS
auxiliary
will be held in the GAR Holland.
and
nearness
to
power
sources
and
win
Koeppe
and
the
Rev.
and
Mrs.
gave an address. Musical numbers
featuring a decorated birthday
room tonight at 7:30 p.m.
convenience of other facilitieswill Sunday include Mrs. Ruth GalThe chapel was crowded to
furnished by-Herman Cook of Hol- Henry Poppen, missionaries from cake. Games were played and an
Andrew Vollink, Hope graduate capacity with chairs in every
dictatechoice of the building plot. breath, superintendent; Mrs. Carl
land and the Sneller sisters of China, were also present, and Mr. enjoyable time was spent.
of
1937, one of the first to be available space. Some stood for
Annual output of the new plant Rasmussen, assistant superinPoppen
was
privileged
to
give
his
WITH LOCKS
Oakland and two readings by Mrs.
Those present ihduded Jean and discharged from service under the
tendent; Mrs. Flossie Coon, secreis expected to be approximately
the service and others gathered in
A. Oonk of Holland added to the parting message before he, with Gordon De Free, Anita Jean Van
tary; Mrs. Agnes De Noyllea,
plan of releasingall those 28 years the basement where loud speak$15,000,000.
"Speed
is
the
essence
the
Rev.
Veenschoten,
leave
for
Sault Ste. Marie, Oct. 9
evening’s entertainment.
Lente, Trudie Van Lente, Bobbie
treasurer,and Mrs. Frank ifiller,
of
age
and
older
has
returned
from
of
our
whole
program,”
Barrett
asthat country again on Friday of
ers had been installed. Baskets of —Partial navigation of ore shipLee Dirkse, David Mulder, Doris
Ft. Worden, Wash., where he has flowers graced the platform.Offi- ments vital to defense was re- serted,adding, "we hope to break pianist and song leader. Among
this week.
and Harvey Westenbroek,Sheryl
the teachers are Mrs. Carl Ras- k
The prayers and benedictionsof Yntema, Anita and Bobby . Van been stationed. Although offered cial delegates and registered vis- sumed through the Soo canal to- ground this fall, and will try to
rnussen, Bible class; Mrs. F. Milthe opportunity for a commission. itors, numbering more than 500 day after removal of a 120- ton lo- have at least part of the plant opthe Rev. Henry W. Pyle, pastor of
Dyke, Rex Webbert and Sylvia and
ler, young people's class; Mrs. F.
Vollink chose to enter civilian life. marched in a processional. Several comotive which collapsed a steel erating by spring."
the Overisel church and of the Johnny Achterhof.
Mr. and Mrs. George Howell Rev. Anthony Van Harn of the
Clayton Congleton has return- congratulatory telegrams were railway bridge Tuesday.
The plant will be established Burrows,junior clas, and Juanita
Sayforth, beginners class.
returnedhome Sunday evening church of East Overisel, closed
ed to Holland from Chicago read.
here
in conjunction with Die UnitGovernment wrecWng crews,
Peter Damsggaard was surafter a shprt vacation,
Group
Conducts
where
he
attended
a
national
conthe morning and afternoonsesdirected by army engineers, dis- ed States army air corps at Wright prised Wednesday, Oct. 1, when
Mrs. Martha
Wendt of sions. Offertory prayers were given
vention of restaurateurs.
lodged the engine from the broken field and the office of production his sons and several of his neighHudsonville died at the home of by Mrs. G. Koopman of Overisel Chapel Exercises
Mrs. P. C. (Sena) Cochran of
arm of the steel and concrete management.
bors gathered in his home to
her son, John De Wendt, Sunday and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing of HamMiss Iva Davidson’s guidance route 4, is not the Mrs. Susie
bridge jamming the large Davis The building, contemplated to be celebrate his 64th birthday annlgroup took charge of chapel exer- Cochran also of route 4 who was
morning. Funeral services were ilton.
a
one-story
brick
and
steel
strucand Sabin locks. With a pontoon
versary. Supper was served and J
held Wednesday. Burial was in
Music was furnished by a trio cises in Holland high school this charged with filling to have an
derrick, capable of lifting 170 ture, will contain approximatelygifts were presented.
morning
with
Donna
Bosman
as operator’s license in municipal
Louis
H.
Cheyne,
45.
Jenison,
Georgetown cemetery.
250.000
square
feet
and
will
be
composed of the Mesdames Stanley
tons, the engineers lifted the span
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ely art ^
Mrs. MaiV Dok of GrandviUe Wolters, Gerald Klelnheksel, and chairman and Dorqthy Mulder as court Wednesday, according to a and Ada McPherson. 35. Ionia.
enough to allow more than 100 equipped with several extrusion the parents of a son born Oct
chaplain.
called on her cousin, Mrs. Grace Wallace Folkert, ancj a solo was
George Sytsma, 22, and Della ore - carrying vessels to pass presses,at least five of which will
statementof the former today.
2 in their home in South Lee. ^
Howell, Sunday evening.
Harvey fyll of 275 West 15th Vruggink. 19, both of route 1, through the locks.
weigh more than 1,000,000pounds
sung by Miss Ruth Ann Poppen, Donna Lokker as a piano solo
The West Side circle of Allegan !
Mr. and Mrs. John Moss of with Mrs. Folkert and Mrs. Kleln- played "The Polish Dance," Scher- St. was recovering in Holland Hudsonville.
M. N. McMillan, assistant gen- each.
will be entertained in the homt
wenka, and Harvey Van Dyke, hospital today from an emergency Elmer Paul Kragt, 20, Holland, eral manager of the CanadianPacNorth Jenison called on Mr. and heksel at the organ.
Extrusion is a process in which
of Mrs. Arthur Smith Wednesday;
Mrs. G. Howell Monday evening.
Officers for 1942 Include Mrs. Kenneth Steketee and Stanley appendectomy Wednesday even- and Thelma June Banger, 18, ific railways, said service would round aluminum alloy billets are A pot-luck dinner will be served 1
route 4, Holland.
Gerald De Wendt attendedthe E. E. Heeren, president; Miss Plagenhoef, as a clarinet trio, play- ing.
be resumed over the bridge "in squeezed and rolled into various Mrs. Smith is a member of tha
Christian Endeavor meeting held
The Union Bible class of Wes- Hprold Bohl, 22, Hudsonville, about a month.”
forms and patterns for industrial circle.
Laura Boyd, vice-president;Mrs. ed two selections. "Three Blind
at Dorr Monday evening.r
Mice," Colby, and their own ar- leyan Methodistchurch will meet and Ruth Timmer. 20, route 3,
A few ships, of 18-foot draft or use.
Dick Vender Meer, secretary;Mrs.
Miss Doris and Lyle Galbreath^
Will Hunt of North Hudsonville
Founded by Barrett in 1938 at were ill last week.
less, sailed through the American
Bernard Bosman, assistant secre- rangement of "Intermezzo,” Pro- Friday evening in the home of Zeeland.
was iljured last week when tbe tary; Mrs. Peter Naber, treasurer; vost.
William
Grasman.
22.
and
Jennie
Mrs. Mamie Hill, 142 West 15th St.
Poe lock, which was not damaged Belding, the ExtrudedMetals, Inc.,
George Smith, residing south
curbing of the well gave way. He
Special business will be transact- Schut, 19, both of route 3, Hudson- by the crash.
plant there has been expanded to of town, is building a chicken
Mrs. John Schumacher, assistant
injured his back and arms.
ville.
;
meet growing needs, but last house for 1,000 chickens.
treasurer; and Miss Hanna G. Froebel PTA Has First
Henry J. Masselink, 23, HudErnest Roentgen, recently apspring it became obvious that . Mrs. Polly Cbon returned SunHoekje, permanent clerk,
pointed concertmasterof the sdnville,and Dorothy Mae Riet- Fails in U.S., bnt Gets
further expansionwould call for day from a two weeks’ stay in.
r, T)ie conference accepted the in- Meeting of Year
IS
vitationof Hope Reformed church,
The Froebel school Parent- Grand Rapids Symphony orches- man, 20, Zeeland.
His Wings in Canada facilitiesthat could be offered only Flint and Grand Rapids. Her notkM
by a larger city.
DEAD AT AGE OF 63 Holland, to hold Its tenth annual Teacher, association held Its first tra, visited Holland High school
Charles, accompaniedher and-* j
Grand
Rapids,
Oct.
)—
-Algathering there in October of meeting of the year Tuesday eve- this morning and talked to memREBELS
SHOT
.
returned to his home Sunday eventBuntips, Oct. 9 (Special) -Rob- 1942.
CRASH TOLL AT TW O
though he was "washed out" of the
ning with C De Koster leading the bers of the Holland High orchesing.
tra
and
EL
F.
Heeter,
director.
SENT TO PRISON U. S. air force, Paul G. McDuffee Tecumseh, Oct. 9
ert Edgar Helmer of Dorr, 63, died
— Mrs. Mrs. Grant Hoyt and son wert
devotions. The president,Mrs. O.
in hU home early this morning. He
Donna Hamilton,19, of Sylvania, week-end visitors in Chicago.
is wearing pilot’s wings today.
Thompson, presided at the busi- He plans to spend one day each
week teaching in Holland...
was a former resident of near Mine Is Featured at
BerUn, Oct. 9
— DNB, offiReachingTulsa field, Okla., after O., whose car had fatallyinjured
ness meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. George .1
Saugatuck. Surviving am the widcial German news agency, report- 22 months of training,McDuffee Ray Miller, 11, of Holloway,died Rspent the week-end in Whit
The program consisted of a corMass Meeting
BODY 18 FOUND
ow, Edith; three sons, Robert E.'
ed today in a dispatch from was rejected by the army this last night in Tecumseh hospital.
friends.
Musical selections, both . vocal net solo by Mr. Vogel, accompanAlgonac, Oct
— The Prague that nine more Czechs spring. He went aetacs the border The two deaths brought Lenawee with
of Door, Mitcheir R. of Muskcffpn
ied
by
Mr.
Breuker,
a
piano
solo
by
Barbara Ann Bensinger
and instrumental,comprised a
and Paul D. of Jackson; a daugh- large part of the program at the Nancy Van Hartasveldt,an accord^ body of James C Lerchen, 29, who had been sentencedto death, to Windsorr Ont, and Joined the county’s traffic toll to 35, equalling brated her eighth birthday
disappearedfrom his cottage at bringing the total for the past 24 Canadian force Feb. 11.
Us lau-tiros high of 1937.
ter, Mrs. Norman A. Harnden of
versary Saturday by enterti
mass meeting Wednesday night in Ion solo bjr. Harriet Steinfort,two
Spenoerport, N. Y.; a sister, Mary Hope Memorial chapel Ip con- comet selectionsby Victor Klein- Randolph Beach Oct 1, was found hours to 23.
He was one of nine U. S. men to
13. of her playmates. The
floating in St Clair river last
E. Gordon.
Fourteen persons were reported be graduated by the No. 4 serANOTHER CHUBCHHILL was decorated In pink and
nection with the AFRYWS con- heksel and the film, "Land of the
night
by
Clejl
Perry,
Algonac.
TM
Natick, Mass., Oct
)
Funeral services will be held vention. For an organ prelude, Rwe" shown by Edwin Aalberti
sentenced and executed at Prague vice flying school of the Royal
and favors were given to
body was dad only In pajamas yesterday. The nine sentenced to- Canadian air force Tuesday. He Winston Churchill, 39-year-old children.
Saturday at 2:30 pun. from the Miss Johanna, Boersma played of the faculty.
and bathrobe.
day have not yet been executed, was given the rank of leading air- house painter,vyis on duty today
Klinesteker funeral home.
Refreshments were served by
The vRev. Seth Clay,
"Findlandia,” Sibelius,and for
DNB said.
at an air raid report center during the Pullman and Grand
craftsman.
offertoryshe Joined with MUs the mothers of the fifth and sixthALONE AT POST
(Refugee Jugoslav sources In
PtJT OUT PIE
the civilian defense tests.
churches, left Monday to
Hazel Anne Oelen in a piano- grades.
Three Rivers, Oct 9-Conser- London estimated 190,000 Serbs
STEAL RELIEF FUNDS
Three Rivers, Oct. 9— A blue- organ duet playing "Kamennoiseminary in Chicago He
vation Officer Ed Fish, summoned and Jew have been imprisoned, Adrian, Oct. 9
-Sheriffsof- CHURCH OFFICIAL TO TALK
berry pie boilingover in the -oven Ostrow,” Rubinstein.
of bach week
Certificates Presented
in an emergencyTuesday, was tortured or killed in Jugoslavia. fleers today sought the thieveswho
Bloomin
at the home of Edith Kfese sept "The highlight of the
__
_____
musical
the sole officer in charge of the Russian reports said 1,000 more last night broke Into the social Raymond
a volume of smoke that program was the 100-voice robed at Eastern Star Meet
White Pigeon state police post Poles have been shot, 60,000 sent welfare office of the Lenawee ofgfcalamazoo
neighbors turned in an alarm. The chorus under the direction of
Holland chapter 429, OES, had AU the troopers were dispatched to prison and another batch of county buildingand cracked a safe
odist churches, wiU speak at the
fire department arrived and put David Lam which sang "Gloria in
dinner in the Masonic hall Tuesday to Hillsdale and Jonesville on
540,000 sent to Germany ’ for containing $400. includinghospital- Bloomingdale Methodist church
out the pie.
Mozart, "Remember evening. The chief attraction was strike duty,
forced labor.)
ization and child care funds.
Sunday
- ’
r •
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HIGHLY TOUTED

threat was stopped when Higgs intercepted on the Hope 23.
In the fourth quarter, Timmer
returneda Alma punt to the 30
and the Dutch began to roll goalward. DeFouw crashed center for
2, Timmey skirted tackle for 9,
Rowan picked up 6, and DeFouw
carried the ball to the 13. Three
plays failed and Roy Davis tried a
field goal from the 25. The ball
sailed wide and low of the cross
bare. Nearing the end of the game.
Bob Rowan fumbled on the Hope
19 and Alma recovered. King and
Tait collaboratedin making a first
down on the 8. But the stalwarts
on the Hope forward wall stopped the running game cold and the
game ended with the ball on
Hope's 9 in the Scot’s possession
with 3rd down and goal to go
The entire forward wall for
Hope played a whale of a game.
Probably the outstanding linemen
were Bill Hakken and reserve
Len Pape. Hakken was in on al-

9,

1941

to reduce their wage make a statement of this kind, but
He had written, it was said, it Is not generally believed as It
to General Motors, asking them
was in Mr. Connelly's time.
to refrain from offering high
“A Chamber of Commerce is the
wages. Both were untrue. Mr.
Connelly did not take the time or most important organizationin
trouble to refute these reports.On any city. It cannot and should not
Striking with precision and feraccount of this unfair and unjust be considered In the same class as
ocity, the powerful Muskegon senberger, the Muskies came back
7-7
The Reliable Bicycle shop at
gossip,he finally resigned and the the various serviceclubs. These all
Heights eleven downed a fighting but serious 15-yard penalties for C.
136 West 19th St., began their
Holland squad, 13-0, Friday night clippingand holding nullified two
Chamber of Commerce lost the have their importance and can
service with the rebuilding of old
moat dynamic secretary It haa had play a large part in thfc social life
under the arcs of Riverviewpork successive gains of 45 yards, and
bikes and so is capable of giving
up to the present day.
before a crowd of 2,500, including 50 yards. Then, with 5 minutes
of a city, each one in its oWn parBoth Teami Threaten in
the best of service. Due to the Inof playing time remaining, Chuck
1,000 staunch Heights rooters.
”1 wasn't in office one year ticular field of ita own choice.
Holland
Buiineu
Growth
creased prices on bicycles and in
Gomery, from modified punt forLast Quarter; Deadly
but a story was spread amonpt They do much in making a city a
The Tigers, led by vicious runability to get materials this service
mation, rammed right tackle,
Pointed Out in Talk
the factory worker* that I had happier and better place to live in.
ning
by
Mike
Regeczi
and
Dick
is important.
Panel Hurled
shook loose and romped 72 yards
| contacted the Chrla-Craft Co. and
Homan,
deadly
blocking
by
the
As stated before, a Chamber of
The shop handles a complete
to Kiwanians
before Gene De Witt downed him
told them not to pay the high Commerce is distinctly a communforward wall, and beautifuldecepline
of
repair
parts
for
customers
Hie Orange and Blue of Hope
on the Holland 14. The blocking on
acale of wages they had announced.
who do repair work. Service on all tion, crashed through the Dutch this play was superb. But
college was waving high lYiday
Advantages of a Chamber of I did not let that go by unchal- ity enterprise.Its first and foredefense
for
Iwo
touchdown.
BUt
fhe
makes
and
all
work
is
guaranteed.
night, as the scrappy Dutchmen
Commerce to a city were outlined lenged. I forced the two men who most function is to help and enA complete rebuilding service
held the highly-toutedAlma eleven
by E. P. Stephan, secretary-man- had made the statementto come courage industrialand commercial
which includes overhauling, greas asterous beginning the Dutch setto a 7-7 deadlock on the Scots’
ager of the Holland Chamber of in my office and confronted them development, believingas they do,
that they are the hub of our city’s
ing and repainting is also offered. tled down and battled the Tigers boomed a 54-yard kick to take the Commerce, In an address, “Why a
gridiron.
with what I wa* told. They both life and prosperity.
Details may be obtained by call- on even terms for the remainder Maroon and Gold out of danger. Chamber of Commerce,” which
The Hingamen struck quickly in
denied It, but it was somebody else
of the game. However, the daming 3492.
the first quarter on a bullet pass
The game ended with Muskegon he delivered today noon In the whose name they did not know,
age was done.
from Art Timmer to Dick Higgs.
Heights in possession on ita own Warm Friend tavern to members who had said this.
in
tin ice
Chuck Gomery opened the con- 33.
of the Holland Kiwanis club.
Alma came roaring back in the most every play and with Roy
‘They knew the man If they saw
\test by kicking off to Gene DeCMdlttaMd
REFRIGERATOR?
•econd quarter on a Tait-to-Kirby Davis was responsiblefor stopping
‘The Chamber of Commerce him, and they would bring him In.
Except for the first quarter, the
Witt of Holland who returnedto
aerial to tie the score. Hope the famous center smashes of the
game was played evenly. The office, is the information bureau I told them If they would do this I No Noise, No Defrosting, No
the Dutch 37. Ploegsma was forcthreatenedseriously in the last Alma backs. In the backfield,the
hard-driving off-tacklesmashes of of a city,” he said. “The stranger would give them $10. 1 never heard Machineryor Expensive Repalro
ed to punt on the third down and
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
iiuarter and an attempted field- deceptive running of Timmer was
DeWitt featured the running at- tourist, resorter come here for in- from them. I gave publicityto the Superior Pure Ice A Mach. Co.
Miss Margaret O'Leary of West the Heights started from the 30. tack for the Dutch, while the formation. Industrialists,
goal by Roy Davis from the 18- the feature, while Reserve Hoots
comraerwhole affair In The Sentinel Sept. 9th 4 Van Raalto Ph. 2863
Homan, with terrific drive, smashyard line missed its mark. Twice, Rowan showed a lot of drive and 20th St. is confined to Holland
pitching of Ken Rotman to Vem cialists, professionalistswho are 20, 1939, giving the source of my
ed center on two successive plunWithin the final quarter, the power. Defensive^,Roy Davis hospital following a major operaKraai and Lloyd Heneveld bright- consideringlocating somewhere information and the names of the
ges for 14 yards. Regeczi hit right
Dutchmen roared inside the Alma backed up the line brilliantly tion last week.
ened the aerial game. On the line, write to the Chamber of Com- two men involved and the folly of
Pvt. Edwin M. DeFeyter, who tackle for 5, but a penalty stopten-yard line only to be thwarted with his vicious tackling.
a —
city in the ^United
although battered
hard- merce.
vwtt'.ivu by
uy the
ujc naru------Name
---- - the story. This had the effect that
ped the Heights march and Go- —
ABSTRACT A TITLE CO.
by the forward wall of the Scots.
charging Tigers, the play of Willis St*tes that is alive and prospering
For Alma, Battleship Tait, al- was pressman at The Sentinel bethe secretary of a labor organizamery
punted
out
on
the
Dutch
18.
All Matters Pertaining To
In the final quarter, a serious bid though scuttled by the Hope line- fore his induction into the army,
and
you
will
find
there
an
active
Steur. Clarence Maatman. and
tion came in the office and told
ABSTRACTS of TITLE
was made by the Scots, and the men, still starred in the backfield, is now located with Co. I, 13T in- On the first play came the break Lloyd Heneveld stood out. Consid- Chamber of Commerce ”
me that the article was read at
Given Prompt Attention.
game ended with the ball in aided by the generalship of Tinker fantry,Camp Robinson, Ark., care of the game. Vem Kraai fumbled ering that the Dutch forward wall
Concerning the local organiza- their meeting the night before and
and Bill Thomberry, alert flanker,
PHONE
CITY HALL
Alma’s possession on the Hope 9- Kirby. On the line, Keith Carey, of general delivery.
was out-weighed10 pounds to the tion, Mr. Stephan said Holland has
heartily endorsed and approved.
Principal J. J. Riemersma of pounced on the ball on the Holyard line.
giant end, and Captain Ed Bakman,
the entire line performed 77 industries and 14 truck lines
land 14. On the second play, sur"However, it did not entirely
which make the city and are the
After five minutes of the first larz were constantly harassing the Holland high school is spending
creditably.
today, tomorrow and Wednesday rounded by blockers, Thomberry
avenues
of
its
financial
life.
Bequarter, Hope started a drive from Hope runners.
stop
rumors of this sort. Every
From the Heights array of runF. B.
Muskegon as one of a state com- swept over the right side of the
Its own 45. Davis crashed center
Hope edged Alma in first in
ners, Mike Regeczi and Dick Ho- cause of this growth and develop- now and then some one will still
mittee
of
12
selected
by
the Dutch line on an end-around to
Painter • Decorator
for 5 and Art Timmer sliced off downs, 10-9. The Dutchmen atman were the big guns that con- ment of the factories, the city has
School of Education in Ann Arbor score unmolested. Homan missed
Decorate before price edvence!
tackle for 12 and a first down. An tempted 14 passes and completed
sistentlyripped through the Hol- 177 retail stores,15 chain stores,
to evaluate Muskegon high school. the try for the extra point and the
“We Beautify Homea
aerial from Timmer to George 6, with 3 being intercepted.Alma
Scott-Lugers Lumber Co.
land forward wall. Doing yeoman 39 gasoline stations,17 auto dealMr. and Mrs. Ed Barkel, Mr. and score read, Muskegon Heights, 6,
Inside and Outside”
Stager and another to Dick Higgs tried 10 aerials and completed 8,
work on the forward wall in op- ers and auto supply parts, 10 bakOldest Lumber Co In Holland
Mrs. John Kronemeyer, Mr. and Holland, 0.
429 College Ave., Phone 2810
placed the ball on the Alma 17. with 2 being intercepted.On the
ening holes and tackling, were eries, 15 beauty shops, 21 doctors, LUMBER A BLDG. SUPPLIES
After receiving the next kickThe threat was stopped by Hartt whole, the game was spectacular Mrs. D. J. Te Roller and Mr. and
Bob Johnson, Captain Art LeRoux, 15 dentists, 41 food stores, 22 restEquipped to handle Building
Mrs. Herman Brower, all of Hol- off, the Tigers started from their
who intercepteda pass on his own with long runs and deadly passing
aurants and eating places, he said.
and
Bill Thomberry.
under FHA Plan
land, visited the latter’s only sur- own 38. A holding penalty set the
'The Chamber of Commerce 140 River
12. Not the least discouraged, featuring the game. The passing
The Tigers made 12 first downs
Phone 3498
viving brother, Hein Brower, in Tigers back to the 25. Then in sevserves them all and. but for a
Hope came surging back to score was spectacular because the ball
Hamilton Friday evening on the en plays, the powerful Heights to Hollands 8. The Dutch hit 5 Chamber of Commerce, many of
In two plays. Timmy hit tackle for was soggy on account of the damp
occasion of his 91st birthday anni- swept across the last stripe for the complete aerials out of 17, the
them would not be here. There is
1 and then faded to the right, shot •gridiron.
versary.
second touchdown.Regeczi passed Tigers 4 out of 8. In penalties,the no fanfare or pyrotechnics about a
HENRY TER
a pass to Dick Higgs on the 25,
The line-ups:
For Prompt
’ Heights were set back the asMr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Trevan of
who romped over for the touchHope: Morgan, RE; Bekken, 125 East Ninth St. announce the to Fortenbacker and to Thom- tounding total of 110 yards, while Chamber of Commerce but every
SALES
.
Efficient
berry for 20 and 7 yards respecday and all the time it is quiet- YOUR OLD8MOBILE DEALER
down. The reliable Davis kicked RT; Hakken, RG; Tappan (C),
birth of a daughter in Holland hos- tively, Thomberry grabbed anoth- the Dutch had 20 yards against
Dry Cleaning
ly working for the welfare of the
the extra point.
C; Yeomans, LG; VanderHUl,LT; pital Oct. 1.
Styled To Leader pass for 37 yards to the Dutch them. Holland only fumbled once, city.
Service
In the second quarter,Alma G. Slager, LE; Davis, Q; Timmer,
Built To Last
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Havinga 10, Richardsonwas stopped, Reg but this proved costly, and the
"A Chamber of Commerce is an
thot the works. Starting on the 50, LH; Higgs, RH; DeFouw, F.
USED CARS OF ALL MAKES
left today for their home in Mc- eczi hit tackle in two plays to the Dutch pounced on two Tiger misorganization of business men and
Battleship Tait made 15 on two
Alma: Carey, RE; Baklarz (C), Bain after spending a few days in
IDEAL
one-foot line, and Brongersma,on plays to stop threats.
others who share their points of
tries, Kirby smashed center for 5 RT; Hicks, RG; Hartt. C; La
The line-ups:
the home of the former's parents, a reverse,went over for the score.
“The House of Service’*
view to promote commerce and
and then passed to Carey for a Paugh, LG; Robertston, LT; Hol- Mr. and Mrs. J. Havinga, here.
Homan converted and the Heights Holland: Kraai (C), LE; Grot- industry and those general inter- Coal -Stoker Coal -Coke
Corner Sixth and College Ave.
-first down on the 21. Tait rip- mes, LE; Tullis, A; Hait, LH;
They arrived Friday.
ers, LT; ZanZyl, LG; Van Lente,
led, 13-0.
ests of the community which af* ped through tackle for 11 and then Pink, RH; Cappaert, F.
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
RED COMB CHICK STARTER
President Irving J. Lubbers of
After
two
plays, Holland was C; Maatman, RG; Vanderkuy, fect commerce and Industry or
rifled a pass to Tinker Kirby
Central college and Mrs. Lubbers again forced to punt and Mus- RT; Heneveld. RE; Rotman, Q;
FARM
and
GARDEN
SEEDS
with reference to which people enin the end-zone. Kirby calmly conwere to leave today for Pella, la., kegon Heights began again from DeWitt, LH; Ploegsma,RH; Vangaged in commerce and industry MILORGANITE FERTILIZER
verted and the score was dead- Jem»on Park Home
derBunte,
F.
after spending a few days in Hol- its own 49. Mike Regeczi went
__
_
for your lawna
should concern themselves.
lOCKCu.
h Scene of Party
land as guests of Prof, and Mrs. through a big hole in. the center
Muskegon Heights: Thomberry,
“It is distinctlyand decidedly a
As the second half started, the
G.
Menninga.
Dr.
Lubbers
gave
Mre. John Kuipere entertained
J. Y. HUIZENGA
of the Dutch forward wall and LE; Joe Tomoreky, LT; Ruzicka, communityenterprise, and being:
? two teams traded blows, as the
with • surpriseparty Friday after- the main address at the seminary romped 28 yards to the Dutch 23. LG; Julius Tomorsky, C; Johnson,
City Property, Subur209 River Ave. Phone 8478
considered such, it is solicited, adDutchmen, with Timmer running
noon for Mrs. Albert Kuypera in reception in Hope Reformed However, the Holland stands were RG; Le Roux (C), RT; Fortenbans and Business propvised, criticizedby all, non-memYard— 192 E. 10th SL
brilliantly,ripped off two first
the latter’s home. Games were church Friday evening.
given somethingto cheer about, as backer, ItE; Gomery, G; Regeczi, bers as well as members, such as
erty.
Farms and Vacant
downs, and the Scots came roar- played and Mrs. H. Helmink and
Lucille Walters, 14, returned to the Dutch line rose to stop the LH; Brongersma,RH; Homan, F.
no
other
organization is subject
ing back, mainly on a 25-yard aeriLota,
Rentals, Property
Mrs. H. Mulder were the prize her home on route 6 Saturday
Officials: Referee, Wheeler;umto.
al from Tait to McKeith which winners. The honored guest was from Holland hospital where she challenge and the attack bogged
Management.
Frontage,
pire,
Rich;
head
linesman,
Barndown on the 26. Just before the
“Most of the criticism comes
placed the ball on the Hope 35. His presented with gifts.
underwent an appendectomy Sept. end of the first half, the Dutch ard.
Macatawa
and
from non-members who do not unGuests invitedwere Mrs. Albert 26.
The Muskegon Heights reserves derstand the work and purpose of
registered its initial first down of
Michigan.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
De
Fouw
and
Lugers,
Mrs.
Ed
De
Pree,
Mrs.
It's Always A Plaasura
the contest, on a penalty and an showed power and drive in down- the Chamber of Commerce.
John H. Teusink, Mrs. H. Helmink, Mr. and Mrs. E. Northuis and son, 8-yard jaunt by Walt Milewski, re- ing the Dutch reserves in an afWith Hair that
"Labor, especially,is suspicious
Dining
Mrs. George Heneveld, Mrs. Ver- Paul, visited at the Straits over serve back.
ternoon tilt by the same score, 13le difficult to
of the Chamber of Commerce. It
Offlc.
Horn. 3014
at the
non Cook, Mrs. Simon Harkema, the week-end.
permaThe first half was marked by 0. Heights scored in the first per- Is commonly reported among many take
Henry Poelakkerwho has been the power and deception of the iod on a fumble and in the third
UTCH Mrs. Reginald Stoel, Mrs. Lester
nent
of them that the chamber is fm
Cook. Mrs. C. Crowley, Mrs. Hen- in Holland hospitalfor observation Muskegon Heights versatile eleven on a sustained march.
GRILL
adjunct of the manufacturersassory Mulder, Mrs. William Wolviui, hu returned to his home near
Lillian Boauty Shop
and the Dutch didn't have a
CoffM
ciation, helping them to maintain a
An. William Baker, Mrs. John OveriseL
9 River Ave. r Phene 2950
chance to get started.
low
wage
scale. This is silly and
Shop
John Cooper, 583 Elmdale court,
Reimink, Mm. John G. Rutgers
FACE
Trie second half began as a reuntrue. In the first pltce, the manis spendingthis week in Chicago
and Mrs. Byron Paschal.
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HAS Heights Score at Start to

Win Over Hollanders, 13-0
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OTTAWA COUNTY
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I

8581

KAMMERAAD

Ave.

PHONE

2465

HAAR

MOTOR

—

DRYOEANERS

*

_i

REAL ESTATE

v

WOMEN

Laka

WANTED

—

ISAAC KOUW
2344

a

TWO

FOLLOWING WRECK

- SPECIAL -

Noonday Lunches ..... No
Evening Dinners ....... SSo

VEEN and MANNES
SUPER SERVICE
TIRES BATTERIES

Warm Friend Tavern

WASHING
Body

A

GREASING

on

Fonder Repairing

USED CARS
Phono 4651
Columbia Avo. and 8th St

John Deere

SPREADERS

Electric

& Knooihoizen

65 W. 8th

SL

Household

Appliances
• ABC WASHERS
# GALE Electrie Refrigerators
# ESTATE Electric Rangot

for Longer Life!

Knoll

•

Phone 9505

HOLLAND BATTERY
STATION
Walter Van Meataren
• W. 7TH

ST. PHONE

1891

WELL PREPARED:

TEXACO
g

MARFAK

The Moving Parts
of Your Car
Have less trouble and expense.
It Isste twice as long.
Cushion

Mannes Super

:
•

MEALS

At Reasonable Prices •
JOPEN 7:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.:

•----------dally except Sunday

:

TULIP RESTAURANT

Service

581 State Street,on M-40

59 E. 8TH

ST.

to

Z

Lubrication

Keeps OutSqueaks

youu can do at
home, but you
can’t expect to

!

All' Kinds

J. WE8TENBROEK A CO.
82 E. 8th
Phone 3394

8L

•

Service

190 RIVER

AVE.

PH. 2464

Twice at Long.

SiE

Only 75c

THOROUGHLY
shampoo your

Pelo.i’a Super Service
44 River
Phono 8457

Ave.

hair by yourself. Nor set It
and achieve beautiful results.
Tha dividends are great

QUALITY FOODS

PROFESSORS ITCHING
TO PUT U.S. IN WAR

AT MOST

REASONABLE PRICES

HOLLAND BEAUTY

INSURANCE

SHOPPE

MORTGAGE LOANS

Phone 2212

JOHN GALIEN
S

17

WE8T ITH 8TREET
PHONE 2512

Washington,Oct. 6 (UP)— U. S.
Sens. Prentiss M. Brown (D) and
Arthur Vandenberg (R) of Michigan today received petitionsfrom
278 faculty members of the Universitiesof Michigan and Wayne
urging immediate American entry

And Save

REAL ESTATE
AND INSURANCE

WOOD
8L

85 W. 8th

Phono 2948

SL

Phone 2172

Twenty-five registrantsare
scheduler to receive a mass physical examination next Monday
night at the local selective service
board headquarters in the Temple
building.Notices were mailed out
today to the registrants,ordering
them to report for the examina-

PERIOD DESIGNS

48 Weet 8th St, Telephone8892

Time

8AVE8 NINE”
Insure Now With

.
•

Hand Carved

Footstoola

and Chain

A home at 157 West 21st St.
a barrage of tomatoes

G.

received

to local

police,who suspect that the preHalloween escapade was carried
out by boys of the neighborhood.

itandird Line Replacement
Part*

Ask Your Dealer

BflJl*

ff#

M'

in

BUIS

ft

SON

UPHOLSTERING SHOP
88

E. 8th

SL

Phono 1187

,

If

Roofing and Asbestos Siding

FLINTKOTE PRODUCTS

HOLLAND READY
ROOFING CO.
NerthahoreDrive Phene 80811

YOU SAVE CASH!
Attachable oil filtere pro*
tact your motor and get
meet out of any olL Get
your filter today!

PRINS SERVICE
180 E. »th

St

Phone 4842

Let ue help you with

Phone 3388 •

your Building probHems.
Estimates Cheerfully Given

VAN DYKE-VOLKERS
Builders
Induatrlal— Store Fronts

REALTOR

26 E. 20th St, Ph. 4529-2848

REAL ESTATE
and

H.

L COLTON -

P.

ELZINGA —

Architect
Designer

—

DESIGNS

MODERN MOTOR
TRANSPORTATION

INSURANCE

PLANS

THE DUTCH BLOCK

SUPERVISION
207-208 Dutch Block Ph. 8312

INTERSTATE COMMON
CARRIERS

IMPORTANT 70

REMEMBER

TmGm Md

Sligli llcyelM
For Rent— 25e and 15c per hour
Reliable BicycU Shop
Open Even’ge Edw. Voe, Prop.
138 West 19th Street
Phono 3492 For Reeervatlone

BETWEEN HOLLAND
— and —

That our service, despite
ita deserved reputation
for high quality, may be
had for a very reasonable sum.

CHICAGO INDIANAPOLIS
FORT WAYNE SOUTH BEND
KOKOMO MARION
MUNCIE ANDERSON
HOLLAND MOTOR

SANDING

NIBBEUNK-NOTIER

WORK

» W.

FINISHING

Scrubbing

.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

EXPRESS, INC.

5th and

Ith 8tr«.t

Cantral Phone

3101-2

HOLLAND, MICK

Polishing

NEW FLOORS SURFACED TO

HAZZARD A STULL
PHONM

2402-4494

GIFTS
FOR EVERY OCCASION
Kodaks,' Film, Photo
Finishing, Framing

PHOTO

dk

It

GIFT
'

STARTING

>- Feeds

HAMILTON DAIRY, CALF, HOG, TURKEY and
POULTRY MASHES and FEEDS are made according to formulae furniahed ua by Michigan State Col-

lege Dairy, Animal Husbandry- and Poultry depart-

ment

DU SAAR
10 E. Ith

Mushes

specialist!.

4

*'

SHOP

Hamilton Feeds and Mashes are made of the

Phone 2280

est grains and concentratesobtainable— Thats

ft

BREEDING MASH

Balahco For Vltamlne and Minerals
FortifiedWith Cod Liver Oil
For Hatchablllty and Starting*v
Chicke.

jr.HW/Af

:

STEKETEE

8t

Location— 177 Ci lego
PHONE 7133

Brake Shoes Relined
Diatributor Fen’
Hatting Steel Vent Ring#

Commercial Electric Shop

OWNING YOUR
OWN HOME

Commercial and Residential

BEN L VAN LENTE
New

LIFETIME

•

Henry Oosting

In

EARLY HALLOWEEN!
Saturday night, according

Motors

•

Stitch In

THE THRILL OF A

PBRFICTION.

For Needlepoint Handicraft

Commercial Photographer

—

predecessor, William C.
PETER
Connelly, was cursed with rumors
:t» E. 24th
of this kind. When the Garrard
foundry opened, it was commonly
reported that he went there and

“A

“sift

-r itnvicc
Wiring
Fixtures •

•

"My

m

^ELECTRICAL

/>

Old Floors Mado Lika Naw!

tion.

HENRY J.ENGELSMAN

•

FLOOR

Draper’; Market
34 E. 8th

Into the war.

ufacturers in our city are not organized, so there can not be •
manufacturersassociation.In the
second place, more than threefourths of Its members are com- j
mercial and professionalmen, who
would not support the chamber if
such was the fact. Bigger payroll
J
means more business for them.

Shop Here

PLAN EXAMINATION

Sec C.

REAL ESTATE

Brake DniBsTnroed

Sheet Metal Work of
s

E.J. Bacheller, D.C. Ph .C.
Palmer Graduate
X-Ray and Neurocalometer

ROCK-A-CAR

Half the Job

Avo.

St

i

A

166)4 River

CHARGES

petitionof the first, as the Tigers
on business.
started a sweep down the field the
Pvt. Carl Ritterby of West 19th
first time they laid hands on the
Grand Haven, Oct. 9 (Special)
St. has reached his latest assignpigskin.But Lloyd Heneveld steped destination, Randolph Field, ped into the breach and inter- — Edward Spoelma of Grand
Haven was sentenced to serve five
Tex., the "West Point of the Air.’’
cepted an aerial on the 43-yard days in the county jail by Justice
He writes ‘This is the most beauline of Holland, and the Dutch beGeorge V. Hoffer
Monday
tiful army training camp I have
gan
to move. DeWItt hit tackle upon his plea of guilty to a charge
ever seen. There are well kept
for 3 and then, Ken Rotman faded
of drunken driving.
lawns and flowers. The office
and tossed an aerial to Heneveld He also paid a 550 fine and costs
buildings look more like a high
for 14 yards and a first down on
of $8.45. Otto Emmenegger, 26, alclass Park Ave. residential disthe 36. A holding penalty momenso of Grand Haven, was sentenctrict than a training center.”
tarily halted the determined ed to serve 10 days in the county
Dutch, but this was nullified by a jail upon his plea of guilty to a
10-yard dash by DeWitt and a 12- charge of being drunk and disordUnema’i Shoe Service
yard pass, Rotman to Kraai. De- erly.
Witt made it a first down on the
The charges against the two re230 Rlvtr Ave., Holland, Mich.
&>. Then, Gene hit tackle for six sulted from their arrests Saturday
and Kraai again snatched a pass about 4 p.m. by State Troopers
Opposite Post Office
for a first down on the 9. Two Kent Lumbard and John Antonelli
line plays failed because of a de- following an automobileaccident
cided lack of blocking and Kelley, on M-104, just east of Spring Lake
a Tiger resene, came up with a in front of Curve Crest tavern.
West Michigan Laundry interception on the 2-yard line Spoelma Ls alleged to have run
to end the threat.
into a parked car in front of the
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND
But, the Dutch retorted,chiefly tavern, while the owner of the car.
DRY CLEANING SERVICE
on passes by Ken Rotman to Kraai Willard North, of route 2, Spring
Called For and Delivered
for 18 yards and to Oosterbaan for Lake, was in the tavern. After the
407 W. 17th
Phone 9787 14 to the Heights 16. However, accident both Spoelma and EmmeRotman failed to make a first negger, who was riding with Spoeldown by inches and the ball was ma, sought to fight with those
retaken by Heights on its own 11. near the scene, police said.
This was the last serious threat of
the Dutchmen. Led by Jack Wie-

TWO

142.70 per 100

Ibi.

PRICES J $2.65 per 100 Ibn
For FarmerT Feeding Tlielr Own Milk
We Have • Maeh @ $2.40 per 100 Iba.

Holland Co-Operative Co.
M I. 7TH
PHONE 2213

ST.

.4

fin-

why

they give better results. They ere made daily and
are fresher.

FOR
EVERY

‘

‘

f

•

•

•

.

-

;

We do not substitute or leave out on account of
high prices of certain ingredient!.

PRINTING

NEED

Quality considered, our prices are lower.

^ SEC
STEKETEE-VAN HUIS
Printing House, Inc.
Holland^ Leading Printer*
Ph. 4337-8231 • E. 10th

H

HAMILTON FARM BUREAU
PHONE

2121

0

